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" American Arts and Arti sts of the Twentieth Century: 
1900-1941" is a prepared course of study developed for the 
high-school or j unior-college-level humanities student . 
One to three literary, musical , and visual artists were 
selected to represent a decade . Because of the amount of 
material to be covered, and because of the limited time in 
which to present i t ,  the first four decades of the twentieth 
century are considere d .  
The study consists of fifty, one-hour sessions which 
are divided into two uni t s :  " The First Two Decad e s :  1900-1918" ; 
and " Between the Wars : 1919- 1941 . "  Each unit i s  made up of 
individual le ssons devoted to an artis t ,  which discusses 
important aspects of his life , educational background,  and 
style , along with significant examples of his art .  Following 
each unit and lesson i s  a list of resources and materials 
which contain recommended reading and possible audio/visual 
aids . Suggested assignments are also included in each unit 
and in some lessons . 
In essenc e ,  this course of study attempts to understand 
certain artists and their works and to relate them, when­
ever possibl e ,  to. aesthetic and expressive values ,  including 
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those of the artist and his sponsoring culture . 
The artists considered in thi s project  are as follows : 
1900-1918 : 
1919-1941 
Willa Cather 
Scott Joplin 
John Sloan 
John Marin 
Charles Ives 
Robert Frost 
Charles Sheeler 
Sinclair Lewis 
Edward Hopper 
Ernest Hemingway 
Langston Hughes 
Louis Armstrong 
Edward "Duke" Ellington 
George Gershwin 
Stuart Davis 
Alexander Calder 
Grant Wood 
Aaron Copland 
John Steinbeck 
This course i s  designed so that it can be altered--by 
either adding or omitting material--to best sui t  the needs 
of the instructor.  
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INTRODUCTION 
The thought and spirit of the past are most often 
reflected in the art of that day. While we turn to the 
sciences--geology, archeology, or anthropology--for material 
evidence and traits·, we must turn to the arts--li tera tur e ,  
music , theatre , painting, and sculpture--for the cultural 
essence of a society . The primary purpose of " American Arts 
and Artists of the Twentieth Century : 1900-1941" i s  to help 
the humanities student to understand some of the more out-
standing American artists and art of the first four decades 
of the century. Perhap s ,  with such an understanding , the 
student will develop an awareness of the intimate relation-
ship between the work and its creator as wel l  as between 
the work and contemporary thought and culture . To fulfill 
these purpose s ,  the following objective s were formulated :  
To organize my thoughts on the arts and to increase 
my understanding of how the art s ,  especially in 
America, are related ; 
To increase my awareness and knowledge of the American 
arts in relation to cultural features of specific 
decades in the twentieth century; 
And , to experience the conception and planning of 
a course for the purpose of designing others in the 
future . 
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The pro j e c t ,  " American Arts and Artists of the 
Twentieth Century: 1900-1941," is a prepared course of 
study that was developed for the high-school or junior­
college-level humanities studen t .  One to three l iterary, 
musical , and visual artists were selected to represent a 
decade . The course includes a syllabus and suggested daily 
lesson plan s .  Resources for materials ,  such as films , books ,  
video tape s ,  records, and slides ,  appear at the end of each 
lesson . 
My intention i s  to present this course to various 
school  districts ,  museum education programs ,  and junior 
colleges as a po ssible addition to their curriculum . I believe 
this course is a fairly representative survey of American 
arts and artists of the first half of the twentieth century 
and should be included in a liberal studies program . If 
an educational institution accepts this pro j e c t  as part of 
their program, then it  can be evaluated by the teacher and 
participating students . 
Because of the amount of material to be covered , and 
because of the limited time in which to present i t ,  only the 
first four decades of thi s century are considered . The study 
consists of fifty , one-hour sessions which are divided into 
two units : " The First Two Decad e s :  1900-1918," and " Be tween 
the War s :  1919-1941." Each unit i s  made up of individual 
lessons devoted to an artist ,  which discusses important 
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aspects of his life ,  educational background,  and style , 
a long with significant examples of his art .  Following each 
unit and lesson i s  a list of resources and materia l s  which 
contain recommended reading and possible audio/visual aid s .  
Resource catalogs were available a t  my own local junior­
high-school library, so there should be no problem in 
acquiring similar one s .  Any school would normally have 
access to these sources and to any other recommended materi­
als for this course . 
Unit I ,  " The First Two �ecade s :  1900-1918," i s  
broken down into seven l e ssons and takes approximately 
twenty sessions to complete . The first lesson , " The Elements , "  
i s  provided to help familiarize the student with terminology 
common to each art di scipline . The rest of the le ssons are 
devoted to the arti sts :  Willa Cather, Scott Joplin , John 
Sloan ,  John Marin , Charles Ives, and Robert Frost . 
Unit II , " Between the War s :  1919-1941," i s  a thirty­
session unit that covers a time when American thought and 
culture were in a turmoi l .  Value s were questioned ; l ife 
itself re-evaluated . The artists selected to represent thi s  
time include : Charles Sheeler,  Sinclair Lew i s ,  Edward Hopper , 
Ernest Hemingway, Langston Hugh e s ,  Louis Armstrong , Edward 
" Duke" Ellington, George Gershwin,  Stuart Davis ,  Alexander 
Calder,  Grant Wood,  Aaron Copland , and John Steinbec k .  
Suggested assignments are included i n  each unit and 
in · most le ssons but are by no means the only ones to be con-
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sidered ; classes vary as well as circumstances under which 
a l esson i s  presented ; thu s ,  assignments are left to the 
teacher ' s  discretion . 
The actual content of written examinations i s  also 
to be decided by the teacher , since this person is the only 
one who can honestly determine how wel l  a lesson was pre-
sented , and what was to be learned from i t .  Neverthele s s ,  
most questions can b e  drawn directly from the text . In order 
to keep information current in the pro ject ,  I recommend that 
a vertical file be maintained in the classroom to store 
materials gathered on each artis t .  Their works may be in-
eluded in traveling art exhibitions , performed in concert , 
dramatized on television, or discussed in magazines or 
newspapers , and it  would add to the interest of the student 
if he were involved with the collection and filing of new 
material s .  
To maintain a continuity o f  documentation throughout 
the lesson s ,  parenthetical notations appear immediately 
after each citation . Only the author' s name and page number 
are given in the text ; the remainder of the footnote can 
be found under "Resources and Material s . "  For example ,  in the 
les son on Grant Wood the following quote appears:  
The inspiration for American Gothic (1930) came 
when Wood accidently came upon a little white­
framed house in the country . "He  thought it a form 
of borrowed pretentiousnes s ,  a structural absurdity, 
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to put a Gothic-style window in such a flimsy frame 
house . That was to be part of the satire in the 
painting . "  ( Darrell Garwood,  p .  119) 
This excerpt was taken from a book by Darrell Garwood,  and 
i t  can be found on page 119 of that boo k .  Consulting the 
list of "Resources and Materials" for this lesson, there i s  
a bibliographical notation, which appears a s  follows : 
Darrell Garwood ,  Artist in Iowa : A Life of 
Grant Wood ( New York : Norton, 1944; reprint ed . ,  
New York : Greenwood, 1971). 
A complete bibliography, of course , can be found at the end 
of the pro j e c t .  
When I chose to undertake thi s pro j ec t ,  my personal 
obj ectives were to increase my understanding of the arts and 
of their relationship to each other, to expand my overall 
awareness and knowledge in relation to cultural features of 
each decade , and to experience the planning and designing of 
a syllabus . To varying degree s ,  all of these objectives 
have been realized . 
The final objective--to experience the planning and 
designing of a syllabus--was the first and probably the 
easiest one to fulfill . The topic had already been chosen : 
" American Arts and Artists of the Twentieth Century : 1900-
1941." The arts to be explored were music ,  visual art , and 
literature . The order of presentation would be chronological , 
starting with the first two decades and moving into the 
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interwar period , which i s  comprised of the twenties and 
thirties .  Once this was establishe d ,  all that remained was 
to select the artists and their works to be studied . Selec-
tions were based on the following criteria :  
The artist must be  American born or  have lived in 
America during his apprentice period ;  
He must be  interesting enough to  maintain the 
attention of the average high-school studen t ,  i . e . ,  
having a colorful personality or background and an 
easily understood art ; 
Examples o f  the artist must be easily attainable ,  
either through recording s ,  slide s ,  videotap e s ,  or 
films ; 
He  must be recognized as a significant artist by 
most critics and h istorians . 
The two remaining obj ectives--to understand the arts 
and to expand my awareness of the h istorical and cultural 
context in which they were created--required a more in-
depth study since the results would provide the essential 
contents of the le ssons . 
To increase my awareness and knowledge of the art s ,  
it  was necessary to study the history and culture o f  each 
decade . This involved extensive reading, synthesizing, and 
interpretation of the facts . 
Unit I ,  " The First Two Decades :  1900-1918 ,11 recalls 
a time in American history when social reform was one of 
the dominant tendencies . The Industrial Revolution had 
adversely affected the quality of life of the workers . Labor 
unions increased in both size and number as more laborers 
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felt the inhuman effects of mechanization . And, while the 
Industrial Revolution had created great wealth among certain 
members of American society, there was also concern through­
out America to find a method for a more equal distribution 
of wealth , which contributed to the rise of the Progressive 
Movement , the presidential election of Theodore Roosevelt ,  
and the creation of anti-trust laws . 
Artists , too , turned their attention to the people ,  
both in the present as well as in the pas t .  The main ob­
j ective of the Ashcan School , epitomized by the paintings 
of John Sloan , was to depict the life of the urban poor. 
Scott Joplin also directed his activities toward reaching 
a mass audience ;  he wrote and performed popular ragtime 
music which could be easily distributed across the country 
on piano rolls or published music sheets . In her literary 
works Willa Cather celebrated the life of the common soul 
on the prairie during this time when the Frontier had been 
declared at an end , and America was on the verge of estab­
li shing itself as a world protector of democracy.  
World War I seems to be a watershed , dividing the two 
periods of the first half of the twentieth century . Americans 
came to realize how complex their society had become , and 
how much they depended on world trade to boost the economy . 
Involvement in the war stimulated the economy and increased 
even further the industrial and urban growth in America . 
After a short post-war recession full mechanization--or what 
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William Leuchte nburg calls the " Second Industrial Revolution " - ­
began and radically changed the way of life for most Ameri­
cans during the 1920 ' s  and 19JO ' s .  During thi s period a 
majority of population now had access to automobile s ,  which 
enabled them to trave l .  Radio and motion pictures occupied 
their leisure time , and the development of mechanical 
household appliances freed the homemakers from menial chores 
and afforded the opportunity for women to work outside the 
home . Men and women from the surrounding rural communities 
flocked to the cities in search of new job opportunitie s .  
Tenement housing prevailed ; nightclubs flourished ;  and 
a new busine s s ,  advertising , was forme d .  Unit I I , " Between 
the War s ,  1919-1941 , "  explores how society adjusted to a 
new set of social attitud e s ,  and how these attitudes are 
relfected in the art of the time . 
Inside the nightclubs j azz bands--such as those of 
Louis Armstrong' s  or Duke Ellington ' s--became featured 
attractions . The perils of ghetto neighborhoods and tenement 
housing became subject  matter for Langston Hughes .  Advertising 
and salesmanship influenced the arts ,  as demonstrated with the 
publication of Sinclair Lewis'  satirical work, Babbitt ,  and 
in the paintings of S tuart Davis , who represented the flashy 
signs and designs of the modern commercial environment . For 
Charles Sheeler, however, the machine and industry were 
idealized . He turned them into symbol s  of power and per­
fection . 
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Other artists ,  avoiding the physical environment ,  
chose to portray the individual and his response to the 
machine and mechanization . Edward Hopper and Ernest Heming­
way created characters who appear displaced , lonely, isolated ,  
and somewhat disillusioned with their surroundings . These 
people , whether in Hopper' s paintings or Hemingway' s 
stori e s ,  are alienated from a new kind of collective society 
that had arisen in the urban center s .  Later in the uni t ,  
during the 1 9JO ' s ,  John Steinbeck' s  characters appear as 
displaced souls who roamed the west in search of a more stable 
life . 
In the Midwest Grant Wood satirized the hypocritical 
values that he found on the farms and in the small-town 
communitie s .  His attitude was not entirely critical , how­
ever,  for he praised rural America and denounced life and art 
of the big city in his 1935 manifesto of rural Regionalism . 
Some twentieth-century artists were influenced by 
other cultural valu e s .  Charles Ive s ,  for example , looked back 
to the pas t ,  to the nineteenth-century transcendentalists for 
subject matter and inspiration . His complex Fourth Symphony 
i s  a statement on existence and i s  composed of church hymns 
and patriotic songs--often played simultaneously--which create 
a rather extreme dissonance . Ives was taught that if one 
paid too much attention to the sound, he would most l i kely 
miss the music . Robert Frost and Alexander Calder found in­
spiration in the beauty of simplicity ,  often found i n  one ' s  
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childhood and in nature . Both relied on a child-like sim­
plicity of form to create , in their works, an intimacy 
that is shared only with the reader or viewer . George Gersh­
win and Aaron Copland were most concerned with creating an 
American style of music . Both were fascinated with synco­
pation in rhythm, and often used it in their music , which 
included; ballets set in the Old West ( C opland ' s  Billy the 
Kid and Rode o ) ; an opera set in the Deep South ( Gershwin ' s  
Porgy and Bess) ; a tribute to a great American ( C opland ' s  
A Lincoln Portrai t ) ; or just a jazz-inspired concert ( Gersh­
win ' s  Rhapsody in Blue ) . And finally ,  John Marin, following 
Futurist theory , painted energy which he saw in both the 
city and the sea. His " framed" watercolors seem to be on 
the verge of exploding , ready to release dynamic forces yet 
Lo be experienced . 
As I fulfilled each objecteve I discovered one 
dominant relationship among all of the artists studied : 
whatever their influences and styles,  they still maintained 
an American flavor--a national identity.  Whether their 
work is set in the center of Harlem or on the Monterey 
coast of California, whether their writings espouse Tran­
scendentalism or ruralism ,  their subjects are American ; their 
viewpoints are American . 
As I reflect back on the two years I have spent 
developing this course , I have found that my appreciation 
1 1  
for each artist has grown into a deep admiration . The 
rare talent that each individual possessed has only been 
touched upon, and because of the nature of a survey ,  a 
more in-depth study must be left to the student . Admittedly, 
there were problems of selection . Sinclair Lewis '  Zenith 
would be so much more meaningful if Main Street and Arrow­
smith could be studied with Babbit t ;  a novel by Ernest 
Hemingway and Willa Cather would have been preferable to 
their short stori e s ; and, unfortunately, John Steinbeck' s  
best work, The Grapes of Wrath , had to be omitted . In 
addition , Aaron Copland composed some beautiful dance pieces 
that celebrate Americana, such as Appalacian Spring ( espe­
cially beautiful when performed by the Martha Graham company ) 
or Rodeo . Such omissions are regrettable ,  but inevitably 
necessary . 
C ertainly, one of the strengths of this fine arts 
survey lies in the fact that the student will be introduced 
to more than one aspect of the arts ,  to more than one form 
of expression . Hopefully, this exposure will motivate 
within him a desire to further explore American culture . 
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SYLLABUS 
AMERICAN ARTS AND ARTISTS OF THE TWENTIETH CENTURY : 1900-1941 
I .  The F irst Two Decade s : . 1900- 1918 
A .  The Elements 
1 .  The Three Componants of Art 
2 .  Elements of Music 
3 .  Literary Elements 
B .  Willa Cather ( 1873-1947) 
1 .  " The Sculptor' s Funeral" 
2 .  Assignment 
c. Scott Joplin ( 1868-1917)  
1 .  Ragtime 
2 .  "Maple Leaf Rag" ( 1899)  
3 .  "Elite Syncopations" ( 1902)  
D .  John Sloan ( 187 1-1951 ) 
1 .  Hairdre sser ' s  Window ( 1907 ) 
2 .  Three A . M .  ( 1907) 
3 .  The Wake of the Ferry ( 1907 ) 
4 .  Statements by Robert Henri 
E .  John Marin ( 1870-1953) 
1 .  Sun Spots ( 1920)  
2 .  Lower Manhattan ( 1920)  
3 .  Futurism 
4 .  Statement by John Marin 
5 .  Assignment 
F .  Charles Ives ( 1874-1954 )  
1 .  Vocabluary 
2 .  Fourth Symphony 
G .  Robert F rost ( 1874- 1963) 
1 .  " ' Out , Out- ' "  ( 1916 )  
2 .  "Hyla Brook" 
lJ 
I I . Between the Wars : 1919-1941 
A .  Unit Assignments 
1 .  Critical Book Review 
2 .  Oral Presentation 
B .  Charles Sheeler ( 1 883- 1965) 
1 .  Upper Deck ( 1929)  
2 .  American Landscape ( 1930 ) 
C .  Sinclair Lewis ( 1885-1951 ) 
1 .  Babbitt 
2 .  Satire in Babbitt 
D .  Edward Hopper ( 1882-1967 ) 
1. Automat ( 1927 ) 
2 .  N ighthawks ( 1942) 
E .  Ernest Hemingway ( 1899-1961 )  
1 . "A Clean , Well-Lighted Place" ( 1933 ) 
2 .  Assignment 
F .  Langston Hughes ( 1902-1967 ) 
1 .  " J az z ,  Jive , and Jam" ( 1953)  
2 .  "Harlem" ( 19 5 1 )  
3 .  Manife sto ( c .  1926)  
G .  Louis Armstrong ( 1900- 1 97 1 )  
1 .  Jazz and Its Evolution 
2 .  "West  End Blues" ( c .  1920 ) 
J .  " ( I ' ll Be  Glad When You ' re Dead ) You Rascal You" 
( c .  1920)  
H .  Edward "Duke" Ellington ( 1899-1974) 
1 .  " Black and Tan Fantasy" ( c .  1920 ) 
2 .  " Satin Doll" ( 19  53)  
I.  George Gershwin ( 1898-1937 ) 
1 .  Rhapsody in Blue ( 1924) 
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J .  Stuart Davis ( 1894-1964) 
1 .  E beater '1 Abstraction ( 1927 ) 
2 .  Lucky Strike 1921 
3 .  Cubism (6 handouts) 
4 .  Davis e ssays ( 3  handout s )  
K .  Alexander Calder ( 1897- 1976) 
1 .  White Frame ( 1934) 
2 .  Two White Dots in the Air ( 1958) 
L. Grant Wood ( 1891- 1942 ) 
1 .  Young Corn ( 1931) 
2 .  Fall Plowing ( 1931 ) 
J. Spring Turning ( 19J6) 
4 .  Haying (1939) 
5 .  American Gothic ( 1930 ) 
6 .  Daughters of Revolution (1932) 
M .  Aaron Copland ( 1900- ) 
1 .  Billy the Kid Suite ( 1938 ) 
N .  John Steinbeck ( 1902 - 1968 ) 
1 .  Of Mice and Men ( 1937 ) 
2 .  Irony in Of Mice and Men 
UNIT I THE FIRST TWO DECADES : 1900-1919 
LENGTH: approximately 20 days 
ORDER OF LESSONS : 
The Elements 
Willa Cather 
Scott Joplin and Ragtime 
John Sloan and the Ashcan School 
John Marin and Futurism 
Charles Ives and the Fourth Symphony 
Robert Frost 
UNI T  PURPOSE: 
Unit I ,  " The First Two Decades," has a primary pur-
pose to present a sampling of the arts in America from 
1900 to 1919 . And since the course i s  designed for the non-
arts major,  many unfamiliar but basic terms will be intro-
duccd to the student to help enhance his understanding of 
the art produced in America during this time . 
William Leuchtenburg described this period as not 
only a '' happily secure world . . . self-dependent for its 
society and amusements" ( since most homes had not yet ac­
quired the technology of the telephone ) :  but also as a 
rapidly rising industrial nation with a "raft of problems--
city slums , factory reform, unassimilated immigrants , and 
class animosity . "  ( William Leuchtenburg , pp • .5-6 ) This 
seemingly double-image caused Leuchtenburg to comment 
further : "Beneath the complacency of the age l ay a grave dis­
quie t . "  ( Leuchtenburg, p .  6) Walter Lippmann , in 1914 ,  said 
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it  this way, "We are unsettled to the very roots of our 
being . "  ( Leuchtenburg, p .  6 )  
Art in America from 1900 to 1919 reflects both 
the happy innocence and the rising social unrest in which 
people began to question morals learned throughout their 
lifetimes .  Scott Joplin ' s ragtime music retains the cheer­
ful image of the country fair , ice-cream parlors , hurdy­
gurdie s ,  and downtown trolleys . Willa Cather' s stories 
often celebrate the down-home roots of rural America al­
though she can criticize this same kind of life , as il­
lustrated in " A  Sculptor's Funeral . "  Her messages seem to 
be as powerful as those of Robert Frost whose poems cele­
brate country living and innocence but also expose the hard­
ness developed within one ' s  soul as a result of living 
off the land . Searching for the truth to man ' s existence 
has always been a major theme in the arts, as demonstrated 
in the music of Charles Ive s ,  whose Fourth Symphony i s  
particularly directed toward religious awareness and the 
reevaluation of one's beliefs . The two visual artists to 
be .studied , like the rest , cross back and forth from either 
category . John Marin's subject is the hustle and bustle of 
city life , its constant movement and the happy celebration 
of technology. At the same time , he employs the philosophy 
of the Italian Futurists in which past values such as sta­
bility, materialism, and impressionism established by pre­
vious schools of art must be destroyed in order to create 
new guideline s .  F inally, John Sloan , whose paintings rep-
17 
resented the people who probably l istened to the j olly rag­
time piano music ,  also displays an unsettling awareness of 
the city slum. Sloan was a member of a painting group 
called the Ashcan School in which the only subjects painted 
were those of the lower class city dwellers . Sometimes his 
paintings celebrate their society , but one is still constant­
ly aware of the poverty and unhealthy conditions of this 
way of life . 
The first two decades of the twentieth century serve 
as a prologue to the turbulent twenties and thirties .  This 
is the period when some groups stopped going to ice-cream 
socials and started going to union organization meetings ; 
this is the period that experienced the "war to end all 
wars" , and finally, this i s  the period in which there was 
a radical change in mobility: " In 1909 [William Howard] Taft 
rode to the Capitol inauguration in a horse and carriage , 
in 1913 (Woodrow] Wilson traveled in an automobile . "  
( Leuchtenburg, p . 6) 
EVALUATION PROCEDURE : 
Various assignments will be given throughout the 
lessons to measure the student ' s  progress . Assignments 
will include simple analysis, essays relating similar 
philosophies ,  and student-led class discussions . A written 
examination to measure how well the student comprehends the 
elements of art and music will be administered at the end. 
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RESOURCES AND MATERIALS : 
Notes: 
C itations that appear in this section are from the 
following sourcea 
William E .  Leuchtenburg, The Perils of Prosperity: 
1914-32 ( Chicago : The University of Chicago Pres s ,  
1958) . 
Further Reading :  
Brown , Milton w. American Painting from the Armory 
Show to the Depression . Princeton : Princeton 
University Pre s s ,  1955 . 
Cowe l l ,  Henry , ( ed . ) .  American Composers of American 
Music . New York: Frederick Ungar , 1933. 
Hunter, Sam . Amer-ican Art of the Twentieth Century . 
New York : Harry N .  Abrams,  1972 . 
Rose , Barbara . American Art Since 1t00 : A Critical 
History .  New York : Praeger , 1 9  8 . 
Thomson , Virgil . American Music Since 191 0 1  Vol . I .  
London : Weidenfeld and N icolson , 1970 .  
Tighe , Mary Ann and Lang , Elizabeth Ewing . Art 
America. New York : Mc Graw-Hill , 1977. 
Trachtenberg, Alan and De Mott , Benjamin . America 
in Literature, Vol . I I .  New York : Wiley and 
Son s ,  1978 . 
Audio/Vi sual Material s :  
Pictures of a Decade : 1900-1970 .  1 1 "  x 14" mounted 
prints of photographs taken during each decade 
of the twentieth century . F ifty prints per 
decade along with a teacher' s guide . 
Complete set of 350 prints--W 4CH 10000 . 
Pleasantvi l l e ,  New York : Imperial Educational 
Resourc e s ,  n .  d .  
UNIT I 
LESSON PLAN 
ART/MUSIC/LITERATURE 
LENGTH : 3 days 
THE ELEMENTS 
SPEC IFIC STUDENT OBJECTIVES :  
To acquaint the student with the three components 
( subj ect ,  content, and form) and the basic elements 
of art so as to identify them in future lesson s .  
To acquaint the student with the basic elements of 
music so as to ide11tify them in future lessons . 
To acquaint the student with the basic elements of 
literary analysis that will be used in later lessons .  
To familiarize the student with the individual in­
struments and sections of the symphony orchestra. 
LESSON CONTENT: 
( Verbally review handouts in clas s .  Explain that 
examples of the elements will appear throughout the lessons . )  
For more specific information that the student can read 
individually, see Resources and �aterials .  
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Sub j e c t :  
Content : 
Form : 
Line : 
Shape : 
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The Three Components of Art 
Sometimes referred to as subject matter, the 
subject  of a work involves all that which i s  
represented ( or presented, i n  the case of non­
representational art) . I t  is also what a work 
is about , its theme . 
Basically it  i s  what i s  said,  the meaning and 
expressive significance of a work of art . 
How the subject and the content are presente d ,  
ordered o r  organized ( including the compo­
sitional use of the plastic elements ) ;  the way 
i t  i s  sai d .  
The Plastic Elements of Art 
The path of a moving point, the edge or boundary 
of a form, object or figure . 
Contour: 
Delineating edge : 
Directional 
movemen t :  
Central axi s :  
Delineates the edges or 
boundaries of form. 
Essentially a contour line 
reinforced by modeling 
( wi th light and dark ) . 
The basic movement sug­
gested by a line , form or 
the gaze ,  gesture or pos­
ture of a figure . 
The middle line of a pic­
ture that divides i t  in 
half,  usually an imaginary 
line but can be implied or 
marked by a form or a 
group of forms . 
I t  i s  an area defined by line , color , texture 
or light and dark. 
Plane : The flattened surface of 
a shape . 
Light and 
Dark: 
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Form: 
Picture plane : 
Also refers to a three­
dimensional shape . 
The front surface of a 
two-dimensional work . 
The relative degree of lightness or darkness 
given to an area by the amount of light re­
flected from i t .  
Two-dimensional: 
Three-dimensional 
or modeling: 
High definition : 
Low definition : 
Highligh t :  
Chiaroscuro : 
The changes of light and 
dark seem to occur only 
on the surface of the pic­
ture plane . Lights and 
darks are evenly dis­
tributed within expli-
cit boundaries and tend, 
therefore, to flatten out 
into a pattern of frontal­
ized plane s .  
The suggestion, through 
light and dark, of the 
three-dimensional chaP­
acter of form . Mass or 
volume is revealed and 
defined by value grad­
ation s .  
An extreme contrast in 
lights and darks . 
Little contrast between 
lights and darks . 
The brightest area, which 
receives the greatest 
amount or most intense 
light . 
The method of modeling form 
primarily by the use of 
light and shade . Because 
the forms are not sharply 
define d ,  they seem to 
exist in an atmosphere 
or space . 
Texture : 
Color: 
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Tenebroso : An exaggerated or dramatic 
use of chiaroscuro in 
which lights emphasize cer­
tain areas or parts of what 
appears to be rather dark 
or murky pictures .  Unlike 
chiaroscuro , which i s  based 
on natural lighting, tene­
broso features spotlight­
ing, dramatic contrast s ,  
and unnatural or ambi­
guous sourc e s .  
The actual and " visual feel" of a surface . 
Actual : 
Simulate d :  
Invented : 
A surface which stimu­
lates a tactile re­
sponse when actually 
touched . 
The illusionistic rep­
resentation of a tex­
tural surface. 
The creation or invention 
of two-dimensional pat­
terns by repeating lines 
or shapes on a small scal e .  
I t  has three basic propertie s :  hue , which gives 
color its name or special identity; saturation 
or intensity, which refers to the brightness or 
dullness of color; value , which describes its 
relative lightness or darkness . 
Primary colors : 
Secondary colors : 
Thermal properties : 
Red, yellow, and blue . 
Orange , green, and violet . 
While cool colors ( such 
as blue and associated 
hues )  appear to recede , 
warm colors ( like red and 
associated hue s )  seem to 
pro j ect or advance . 
Space : 
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There are two types of pictorial spac e :  surface 
or lateral space , in "vhich  the subject matter 
appears to reside near or on the surface of the 
picture plane ; rece ssive or illusionary space , in 
which the flatness of the actual surface i s  
denied for the illusionistic representation o f  
a three-dimensional , inhabitable spac e .  Among 
the devices  used to create pictorial space are 
size , position, overlapping, foreshortening, 
light and dark, and color . 
Linear, scientific 
or artificial per­
spective : 
Atmospheric or 
aerial perspective : 
lt i s  a geometric system 
that is used for con­
verting sizes and dis­
tances of f orms--viewed 
from a fixed position-­
into a unified and ordered 
sp�tial representation . 
I t  i s  based on the ap­
parent change that o ccurs 
with the properties of 
color and with the rela­
tive distinctiveness of 
forms . 
'l'erms and definitions have been taken from the notes of 
Jerry W .  Mc Roberts' art appreciation course at Eastern 
Illinois University ( Art 2 651 : Understanding Art ) and from 
the following source s :  Gregory Battcock ( ed . ) ,  The New Art 
( New York : E .  P .  Dutton , 1966) , pp . 100-10 ; Albert E .  Elsen, 
Purposes of Art ( New York : Holt ,  Rinehart and Winston, 1972); 
H. w. Janson, H i story of Art ( Englewood C l iffs , New Jersey : 
Pr�ntice-Hal l ,  1 977) ; Nathan Knobler, The V i sual Dialogue 
( New York : H o l t ,  Rinehart and Winston, 1971) ;  Otto c. 
Ocvirk e t  al , Art Fundamentals ( Dubuqu e ,  Iowa : William C .  
Brown , 1968 ) ; James S .  Pierc e ,  From Abacus to Zeus ( Englewood 
Cliff s ,  New Jersey:  Prentice-Hal l ,  1 968) ; Joshua c. Taylor, 
Learning to Look (Chicago : University of Chicago Press , 195'?) . 
Melody : 
Rhythm : 
Harmony : 
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The Elements of Music 
Horizontal succession of tones or p itche s .  
Motif : 
Phrase :  
1I'heme : 
Cadence : 
Melodic fragment . 
A division of the musical 
line , but larger than a 
motif ,  somewhat comparable 
to a clause in a sentence . 
A well-rounded idea, com­
parable to the sentence . 
A melodic or harmonic 
formula that occurs at the 
end of a compo sition, a 
section , or a phrase , con­
veying the impression of 
a conclusion. 
Anything to do with duration and movement in 
music . 
Beat : 
Accent: 
Meter: 
Tempo : 
Polyrhythm: 
The felt pulse . 
Stress on a beat . 
Organized beats ; a pat­
tern of fixed temporal 
units indicated by time 
signatures ,  2 } 4 e t c .  
Ij: Ij: Ij: 
The rate of speed of the 
beat : lento , largo , adagio ,  
andante , andantino , mod­
erate , allegrett o ,  allegr o ,  
vivo , presto . 
Mixture of rhythmic pat­
terns . 
Vertical combination of pitche s .  
Interval : Space between two notes . 
Texture : 
Timbre : 
Forr01: 
Chord : 
Chord 
progression: 
Tonality:  
Modulation : 
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Simultaneous sounding 
together of three or more 
tones .  
Series of chords . 
Loyalty to a key or tonal 
center . 
Change of key within a 
composition . 
The interrelationship among parts . 
Solo plus 
accompaniment :  
Homophony: 
Polyphony : 
Imitative polyphony: 
Music in which one voice 
leads melodically,  being 
supported by an accom­
paniment in chordal or 
slightly mor·e elaborate 
style . 
Block chords , hymn style . 
Music which combines 
several independent voice 
parts of individual design . 
Polyphony in which parts 
are independent and the 
same . 
Tonal color identified by the instrument or 
voic e .  
Structural design .  
ABA : 
AB : 
ABACA : 
AA BB A CC DD : 
Sonata forms 
Concerto : 
Ternary . 
Binary. 
Rondo. 
Ragtime or march . 
Exposition ; development; 
recapitulation ; coda . 
Three movement piece for 
one or more soloists and 
orchestra. 
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STANDARD ORCHESTRA SECTIONS AND THEIR INSTRUMENTS : 
S trings : 
Woodwinds :  
Brass :  
Percussion : 
first violins ( 18 )  
second violins ( 16 )  
violas (12 ) 
cellos (10) 
basses (10) 
harps ( 2 )  
piccolo ( 1 ) 
flutes ( 3 )  
oboes ( 3 )  
English horn ( 1 )  
clarinets ( 3 )  
bass clarinet ( 1 )  
bassoons ( 3 )  
contra bassoon ( 1 )  
French horns ( 4 )  
trumpets ( 3 )  
trombones ( J) 
tuba (1) 
timpani 
xylophone 
glockenspiel 
marimba 
chimes 
tamborine 
woodblock 
snare drum 
field drum 
tenor drum 
bass drum 
gongs or tam tams 
triangle 
cymbals 
tambourine 
Plot : 
Setting: 
Theme : 
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Literary Elements 
series of incidents which are related to 
one another to form an overall pattern 
or story . 
Introduction : 
Rising action : 
Climax : 
Denouemen t :  
Conclusion: 
sets the tone and 
introduces character s .  
after the introduction ,  
the struggle with the 
conflict .  
peak action, the two or 
more opposing forces  
finally meet . 
resolution of the con­
flic t .  
discussion of the past 
events .  The theme i s  
usually made clear here . 
actual place and time of the story . 
Imagery : use of language to 
describe the setting 
to appeal to the sens e s :  
sight , smell , sound, 
taste , and touch . 
the main point of the story; the message . 
Characterization : the development of characters in the 
story . 
Protagonist/Antagoni s t :  two opposing forces 
or characters. 
Stereotyp e :  
Caricature : 
exaggerating a character 
to fit everyone' s image 
( old  maid:aunt, Hollywood 
starlet ,  etc . ) .  
overemphasizing a 
characteristic or trai t .  
Point of View : 
Conflic t :  
Tone : 
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Minor characters : 
Archetype : 
importance of their 
relationship to the 
main characters . 
character who represents 
an abstract quality such 
as Death , Liberty, Love , 
or Mother Earth . 
manner in which the story is told . 
F irst person : 
Third person: 
told by someone who 
identifies himself as " I . "  
told by someone who 
identifies the characters 
as "he"  or " she . "  Remains 
outside the story , only 
records the events . 
C entral intelligence : variation, of the third 
person . Narrative i s  
limited t o  what a single 
character sees ,  thinks , 
or hears . 
Omniscient : another variation of third 
person . Narrator knows 
everything about all 
characters and events, 
can enter the mind of any 
character at any time . 
struggle of the main character with forces 
that must be subdued . C reates the plot; 
its  end usually occurring at the climax or 
shortly thereafter . Four main types : 
Man vs . Another Man 
Man vs . Himself 
Man vs . Natural Forces 
Man vs . Society 
attitude embodied in the language of the 
written work . Can be sad or j oyfu l ,  solemn 
or playful . 
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I rony : 
Satire : 
intended meaning i s  
opposite of l i teral 
meaning . 
comic mode ; holds a 
subject to scorn and 
ridicule . 
Many of the terms and definitions are from Marvin 
Klotz ' s  and Richard Abcarian ' s The Experience of F iction 
( N ew York : S t .  Martin' s  Pre s s ,  1975), pp. �7J-47 5, 
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RESOURCES AND MATERIALS : 
Further Reading :  Art Elements 
Cleaver, Dale G .  Art : An Introduction . New York : 
Harcourt , Brac e ,  Jovanovich , 1975 .  pp. 1 6-36 . 
Elsen , Albert E .  Purposes of Art : An Introduction 
to the History and Appreciation of Art . New 
York : Holt , Rinehart and Winston , 1972 . pp. 
474-81 .  
Feldman, Edmund B .  Varieties of Visual Experienc e :  
Art as Image and Idea . Englewood Cliffs, New 
Jersey: Prentice-Hall , 1971 . pp. 280-32) .  
Greenberg, Clement . " Modernist Painting . "  reprinted 
in Gregory Battcock, ed . The New Art . N ew York : 
E .  P .  Dutton , 1966 . PP• 100-10 . 
Hobbs, Jack A .  Art in Context . New York : Harcourt, 
Brac e ,  Jovanovich, 197 5 .  pp. 16-3 6 .  
Knobler, Nathan . The Visual Dialogue : An Introduction 
to the Appreciation of Art . New York: Holt ,  
Rinehart and Winston , 197 1 .  pp. 93-122, 143-97, 
277-308 . 
Lowry , Bate s .  The V isual Experience . New Jersey: 
Prentice-Hal l ,  and New York : Harry N .  Abrams , 
n . d .  
Ocvirk , Otto G .  et al . Art Fundamental s :  Theory and 
Practice . Dubuque , Iowa : William C .  Brown, 1 968 . 
PP• 29-12 5 .  
Pierc e ,  James s. From Abacus to Zeus : A Handbook of 
Art History .  Englewood Cliff s ,  New Jersey :  
Prentice-Hall , 1968 . 
Preble , Duane . Art Forms . San Francisco : Canfield 
Pre s s ,  1978.  pp. 47-95· 
Taylor , Joshua C .  Learning to Look . Chicago : University 
of Chicago Press,  1 957 . pp. 61-8 . 
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Further Reading :  Music Elements 
Cleaver, Dale G .  and Eddin s ,  John M .  Art and Musi c : 
An Introduction . New York : Harcour t ,  Brace , 
Jovanovi c h ,  1966. 
Hickok,  Robert . Music Appreciation . New York : 
Appleton-Century-Crofts , 197 1 .  
Karp , Theodore . The Dictionary of Music . New York : 
Dell , 1973· 
Machlis , Joseph . The Enjoyment of Music . New York : 
W .  W .  Norton, 1955 . 
Audio/Visual Material s :  
Music to Live By . ( 16 minute color film with striking 
visuals ; also available in video cassette . )  
Del Mar , California: Mc Graw-Hill/CRM F ilms , n . d .  
Painting: A Visual Record . ( 1 8  minute award winning 
color film: also available in video cassette . )  
Del Mar , California: Mc Graw-Hill/CRM Films , n . d .  
The Visual Art s .  (18 minute color film; also available 
in video cassette . )  Del Mar, California:  Mc Graw­
Hill/CRM Films , n . d .  
What Do the Arts Mean? ( Cassette tap e ,  59 minutes ) . 
Washington, D .  C . :  National Public Radio ; 
Voices in the Wind Series . VW 79-05-06 . 
H2.ndout Sources : 
Art:  
Music : 
Mc Roberts , Jerry . Notes from the art 
appreciation course (ART 2651) at Eastern 
Illinoi s  University and from sources listed 
under Art Elements : Albert Elsen , Nathan 
Knobler,  Otto Ocvirk e t  al . ,  James Pierce , 
and Joshua C .  Taylor . 
Di  Bianco , Douglas . Notes from personal 
files and discussions . 
UNIT I 
LESSON PLAN 
LITERATURE : WILLA CATHER ( 1873-1947 ) 
LENGTH: 2 days 
SPECIFIC STUDENT OBJECTIVE : 
To recognize characterization in a short story 
by describing the charac ters in the story in terms 
of the details provided by the author .  
LESSON CONTENT :  
Background : 
Willa Cather was born in Virginia but moved at age 
eight to a Nebraska pioneer community. She lived on a ranch, 
then moved to Red Cloud, Nebraska, where she entered high 
school . She had never attended any school before ; her 
grandmother had tutored her and taught her Latin and many 
of the Classics .  At college , in Lincoln, she began to write 
for school publications ,  and she soon secured her first j ob 
as a reporter for the periodical Home Monthly .  
After writing for a Pittsburgh newspaper, Cather 
worked from 1906-1912 as associate editor for Mc Clure ' s  
Magazine in New York . While she lived in N ew York , she con­
tinued to write short stories about various people and plac e s ,  
often drawing her characters from people she had known in 
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Red Cloud . She said once , " • • •  My deepest affection was 
not for the other people and the other places I had been 
writing about .  I loved the country where I had been a kid , 
where they still called me Willie Cather . "  ( Willa Cather 
in an interview with Eva Mahoney,  Omaha Sunday World-Herald , 
27  November 1 92 1 ,  cited by Mildred Bennet t ,  p .  1 3 8 )  
What caused Cather t o  switch from short stories t o  
novels could b e  explained with this remark made during the 
Mahoney interview,  " I  had searched for books telling about 
the beauty of the country I love d ,  its romance , the heroi sm 
and strength and courage of its people that had been plowed 
into the very furrows of its soil and I did not find them . 
So I wrote O !  Pioneers . "  ( Bennett , p .  139)  
In  1923  Willa Cather won the Pulitzer Priz e  for One 
of Ours ( 1922 ) ,  although she always felt her best work was 
• 
My Antoni a .  ( Willa Cather in conversation. with a childhood 
friend , Carrie Miner Sherwood ,  cited by Bennet t ,  p .  2 0 3 )  
Style : 
I t  seems Willa Cather always wanted to be a writer , 
but not until she was in New York , working for Mc Clure ' s , 
did she begin to take it seriousl y .  She once said , 
" The six years I spent on ' Mc Clure ' s Magazine ' (sic] 
in an editorial capacity , I call work.  I t  was during 
the six years • • • that I came to have a definite 
idea about writing . In reading manuscripts· submitted 
to me , I found that 95 percent of them were written 
for the sake of the writer--never for the sake of the 
material • • . •  Almost never , did I find a manuscript 
that was written because a writer loved his subject  
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so much he had to write about it . . .  o [The write� 
must know his subject with an understanding that 
passes understanding--as the babe knows its own 
mother ' s  breast . "  
(Cather in the Mahoney interview, cited by Bennett,  p .  194) 
Willa Cather' s  style is  often similar to Robert Frost ' s  
in that much is  left unsaid and the significance is to be 
decided by the reader .  Cather says little about the characters 
in her short stories ,  so the reader must draw conclusions 
through conversation and what little description there i s .  
This rather sophisticated approach forces the reader to note 
and interpret a movement, a word , or a reaction of ea.ch in­
dividual characte r .  Cather called it d�meuble or "unfinished 
novel" which contributed to her sparse , precise styl e ,  a 
style that can also be reflected in the personalities of 
the characters Willa Cather wrote about . ( Bennet t ,  p .  20 1 )  
Example : 
One of the most " scathing denunciations of small-
town smugne ss ever written" is Cather ' s " The Sculptor' s  
Funeral . "  ( 1913 )  ( Bennett,  p .  198)  This story is  a result 
of an incident Cather witnessed ten years before she wrote 
the story . Mildred Bennett recounts what happened: " Once 
during a summer vacation a Red Cloud boy was killed in a 
railroad accident east of town, and Willa went to the depot 
to mee t  the train which brought his body home . She heard 
commepts to the effect that the boy ' didn ' t amount to much 
anyway' and that ' he was a cigarette fiend . '  Ten years later, 
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Willa used this setting for ' The Sculptor ' s  Funeral ' . " 
( Bennett,  p .  198 ) 
D i scussion topics :  
1 .  What can you guess about the sculptor' s  child­
hood? 
2 .  What do you learn about Jim Laird from his 
outburst? 
ASSIGNMENT :  
Take one character out of the story and write a 
brief description of this person . Use the details in the 
story as a springboard , but draw your own conclusions and 
support them with facts . Do not use words directly from the 
text except to support your conclusion . Remember to take 
note of physical description s ,  conversation , and actions 
of the character you are to describe . 
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RESOURCES AND MATERIALS : 
Note s :  
C itations that appear in this lesson are from the 
following source : 
Mildred R .  Bennett, The World of Willa Cather 
( Lincoln : University of Nebraska Pre s s ,  1961) .  
Further Reading :  
Brown, E .  K .  ( completed by Leon Edel ) .  Willa Cather : 
A Critical B iography . New York : Alfred A .  Knopf , 
1 953 . 
Lewis ,  Edith .  Willa Cather Living: A Personal Record . 
New York : Alfred A .  Knopf , 1953 . 
Sergeant ,  Elizabeth . Willa Cather : A Memoi r .  Lincoln :  
Uni vers'i ty of Nebraska Pre s s ,  1963 . 
Woodre s s ,  Jame s .  Willa C ather : Her Life and Art . 
New York : Pegasus , 1970 . 
Audio/Visual Material s :  
Willa C ather :  Rebel from Red Cloud . Pleasantville , 
New York : Educational Audio Visual , BIKF 814 ( se t ) . 
Collected Works : ( that contain " The Sculptor' s Funeral" )  
Cather,  Willa . Youth and the Bright Medusa . New 
York : Alfred A .  Knopf , 1920 , pp . 248-272 . 
���� . Troll Garden . New York : Mc Clure , Phillips 
and Company, 190 5 ,  PP• 55-84 . 
Faulkner ,  Virginia .  Introduction by Mildred 
Willa Cather' s Collected Short Fiction 
Lincoln:  University of Nebraska Press , 
UNIT I 
LESSON PLAN 
MUSIC : SCOTT JOPLIN ( 1868-191 7 )  and RAGTIME 
LENGTH : 2 days 
SPECIFIC STUDENT OBJECTIVES : 
To explain the basic structure of rag music . 
To briefly trace the hi story of the form of rag 
music from i t s  roots in Africa up to the time of 
Scott Joplin .  
LESSON CONTEN T :  
Background : 
Born in 1868 , Scott Joplin came from a musical 
family in which his father played the violin and his mother 
sang and played the ban j o .  In 1882 when his mother died,  
Joplin , then fourteen,  left home and began playing the 
piano for money in honky-tonks, gambling halls ,  cafes ,  
brothe l s ,  and traveling shows . By 1885 he had moved to 
S t .  Lou i s ,  again earning his living playing in the honky-
./ 
tonks and cafes .  
From S t .  Louis ,  Joplin traveled to New Orleans,  then 
briefly to Chicago , and f inally to New York where he set­
tled down to write rag tunes .  One of his early successful 
rag pieces was " Maple Leaf Rag" which was published in 
1899 and turned into a song five years later . 
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Form: 
Before listening to Joplin' s rag tunes it is im­
portant to discover the development of rag music . 
Music scholars have traced ragtime e lements to songs 
which originated in Africa and were brought to America by 
the Negro slaves .  They began with a melodic line sung by 
one voice and answered by another voic e .  Listen to the 
example played of a Zulu song ( Harold Courlander, Side I ,  
Band 1 ) . ( Point out the melody line and its answer . )  When 
the slaves brought this stylistic trait ( the question and 
answer) to America, they adopted it for their work songs and 
spirituals .  Again the melodic line i s  sung .first and the 
bass answers . ( Play Courlander ,  Side I I ,  3and 22 ; point 
out the melody and bass voices . )  
In time , the two lines were sung at the same time , 
juxtaposed , so the song became polyphonic ,  which means the 
bass line has its own independent melody . Also , accents 
were added to the songs, sometimes in unexpected places 
as on the off-beat , which created syncopation ( clap hands 
to show an exampl e  of an unexpected accent ) . ( Play example 
of the song with juxtaposed voices and point out accents 
and syncopations ; Courlander, Side I I , Band 24 . )  
These examples are the basis of ragtime music com­
bined with other influence s  from Afro-Caribbean drum beats 
in the West Indie s .  Potential ragtime composers ( such as 
Joplin) heard these rhythms and began to write them into 
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musi c .  
The form of the pieces are often AA BB A CC DD which 
means there i s  a theme that i s  repeated ( AA ) ; another theme , 
repeated ( BB ) ; the first theme played again, only once ( A ) ; 
a third theme , repeated ( CC ) ;  and finally a fourth theme , 
repeated ( DD ) . Thi s  form was adopted from march music which 
was prevalent at the time . 
Examp l e s :  
" Maple Leaf Rag" i s  Joplin ' s first rag piece and i s  
considered by many to be the most representative o f  rag 
music . I t  follows the AA BB A CC DD form perfectly, has a 
catchy melody , i s  danceable ,  and i s  suitable for jazz- style 
performance . 
The first theme i s  characterized by sixteenth notes ,  
second-beat syncopation and a running arpeggio . ( S tudents 
should refer to handout with themes from " Maple Leaf Rag" 
and also to suggested overhead transparency of running 
arpeggio . )  The second theme ( B) i s  a modulation of the A 
theme . The third theme ( C )  i s  perhaps more colorful than 
the first and second themes since i t  ends with quick 
figuration that displaces the note " F "  to different parts of 
the beat . 
The final theme ( D )  has a straight forward character 
being less complicated than the third theme . I t  opens 
with an octave " A-flat" minus the other notes that belong 
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to the chord . I t  presents one measure of eighths and one 
measure primarily of sixteenth s ,  with a syncopation. ( Play 
" Mapl e  Leaf Rag" and follow the themes shown on the handout . )  
"Elite Syncopations" follows the AA BB A CC DD form 
but has a more sophisticated bass hand to accompany the 
melody . In addition, i t  has an introduction that i s  not 
part of the first theme illustrated in the handout . Syn-
copation occurs when the right hand rests and the left 
hand continues to play , or vice versa . The left hand i s  
more independent in this piece coming very close to creating 
another melody . ( Have student listen closely to the song 
as it  is  played and tap foot to the dominating beat a�d 
try to· listen for the accents on the off-beats . While 
doing thi s ,  see if the student can recognize the different 
themes as they occur and try to match them to the bars 
illustrated on the handout . )  
VOCABULARY : 
Syncopation : 
Arpeggio :  
Modulation : 
a rhythm technique where accents 
occur out of phase or in conflict 
with the prevailing metrical unit . 
sounding the tones of a chord in 
succession and not simultaneously . 
a key change in a compo sition, 
usually of a previously estab­
lished theme . 
'fherne A :  
Theme B :  
'!heme C :  
Theme D:  
Maple Leaf Rag 
Scott J oplin 
---d t_...: 
Circle an exampl e  of syncopation . I t  can occur 
in any of the four themes .  
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Theme A :  
Theme B :  
'l'heme C :  
Theme D :  
Elite Syncopations 
Scott Joplin 
C ircle more examples of syncopation . 
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RESOURCE AND MATERIALS : 
Further Reading :  
Gammond , Peter . Scott Joplin and the Ragtime Era . 
New York : S t .  Martin ' s  Pre s s ,  1975 .  
Hitchcock , Wiley . Music in the  United States :  An 
Historical Introduction (second edition) . 
Englewood C liff s ,  New Jersey : Prentice-Hal l ,  
1974 , PP · 1�1-12 7 .  
Audio/Visual Material s :  
Filmstrip s :  
Scott Joplin : King of Ragtime . Wichita, Kansas : 
Learning Arts . 
The South, Vol . 1 ,  H istory of Jazz series .  
(Discusses the origins of j azz and ragtime 
starting back to the plantation songs . )  
New York : Educational Record Sal e s .  
Recordings : 
Courlander ,  Harol d ,  ed . Negro Folk Music of 
Africa and America . New York : Folkways 
Records , 1951 . P500 B and P500 A .  
Joplin , Scott . Elite Syncopations . ( Original 
piano rolls recorded by Scott Joplin . )  
Biograph Records , BLP 1014 Q .  n . d .  
Performance score : 
Joplin , Scott . The C ollected Works of Scott 
Joplin, Vol . I .  Vera Brodsky Lawrenc e ,  ed . 
Introduction by Rudi Blesh . New York : 
New York Public Library ( American Collection 
Musi c  Series ) ,  1 97 1 .  
" Maple Leaf Rag" originally published by 
John Stark and Son s ,  Sedalia, Missouri , 1899 , 
p .  2 5 .  " Elite Syncopations" originally pub­
l i shed by Stark and Son , S t .  Louis ,  Missouri , 
1902 , p .  59 . 
UNIT I 
LESSON PLAN 
ART:  JOHN SLOAN ( 1871- 1951 ) and THE ASHCAN SCHOOL 
LENGTH : 2 days 
SPECIFIC STUDENT OBJECTIVES : 
To recognize the approach and style of John Sloan 
when he was a member of the Ashcan School and a 
friend of the famous art teacher, Robert Henri . 
LESSON CONTENT: 
Background : 
John Sloan was born in Lock Haven, Pennsylvania, 
on August 2 ,  187 1 .  As a boy , he illustrated books from 
his own collection, an activity his father, himself 
a painter, encouraged .  When Sloan was twenty , he designed 
greeting cards and calendars . His first professional j ob 
was for the Philadelphia Inquirer where he learned to create 
quick , descriptive sketch e s .  This skill would later come 
in handy when he walked the streets of New York City and 
collected ideas for his painting s .  
In 1895 Sloan went to work for the Philadelphia 
Pre s s ,  where he stayed until he was fired in 1903 . ( According 
to Nancy Heller, Sloan was "fired" only because artists'  
drawings were being replaced by photographs . [P •  43] ) 
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I t  was in Philadelphia that Sloan met Robert Henri , 
an art instructor at the Philadelphia School of Design 
for Women and considered the leader o f  a number of talented 
painters and i llustrators of that city. Soon the two men 
started what would turn out to be a life-long friendship . 
When Henri ' s  first wife died,  he moved in with Sloan and 
his wife Dolly , and i t  was at their apartment where other 
painters and i l lustrators , such as George Luks ,  William 
Glacken s ,  and Everett Shinn, would gather to draw , paint , 
and talk about art . Their main concern was to paint life 
as it  was , or at least as they saw i t .  ( Show slide of Hair­
dresser' s Window . )  
When Henri moved to New York City in 1904 , the o thers , 
including John and Dolly Sloan, soon followe d .  Sloan seemed 
to fit in with Lhe c i ty l ife of the metropoli s ;  he wo 11l<l 
often walk for miles every day and take note of the people 
and their activi ties . ( Nancy Heller , p .  43) 
The group of Philadelphia painters , headed by Henri , 
used for their subject  matter the everyday life of the common 
people , the poor of New York C i ty .  Henri taught Sloan to 
treat art as if it  were a natural part of life , to be of 
and for the people . ( Refer to the handout of statements by 
Henri , particularly concerning his attitude toward art ; 
read it  aloud . )  
Their sub j e c t s ,  usually people from the back streets 
of New York City who lived in tenements ,  and their attitude--
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to paint life as they saw and felt it--often caused the ir 
paintings to be r e j ected or criticized . Critics labeled 
Sloan and the others " apostles of ugliness . "  ( Heller , p .  45) 
In 1908 these five men (Henri , Sloan , Luks , Shinn, and 
Glackens ) j o ined by three others ( Ernest Lawson, Maurice 
Pendergast ,  and Arthur B .  Davies )  each paid fifty dollars 
to hang their paintings at William Macbeth ' s gallery in 
New York . Critics called this group of independents " The 
Eight , "  a name that stuck with them even though they never 
exhibited as a group again . 
Another name was applied to the five artists who 
originally came from Philadelphia. Because of their so­
called " ugly" sub j ect matter, they b ecame known as the 
painters of the Ashcan School . One e specially bitter critic 
of this realist group expressed his negative reactions by 
writing : "What i s  this work of George Luks, John S loan • . .  ? 
Does i t  represent a new school ,  or even superior work on 
old lines? Bosh ! . • •  Vulgarity smites one in the face at 
this exhibition, and I defy you to find anyone in a healthy 
frame of mind who ,  for instance ,  wants to hang Luks ' s  pos­
teriors of pigs ( show example )  • • •  or John Sloan ' s "Hair­
dresser' s  Window" [�ig in his  living rooms or gallery, and 
not get d isgusted two days late r .  Is i t  fine to exhibit our 
sores?--Bah ! "  ( cited by Heller , p .  45)  
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Styl e :  
Sloan concentrated on not only to paint hi s subj ect ,  
but to capture its essenc e .  Henri had taught him that beauty 
i s  " an integral part of" the actual act of doing something; 
but perhaps in order to find beauty, the artist must first 
capture the e ssenc e .  For Sloan ,  the essence of life was to 
be found in the back streets of New York City . The actual 
locations are believed to be the East Side , below Fourteenth 
Street and the Bowery. ( Eleanor S .  Greenhill , p .  495)  
Of the three components in art-- subject,  content, 
and form--Sloan emphasized the first two and treated form 
as their carrier. Form was thus secondary ; i t  was merely 
the means to an expressive end . 
Example : 
The oil painting Hairdre sser ' s Window ( 1907 ) i s  
such an example o f  this emphasis of subject and content . The 
activity in the streets and in the window are the main points 
of interest , isolated by the use of l ight colors and framed 
by dark browns and black .  The segmented picture forces our 
eye to j ump from one area to another ,  sometimes by contrasting 
shapes and l inear directions as well as by alternating light 
and dark areas . 
Eye contact with the young woman at the bottom of 
the picture draws us into the painting, and then the angled 
positions of the onlookers ( all looking toward the window) 
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finally takes us to the hairdresser' s window. Here we find 
the most intense yellows and reds not only framed by black 
and dark brown , but also by the window itself . 
Sloan assumes the role of an observer,  recording the 
life of the urban environment which he seems to see as a 
mundane , day to day existenc e .  The people in the streets are 
depicted as they are in life , being themselves and yet part 
of a mas s .  Could Sloan be suggesting a lack of privacy, or 
crude , crowded conditions? 
( Show slide of Three A . M . )  
Man' s existence and perhaps the loss of privacy in 
the city can be seen best in Sl�an' s oil painting, Three A . M .  
( 1907 ) ,  which also shows a concern for daily living but 
presents it  more dramatically and ro�antically than does 
Hairdresser' s Window. He uses a sort of tenebroso spot-
lighting to draw us to the young woman who i s  cooking break-
fast for an older woman . She i s  dressed in a white gown , 
highlighted by the mos t  intense light in the painting . In 
contrast to this young woman , in the foreground on the right , 
is the older woman who is seated in the shadows on the left . 
We know by the title that i t  i s  three o ' clock in the morning , 
and one cannot help but wonder what kind of life these 
women lead . Sloan commented about this painting in his 
diary , dated 28 April 1909 : 
A good day ' s  work, painting on a subject that has 
been stewing in my mind for some week s .  I have been 
watching a curious two room household , two women 
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and, I think, two men , their day begins after mid­
night ; they cook at J : OO a . m .  
( Mary Ann Tighe , p .  179 )  
It seems Sloan resorted to  a touch of  voyeurism to find 
his sub j e cts and then passed that feeling of spying onto 
u s ,  the spectators . We may not be part of the action but 
we can hardly remain passive to the implications of a 
" key-hole" scene . 
The Wake of the Ferry ( 1907 ) ( show slide ) ,  regarded 
as one of h i s  best works , has a limited palette using only 
grays and blacks .  The moody content of the sub j e c t  has a 
romantic quality about i t .  To paint this kind of picture--
one that i s  not associated with the more reportorial ap-
proach of the Ashcan School--illustrates Sloan' s versatility 
and his independence as an arti s t .  Obviously he was not just 
a follower of Robert Henri . I t  reveals a sensitivity we 
really have not seen before . Sloan is more of a visual 
poet than a crass recorder of the urban genre . One has 
a sense of the unknown with thi s  painting, as if the 
question of " life" and what i t  all means i s  finally asked . 
The contrast of the dark figures against the moving water 
suggests to us a theme of man and his relationship with 
nature , the question of life itself . One is compelled to 
ask , is man separate from or a part of nature? Which ,  if 
any , i s  the more overpowering? 
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STATEMENTS BY ROBERT HENRI 
ART AND BEAUTY 
I love the tools made for mechanics .  I stop at the 
windows of hardware stores .  If I could only find an excuse 
to buy many more of them than I have already bought on the 
mere pretense that I might have use for them ! They are so 
beautiful , so simple arid plain and straight to their meaning . 
There i s  no " Art" about them , they have not been made 
beautiful , they are beautiful . 
Some one has defined a work of art as a " thing beauti­
fully done . "  I like it better if we cut away the adverb and 
preserve the word " done , "  and let i t  stand alone in its 
fullest meaning . Things are not done beautifully.  The beauty 
i s  an integral part of their being done . ( p .  5 6 )  
INDIVIDUALISM 
The thing to do i s  for each individual to wake up , 
to di scover himself as a human being , with needs of his 
own . To look about , learn from all sourc e s ,  look within , 
and find if he can invent for himself a vehicle for his 
self-expre ssion. He has a world of precedents to begin 
on, some within his sight , and more can be found . Let him 
move about a bit ; investigate the needs of his own case . 
To have ideas one must have imaginati on .  
To express ideas one must have scienc e .  ( p .  2 1 1 ) 
• . .  Every individual should study h i s  own in­
dividuality to the end of knowing his tastes . Should cul­
tivate the pleasures so discovered and find the most direct 
means of expressing those pleasures to other s ,  thereby 
enj oying them over again . 
Art after all i s  but an extension of language to 
the expression of sensations too subtle for word s .  
And we will acquire this greater power of revealing 
ourselves !  
All the forms of art are to be a common language , 
and the artist will no longer distinguish himself by his 
tricks of painting , but must take rank only by the weight 
and the beauty of what he expresses with the wise use of 
the languages of art universally known . ( p . 87 )  
Robert Henri , The Art Spirit ( Philadelphia: Lippincott , 1960 ) . 
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LOW ART AND HIGH ART 
Low art is just telling thing s ;  a s ,  There is the 
nigh t .  High art gives the feel of the nigh t .  The latter 
is nearer reality although the former is a copy . A painter 
should be interested not in the incident but in the 
essence of h i s  subject . 
Here i s  an emqtional landscape . I t  i s  like something 
though t ,  something remembere d .  
Reveal the spirit you have about the thing, not 
the materials you are going to pain t .  Reality does not 
exis t  in material things . Rather paint the flying spirit 
of the bird than its feathers . ( p .  265)  
ATTITUDE TOWARD ART AND THE ARTIST 
I have no sympathy with the belief that art is the 
restricted province of those who paint , sculp t ,  make music 
and verse . I hope we will come to an understanding that 
the material used i s  only incidental , that there i s  artist 
in every man ; and that to him the possibility of development 
and of expre ssion . . and the happiness of creation i s  as much 
a duty to himself , as to any of those who work in the 
especially ticketed ways . . • •  ( p .  225)  
Art i s  simply a result of expression during right 
feeling . I t ' s a result of a grip on the fundamentals of 
nature , the spirit of life , the constructive force , the 
secret of growth , a real understanding of the relative 
importance of thing s ,  order , balanc� . Any material will do . 
After all , the object i s  not to make art , but to be in the 
wonderful state which makes art inevitable . 
In every human being there i s  the artist,  and whatever 
his activity, he has an equal chance with any to express 
the result of his growth and h i s  contact with life ; I don ' t 
believe any real artist cares whether what he does i s  
" art" or not . Who , after all , knows what i s  art? Were not 
our very intelligent fathers admirers of Bouguereau , and 
was not Bouguereau coyered with all the honors by which 
we make our first s ,  and were they not ready to commit 
C�zanne to a madhouse? Now look at them! • • •  ( p . 226 )  
Seldom has the great art or great science of the 
world been paid for at the time of creation . I t  has been 
given, and in general has been cruelly receive d .  You may 
cite honors and attentions and even money paid , but I 
would have you note that they were paid a long time after 
the creator had gone through his struggle s .  ( p .  228 )  
Robert Henri , The Art Spirit ( Philadelphia :  Lippincott , 1960 ) .  
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RESOURCES AND MATERIALS : 
Note s :  
Citations that appear in thi s  lesson are from the 
following sources :  
Eleanor S .  Greenhill , Dictionary of Art ( New 
York : Dell , 1973 ) . 
Nancy Heller , " John Sloan : Life in the American 
C ity , "  American Artist,  January 1976,  pp . 40-45+ . 
Mary Ann Tighe and E l izabeth Ewing Lang , 4rt 
America ( New York : Mc Graw-Hill , 1977 ) . 
Further Reading :  
Brooks , Van Wyck . John Sloan : A Painter' s Life . 
New York : E .  P .  Dutton, 1955 . 
Goodrich , Lloyd . John Sloan .  New York : published for 
the Whitney Museum of American Art by Macmillan, 
1952 . 
Home r ,  Willam Innes s .  Robert Henri and His C ircl e .  
I thica, New York : Cornell University Pre s s ,  
1969 . 
St . John , Bruce . John Sloan .  New York : Praeger ,  1971 . 
Scott , David and Bullard, E .  John. John Sloan, His 
Life and Painting • • . .  Boston : Boston Book 
and Art , and Washington, D .  C . :  National Gallery 
of Art , 1 97 1 .  
Audio/Visual Materials :  
American Realists 
- Armory Show . 11 
Part I • 11 Colonial Art to the 
23 minute s ;  color) Mc Graw-Hill . 
E ight and .the Ashcah Scho o l .  Slide s .  Stamford , 
Connecticu t :  Sandak . 946 C A .  
UNIT I 
LESSON PLAN 
ART : JOHN MARIN ( 1870-1953)  and FUTURISM 
LENGTH : 3 days 
SPECIFIC STUDENT OBJECTIVES : 
To acquaint the student with John Marin' s  work 
and the basic objectives and style of Futurism . 
To identify the differences in reality between 
Marin ' s  work and that of John Sloan ' s .  This will 
be done by discussing selected writings about 
realist art ( Robert Henri)  and Futurism as well 
as noting American subjects and attitudes .  
LESSON CONTENT :  
Background : 
John Marin, born in New Jersey in 1870 , first 
studied architecture in college , which led him to sketch 
landscapes and houses on weekends . These sketches soon 
evolved into drawing s ,  less realistic than what he had 
done before but with more commentary about nature . For 
Marin, to record nature was not the issue of art ;  the true 
issue was to capture the colliding forces that could be 
found . He  sought to commit to art such forces as the in-
stant the o cean waves crash against the craggy rocks off 
the coast of Maine , or the moment the reflecting sunlight 
on the water blindingly pierces one ' s eye s .  These forces--
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energy , motion , and collision--were what Marin wanted to 
record in his sketches .  Since being an architect often kept 
him in the office behind drawing boards,  he left the field 
of architec ture and at the age of twenty-seven entered art 
school , first in Philadelphia and later in New York . 
Marin traveled to Europe and spent six years there , 
where he was exposed to and influenced by Paul Cezanne , 
Picasso ' s  Cubism, and the I talian Futurists . By combining 
what he learned from these sources on both sides of the 
Atlantic ,  he was able to develop a distinct style o f  painting 
which used America as its subject ,  particularly the rocky 
coastline of Maine and the towering skyscrapers of New York 
City . His content sprang from the energetic forces he found 
in these subj e c t s :  New York , as the dynamic ,  constantly­
moving metropoli s ;  and Maine , as a restless coastline , with 
crashing wave s beating against a craggy shore . ( Review 
handout on Futurism . )  
Styl e :  
When he returned from Europe , he made his home in 
New York and became a member of the Stieglitz circle ,  an 
avant-garde group headed by Alfred Stieglitz , a publisher ,  
gallery director and patron of modern art , as  well as  a 
photographer who promoted the artistic independence of 
the medium . This group shaped America' s responses to modern 
art . 
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For Marin watercolor was the choice medium since its 
speed and quickness were well-suited to his expressive needs 
and temperament . His paintings frequently contain slashing, 
angular strokes that express his feelings about the dynamism 
of New York C ity , which i s  best described by Marin when he 
said,  
Shall we consider the life of a great r,ity as 
confined simply to the people and animals on its 
streets and in its buildings? Are the buildings them­
selves dead? . . •  I see great forces at work : great 
movements ; the l arge buildings and the small buildings ; 
the warring of the great and the small ; influences 
of one mass on another greater or smaller mas s .  
Feelings are aroused which give me the desire to 
express the reaction of these "pull force s , "  those 
influence s  which play with one another ;  great masses 
pulling smaller masses,  each subject in some de-
gree to the other' s power • • • .  While these powers 
are at work pushing , pulling , sideways , downwards ,  
upwards ,  I can hear the sound of their strife and 
there is great music being playe d .  And so I try to 
express graphically what a great city is doing . 
Within the frames there must be a balance , a con­
trolling of these warring , pushing, pulling forces . 
(Henry Geldzahler, p .  64) 
During the summer months Marin traveled to Maine and 
painted the same external forces that he found in modern ,  
industrial New York . He had a sense for the conflicting 
forces in nature that he both contained and reinforced on 
the canvas by creating a picture within a picture . Many of 
his paintings are irregularly framed by violent slashes of 
blue , brown , or black paint that encloses the subject and 
leaves the corners and edges of the paper white . Marin 
felt he had to fully understand his subject matter before 
he could paint it and that the object or scene must be 
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directly experienced by him. Apparently , once the direct ex­
perience was accompli shed , he then allowed his impulses 
to take ove r .  
Example s :  
Sun Spots ( 1920 ) has the dynamism often described by 
the I talian Futurists .  This can be found in the swirling 
water , the crashing wave s ,  and the cloudy sky . A strong 
sense of motion i s  created by the abrupt contrast between 
the colors and the bold black wavy line s .  Marin believed 
that , to paint water, the hand had to move in the same dir­
ection as the water, as if it were painting on the water 
itself . ( Cleve Gray, p .  1 2 )  
The sun spots accent thi s  painting and also help 
define i t .  Without the yellow dots in the upper corner of 
the frame , the whole painting would be blue , and the 
viewer would not know where the ocean ended and the sky 
began . 
Lower Manhattan ( 1920)  portrays the city as Sun 
Spots portrays the coast . Marin has once more contained 
the subject inside bold strokes of black line s ,  which causes 
one to feel that the painting could explode at any minute 
because of the tremendous pent-up energy. 
Movement i s  created by the harsh diagonal of the 
elevated train track that speeds across the picture plane . 
I t  divides the picture into two distinct , contrasting 
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sections . Above the line there are the towering skyscrapers 
that shoot up to the bright sky ; below the line are the 
people , rather insignificant compared to the great mechani­
cal " el . "  The darkness below the track collides with the 
brigh�ness of the skyscrapers, creating a tension that can 
only build but not e scape from the " framed" picture . In 
addi tion , Marin has filled in the space outside the frame 
with a brilliant blue , which contrasts with the lighter sky 
inside the frame . Thi s  creates a pushing-in feeling which 
enhances even more the feeling of a tense , ready-to-explode 
city .  
The feeling of Lower Manhattan is in accord with 
the Futurists'  belief in violent bursts of energy and of 
forces that can be found in industrial cities . Underlying 
forc e s ,  either in Marin ' s  cityscapes or perhaps in John 
Sloan ' s paintings ,  all point to the " reality" of a rest­
lessness that will peak in the later decades ,  1920 ' s  and 
193o • s .  
ASSIGNMENT :  
Students will write a three-page paper analyzing 
one of John Sloan ' s or John Marin ' s  works . They should con­
sider the use of the elements of art and determine the 
subject ,  form, and content of the work. 
F U T U R I S M 
Futurism was an art movement that originated in 
Italy in 191 1 .  It was spawned by the Futurist manifesto 
for poetry and other I talian literature that appeared in 
1909 . Futurist paintings feature a greater use of diagonal 
line s ,  swirling curve s ,  and multiple contours ( edges )  tha t ,  
when combined , create motion . For the Futurists , this 
metaphorically expressed the dynamism of the machine . The 
Futurists recognized the importance and the influence of 
the machine upon society . 
Below are some of the beliefs of the Futurists , 
written 11 April 1910 . 
The gesture which we would reproduce on canvas 
shall no longer be a fixed !!'!.Q.ment in universal dyna­
mism . I t  shall simply be· the dynami c  sensation it­
self (made e ternal ) . 
Indeed ,  all things move , all things run , all 
things are rapidly changing . 
A profile i s  never motionless before our eye s ,  
but i t  constantly appears and disappears . On account 
of the persistency of an image upon the retina , moving 
objects constantly multiply themselve s ;  their form 
changes like rapid vibrations , in their mad career .  
Thus a running horse has not  four legs,  but twenty 
and their movements are triangular . 
All i s  conventional in art .  Nothing i s  absolute 
in painting . What was truth for the painters of yes­
terday is but a falsehood today . We declare , for in­
stance , that a portrait ( to be a work of art ) must 
not be like the sitter and that the painter carries 
in himself the landscapes which he would fix upon 
his canvas . 
To paint a human figure you must not paint i t ;  
you must render the whole of its surrounding atmosphere . 
Space no longer exists : the street pavement ,  
soaked by rain beneath the glare of electric lamp s ,  
becomes immensely deep and gapes to the very center 
of the earth . Thousands of miles divide us from the 
sun ; yet the house in front of us fits into the 
solar disk . 
Who can still believe in the opacity of bodies , 
since our sharpened and multiplied sensitiveness has 
already penetrated the obscure manifestations of the 
medium? Why should we forget in our creations the 
doubled power of our sight capable of giving results 
analogous to those of the X-rays? 
It will be sufficient to cite a few examples ,  
chosen among thousands ,  to  prove the truth of  our 
argument s . 
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The sixteen people around you in a rolling 
motor bus are in turn and at the same time one , 
ten , four , thre e ;  they are motionless and they change 
place s ;  they come and go , bound into the street ,  are 
suddenly swallowed up by the sunshine , then come 
back and sit before you , like persistent symbols of 
universal vibration . 
How often have we not seen upon the cheek of 
the person with whom we were talking the horse which 
passes at the end of the stre e t .  
Our bodies penetrate the sofas upon which we 
sit ,  and the sofas penetrate our bodies .  The motor 
bus rushes into the houses which it passes ,  and in 
their turn the houses throw themselves upon the motor 
bus and are blended with i t .  
The construction o f  pictures has hitherto been 
foolishly traditional . Painters have shown us the 
objects and the people placed before us . We shall 
henceforward put the spectator in the center of the 
picture . 
As in every realm of the human mind , c lear­
sighted individual research has swept away the un­
changing obscurities of dogma, so must the vivifying 
current of science soon deliver painting from aca­
demic tradition . 
We would at any price re-enter into l ife . Vic­
torious science has nowadays disowned its past in 
order the better to serve the material needs of our 
time ; we would that are , disowning its past , were 
able to serve at last the intellectual needs which are 
within us . • . . 
WE DECLARE : 
1 .  That all forms of imitation must be despised , 
all forms of originality glorified . 
2 .  That i t  i s  essential to rebel against the 
tyranny of the terms " harmony" and " good 
taste" as being too elastic expressions , by 
the help of which it  is easy to demol ish the 
works of Rembrandt , of Goya , and of Rodin . 
J .  That the art cri tics are useless or harmful . 
4 .  That all subjects previously used must be 
swept aside in order to express our whirling 
l ife of stee l ,  of pride , of fever, and of speed . 
5 .  That the name of " madman" with which i t  i s  
attempted to gag all innovators should be looked 
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upon as a title of honor . 
6 .  That innate complementariness is an absolutE 
necessity in painting , just as free metre in 
poetry or polyphony in music . 
7 .  That universal dynamism must be rendered in 
painting as · a dynamic sensation . 
8 .  That in the manner of rendering nature the 
first essential is in sincerity and purity. 
9 .  That movement and light destroy the materiality 
of bodie s .  
WE F IGHT : 
1 .  Against the bituminous tints by which it  is  
attempted to obtain the patina of time upon 
modern picture s .  
2 .  Against the superficial and elementary archaism 
founded upon flat tints , and which , by imita ting 
the linear technique of the Egyptians , reduces 
painting to a powerless synthesi s ,  both child­
ish and grotesque . 
3 . Against the false claims to belong to the 
future put forward by the secessionists and the 
independents ,  who have installed new academies 
no less trite and attached to routine than the 
preceding ones . . 
4 .  Against the nude in painting, as nauseous and 
as tedious as adultery in .literature . 
Nothing i s  immoral in our eyes ; i t  i s  the monotony 
of the nude against which we fight • • . .  We demand 
for ten years , the total suppression of the nude in 
painting . 
He�schel B .  Chipp , with contributions by Peter Selz 
and Joshua C .  Taylor . Theories of Modern Art ( Berkeley : 
University of California, 1968), pp . 289-293 · 
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Statement by John Marin 
Shall we consider the life of a great city as confined 
simply to the people and animals on its streets and in its 
buildings? Are the buildings themselves dead? We have 
been told somewhere that a work of art i s  a thing alive . 
You cannot create a work of art unless the things you be­
hold respond to something within you . Therefore , if these 
buildings move me ; buildings, people ,  all are alive ; and the 
more they move me the more I feel them to be alive . 
I t  i s  this "moving of me" that I try to express , so that I 
may recall the spell I have been under and behold the ex­
pression of the different emotions that have been called 
into being . How am I to express what I feel so that its 
expression will bring me back under the spells? Shall I 
copy facts photographically? 
I see great forces at work ; great movements ; the large 
buildings and the small buildings ; the warring of the great 
and small ; influence s  of one mass on another greater or 
smaller mas s .  Feelings are aroused which give me the de­
sire to express the reaction of these "pull forces , "  
those influences which play with one another ; great masses 
pulling smaller masse s ,  each subject in some degree to 
the o ther' s power . 
In life all things come under the magnetic influence of 
other thing s ;  the bigger assert themselves strongly , the 
smaller not so much , but still they assert themselve s ,  
and though hidden they strive to b e  seen and in so doing 
change their bent and direction . 
While these powers are at work pushing, pulling, sideways,  
downwards ,  upwards ,  I can hear the sound of their strife 
and there is great music being played . 
And so I try to express graphically what a great city is 
doing . Within the frames there must be balance , a con­
trolling of these warring, pushing forces . This i s  what 
I am trying to realize . But we are all human . 
Sheldon Reich , John Marin : Part I :  A St listic 
Analysi s  ( Tucson : University o f  Arizona Pre s s ,  1970 , 
PP · 54- 55 . 
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RESOURCES AND MATERIALS : 
Note s :  
Citations that appear in this lesson are from the 
following sourc e s :  
Henry Geldzahler , American Painting in the 
Twentieth Century ( New York : The Metropolitan 
Museum of Modern Art , 1965 ) .  
Cleve Gray ( ed . ) ,  John Marin by John Marin 
( New York : Holt , Rinehart and Winston, 1970) . 
Further Reading :  
Benson , E .  M .  John Marin : The Man and His Work. 
New York : American Federation of Art s ,  1935 . 
Curry, Larry . John Marin, 1870-1953 · Los Angele s :  
Los Angeles County Museum o f  Art , 1970 . 
Reich , Sheldon . John Marin: Oils, Watercolors and 
Drawings, Which Relate to His Etchings . 
Philadelphi a :  Museum of Art , 1969 . 
Seligmann , Herbert J .  ( e d . ) .  Letters of John Marin . 
New York : published privately for An American 
Place , 1931 . 
Taylor ,  Joshua C .  Futurism. New York : Museum of 
Modern Art , 1961 . 
Audio/Visual Materials : 
Twenty slides of Marin ' s  work . Stamford , Connecticut : 
Educational Dimensions Group . 976 CA . 
Filmstrip/Cassette . S tamford , C onnecticut : Educational 
Dimensions Group . 206 CA 
UNIT I 
LESSON PLAN 
MUSIC : CHARLES IVES ( 1874-1954 ) and the FOURTH SYMPHONY 
LENGTH : 3 days 
SPECIFIC STUDENT OBJECTIVES : 
To understand Ive s '  attitude toward his mus i c .  
To appreciate the complexity o f  the Fourth Symphony 
by identifying the elements of music  as they were 
learned in a previous l esson . 
LESSON CONTENT :  
Background : 
Around the time Scott Joplin was composing his rag 
mu sic in New York , there lived in a quie t ,  peaceful settin� 
of New England,  an insurance salesman who , on weekends , sat 
in his barn and wrote serious concert music . His  name was 
Charles Edward Ive s .  
Born in Danbury, Connecticut, thi s  young man grew 
up in an environment in which he and his  bandmaster father 
explored the acoustics of natural sound s ,  new instrument 
combinations , and playing clusters of notes at the same 
time . Ives was fascinated at the sounds created at that 
moment in a parade when one would hear one band as i t  passed 
and another as i t  approached and both sounds could be heard 
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simultaneously . This kind of polytonality would appear 
later on in Ives ' music as would other forms he absorbed 
as a child , such as revival hymn s ,  sentimental parlor music , 
march e s ,  and other sorts of popular songs . His  spirit and 
attitude toward music can be attributed to his father which 
Ives himself alluded to in this statement : 
Once a nice young man . . .  said to Father,  
" How can you stand it to hear old John Bell ( the 
best stonesmason in town ) sing?" ( as he used to at 
Camp Meetings ) .  Father sai d ,  " He i s  a supreme musi­
cian . "  The young man . . . was horrified--" Why, he 
sings off the key, the wrong notes and everything 
. . .  and he bellows out and hits notes no one else 
does--i t ' s awful ! "  Father sai d ,  " • • .  Look into his 
face and hear the music of the ages .  Don ' t  pay too 
much attention to the sounds--for i t  you do , you may 
miss the music . "  
( Ives ,  cited by Robert Hicko k ,  p .  1 5 1 )  
Ives often spoke o f  substance and manner in music : 
manner, suggesting the level of technical perfection ( how 
well a piece i s  written or performed ) ;  substance , relating to 
spirit of the piece ( intrinsic beauty or truth) .  
Substance i s  by far the most important aspect of a 
written work, according to Ives . This would explain why 
works by compo sers such as Bach or Beethoven maintain vital-
ity and strength : because they contain substance . A work 
that might enjoy popularity in one generation but fall into 
obscurity in the next generation has manner,  but a weaker 
substance .  Ives said in his Essays Before a Sonata ( 1920 ) , 
Substance can be expressed in music ,  and that 
i t  i s  the only valuable thing in i t ;  and , more­
over , that in two separate pieces of music in which 
the notes are almost identical , one can be of sub­
stance with little manner, and the other can be of 
manner with little substance . Substance has some­
thing to do with character ; manner has nothing to 
do with i t .  The substance of a tune comes from some­
where near the soul , and the manner comes from--
God knows where . 
( Ives ,  cited by Gilbert Chas e ,  p .  113 )  
When Ives attended Yale University, h e  studied 
Europ�an and Oriental musical traditions and began to con­
centrate on the disciplinary aspects of music .  He was an 
artist who was content to go his own way without any desire 
to impose his work on the world .  Perhaps this i s  why his 
work went unnoticed for twenty-five years ; it  was not until 
after World War I I  that Ive s '  music was accepted and acclaimed 
as the work of a master .  
Ive s '  music seems to present an underlying optirnlsrn 
that reflects the nineteenth-century transcendental belief 
that man will achieve ultimate good and total acceptance 
by God . The common , the familiar, and the natural are links 
to a higher spiri tual worl d .  Ives admired the Transcendental­
ists of the nineteenth century so much that he wrote an 
entire sonata called the Concord Sonata which reflects the 
personalities of maj o r  literary persons involved in the 
Transcendentalist movement--Ralph Waldo Emerson , Henry 
David Thoreau , the Alcotts , and Nathaniel Hawthorne . With 
this transcendentalist attitude , Ives always showed in his 
music a sympathy for the common man in a common situation . 
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Style and an Example : 
The Fourth Symphony best illustrates how he attempted 
to create a human consciousness of man ' s existence by using 
familiar tunes to lead the li stener through the musi c .  The 
use of hymns suggests the religious undercurrent which Ives 
alluded to when he commented on the fourth movement . He 
said it was " an apotheosis of the preceding content , in 
terms that have something to do with the reality of exist­
ence and its religious experience . "  ( C i ted by John Kirk­
patrick , p .  viii ) 
The instrumentation of the Fourth Symphony follows , 
somewhat , the standard orchestra but includes some sub­
stantial changes ,  such as the addition of three more trum­
pets , two cornets,  another piccolo , and the extensive key­
board section . Ives also deletes an obo e ,  the English horn , 
the bass clarine t ,  and the contrabassoon . The most unusual 
feature is the addition of string ensembl e s ,  separate from 
the main orchestra in the second and fourth movements . A 
chorus i s  added in the first and fourth movements ; and , 
because of the complexity of the second movemen t ,  Ives noted 
the need for two conductors , something which , strangely 
enough, he did not do for the fourth movement which i s  even 
more complex than the second and requires three conductors . 
The symphony consists of four movements . The first one 
or the Prelude seems to present the questions What and Why? 
The tempo i s  maestoso which means slow , but maj esti c .  The 
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violins have the primary theme , which begins with an 
ascending ton e ,  but are preceded by the distant per-
cussion which maintains a slow , ominous beat . ( Stop the 
record and p lay the example several time s .  Also ,  refer to 
theme-sample in the Listening Guide . )  Remember this theme 
since it  will reappear in the fourth movement . A solo cello 
plays the hymn, " In the Sweet Bye and Bye," that i s  used to 
familiarize and draw the listener into the music where the 
piano and other instruments lead us to the choru s .  ( Point 
out entrances and have the class identify the cello , piano , 
violins ,  flutes ,  and harp s . )  The chorus sings the verse 
written by nineteenth-century poet Lowell Mason, " Watchman , 
Tell U s  of the Night" to the primary theme . Other hymns that 
appear in the first movement are "Nearer My God to Thee , "  
" ()  Hear Thy ,J\/e lcome Voice , "  " Westminster Chimes , "  and what 
seems to be a cross between " My Bonnie Lies Over the Ocean'' 
and " In the Sweet Bye and Bye . "  
The second movement i s  marked allegretto, which means 
medium or moderate tempo . Thi s  movement i s  the comedic 
response to the serious question asked in the Prelude . what 
makes it  comedic is the battle between the sober distant 
ensemble and the robust,  main orchestra, which sounds like 
a country band that drowns out the soft sounds of the ensemble . 
There are constant changing meters in which complex rhythms 
tend to obscure the pulse . This can best be discovered by 
trying to tap one ' s foot to the mus i c ;  the beat i s  sometimes 
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noticeable but i s  quickly lost again only to be found when 
the country band section returns . 
Some of the toe-tapping tunes that can be found in 
the second movement are " Marching Through Georgia , "  Yankee 
Doodle , "  " Turkey in the Straw , "  " Tramp , Tramp , Tramp , "  
" The Red , White , and Blue , "  " Beulah Land , "  and "Columbia, 
the Gem of the Ocean . "  At certain points , several of the 
tunes are played at the same time . For example , while the 
trumpets play "Columbia, the Gem of the Ocean , "  the cornets 
are playing " Turkey in the Straw . "  " Yankee Doodle" is played 
by the woodwind section while the percussion does " We st­
minster Chimes . "  Ives presents what has been called " a  
veritable ' tuna-casserole ' of Americana ! "  ( Victor Ledin ) 
The title of the third movement , " Ritual , "  suggests 
a serious response to the question asked in the Prelude . 
Ives seems to feel a formal rituali stic response i s  neces­
sary when he described his fugue to be "an expression of 
the reaction of life into formalism and ritualism . "  
( Edward Downes ,  p .  477 )  I t  i s  in the form of a double fugue . 
A fugue is a polyphonic piece based on recurring melodic 
lines that appear in all of the parts .  
I t  opens with the cello introducing us to the first 
theme of the double fugue . This theme is based on Lowell 
Mason ' s "Missionary Hymn . "  It i s  a diatonic and triadic line 
that ascends and descends to form two arc s .  It is played by 
the viola, the trombone , and finally the second and first 
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violins . Nhen all of the "voices"  have played through the 
first theme , we are then introduced to the second them e ,  
another diatonic and triadic phrase which , after the first 
interval , is descending and which has somewhat greater rhyth-
mic energy as it  winds around the first them e .  The violins 
subtly start out with hints of the second theme , but i t  i s  
not until the trombone takes the part that we really hear 
i t .  ( See  handout for the two themes . )  
Once Ives has made the two melodies clear to us he 
intertwines them and changes the meter to � ( demonstrate thi s 
beat to the class ) .  The two themes are developed through 
key changes and sudden dynamic changes .  He puts in episodes 
where the violins are in uni son , temporarily " stopping" 
the fugue but suddenly breaking the unison to take it up 
again . ( Play unison passage more than once . )  
Two-thirds of the way through the piece , the meter 
4 changes back to 2 time , becomes � for one measure , then re-
turns again to � time . The coda of the piece i s  in unison, 
the fugue having ended at the � time change . ( Play the end-
ing more than once . )  
The fourth movement starts with a sof t ,  slow, steady 
tempo from the percussion section which i s  directed by one 
of the three conductors . Thi s  rhythmic beat will be con-
sistent throughout the entire movement even though the main 
orchestra , directed by the lead conductor, will be playing 
in a different meter. (* for the percussion and predomi-
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nantly � for the main orchestra and a distant ensembl e . )  
Ives referred to this movement as the apotheosis--that the 
theme of the Prelude i s  more of a foreshadowing and that 
the real development is in the fourth movement . The trom­
bone in the main orchestra picks up the theme introduced 
to us in the Prelude--a fragment of " Nearer My God to The e . "  
The violins in the distant ensemble take i t  from the trom­
bone and develop it  by expanding the theme with repeated 
phrase s ,  modulation , and embellishment . The main orchestra 
and the distant ensemble share the primary theme , but we 
are really made aware of i t  when the wordless chorus , led 
by a third conductor, enters and repeats i t ,  creating one 
of the climactic moments of the movemen t .  As the piece pro­
gresses we are still faintly aware of the ominou s ,  steady 
tempo maintained by the percussion , which will eventually 
dominate and take us to the end of the symphony, fading out 
and not really giving us any kind of solid ending . This open 
ending has often been interpreted as the never�ending world 
man will someday encounter--perhaps answering the "question" 
asked in the Prelude , with an ambiguous answer,  that the only 
sure thing about life i s  one ' s  actual existence . Whatever the 
meaning of the fourth movemen t ,  it  i s  by far the most com­
plex and by far the most mysteriou s .  
7 1  
VOCABULARY : 
To be discussed before the lesson begin s .  
Semitone : 
Modulation : 
Fugue : 
Diatonic : 
Triadic : 
Coda : 
moving a half-step up or down the 
scale . 
changing from one tonality to 
another by regular melodic or 
chord succession ; changing key . 
polyphonic compo sition in which 
a theme is repeated by successively 
entering voices and i s  contra­
puntally develope d .  The theme i s  
usually presented alternately in 
the tonic and the dominant ( I  and 
V of the scale ) . 
using the seven notes of the scal e ;  
the white keys on the piano , in 
the key of c .  
moving up the scale ( or down ) in 
intervals of third s .  
a concluding section that i s  
formally distinct from the main 
structure . 
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LISTENING GUIDE 
CHARLES IVES ' FOURTH SYMPHONY 
INSTRUMENTATION : 
Distant Ensembl e :  
Woodwinds :  
Keyboard : 
Brass : 
Percussion : 
Chorus : 
S trings : 
Movement I 
2 solo violins 
solo viola 
3 piccolos 
3 flute s 
2 obo e s  
3 bassoons 
3 B-flat clarinets 
orchestral piano 
solo piano 
celesta 
organ 
Movement IV 
5 solo violins 
2 harps 
( optional ) 
E-flat alto sax 
B-flat tenor sax 
E-flat baritone sax 
optional " ether organ" ( theremin? ) 
4 C horns ( parts in F )  
2 C cornets ( parts in B-flat) 6 C trumpets ( parts in B-flat) 
3 trombones 
tuba 
t impani 
military drum 
bass drum 
cymbals 
bells--high ,  low 
no limit set by Ives 
snare drum 
tom tom 
triangle 
2 gongs--light 
heavy 
68 pieces ( Larger than a standard 
orchestra:) 
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RESOURCES AND MATERIALS : 
Note s :  
Citations that appear in the lesson are from the 
following sources : 
Edward Downes ,  The New York Philharmonic Guide 
to the Symphony ( New York : Walker and Co . ,  1976) .  
Gilbert Chase , The American Composer Speaks ; 
A Historical Anthology, 1770- 1965 (Baton Rouge : 
Louisiana State University Press ,  1966) . 
Robert Hickok, Music Appreciation (New York : 
Appleton-Century-Crofts , 1971) p .  151 . 
John Kirkpatrick , Preface to Symphony No . 4, 
Performance Score ( N ew York : Associated Music Pub­
lishers , 1965) p .  viii . 
Victor Ledin , Symphony No . 4 ;  Central Park in the 
Dark , Boston Symphony Orchestra, Sei j i  Ozawa , con­
ductor ( Deutsche Grammophon : Stereo 25JO 787) . 
Further Reading :  
Cowe l l ,  Henry and Sidne y .  Charles Ives and H i s  Music . 
New York : Oxford University Pre s s ,  1955 .  
Ive s ,  Charle s .  Essays Before a Sonata, and Other 
Writings , edited by Howard Boatwright .  New 
York : Norton, 1962 . 
�����- . Memo s ,  edited by John Kirkpatric k .  New 
York : Norton, 1972 . 
Perl i s ,  Vivian . Charles Ives Remembered :  An Oral 
History .  New Haven : Yale University Pre s s ,  1 974 .  
Perry, Rosalie Sandra. Charles Ives and the American 
Mind . Ken t ,  Ohio : Kent State University Press , 
1974 .  
Rossiter,  F rank R .  Charles Ives and His America.  
New York : Liverright ,  197 5 .  
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Ston e ,  Kurt . " Ives '  Fourth Symphony:  A Review . "  
Musical Quarterly 52 ( J anuary 1966 ) : pp . 1-1 6 .  
Wooldridge , David . From the S teeple s  and Mountains : 
A Study of Charles Ive s .  New York: Knopf , 1 974 . 
Audio/Visual Materials : 
Ive s ,  Charles . Symphony No . 4 .  American Symphony 
Orchestra and mambers of the Schola Cantorum 
of New York, Leopold Stokowski , conductor.  
Columbia :  MS 677 5 ,  1966 . 
Ive s ,  Charles . Symphony N o .  4 ;  Central Park in the 
Dark . Boston Symphony Orchestra, Seiji  Ozawa, 
conductor. Deutsche Grammophon : S tereo 2 530 787 . 
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LISTENING GUIDE CONTINUED 
CHARLES IVES ' FOU RTH SYMPHON Y ( 19 1 6 )  
The Fourth Symphony , completed i n  1916 ,  was 
Ive s '  last major work . But since i t s  roots extend 
back over a period of twenty year s ,  indeed , into 
his  student year s ,  i t  epitomizes much of the charac­
ter and development of the artis t ,  • . .  * 
I .  PRELUDE : MAESTOSO 
Watchman , tell us of the night ,  
What the signs of  promise are ; 
Traveler,  o ' er yon mountain ' s  heigh t ,  
S e e  that Glory - beaming star! 
Watchman , aught of joy or hope? 
Traveler,  yes ;  it brings the day, 
Promi sed day of Israe l .  
Dost thou see its beauteous ray? 
The orchestra i s  divided into two parts : main 
orchestra--with the percussion as a sub- section maintaining 
a somber tempo ; and a distant ensemble of flute , harp , 
violins, and violas . 
The Prelude begins with a massive proclamation 
of the main orchestra, . . .  alternating with the 
celestial sound of flutes and harp s .  Thereupon , violins 
and a so lo cello start what sounds l ike a cross between 
"My Bonnie Lies Over the Ocean" and " In the Sweet Bye 
and Bye . "  This leads to the principal melody of this 
movement, " Watchman , Tell Us of the N ight" for choral 
voi ce . . . . At the same moment the violins and flutes 
embark upon " Nearer My God to Thee , "  so that we hear 
both melodies simultaneously . *  
*Edward Downes ,  The N ew York Philharmonic Guide to 
the Symphony ( New York : Walker and Co . ,  1976) pp . 475-476 . 
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Major theme from the Prelude : 
l I J Ji J 
II . ALLEGRETTO 
This movement i s  the comedic response to the serious 
question asked in the Prelude . The distant ensemble " battles" 
with the main orchestra with constantly changing meters in 
which complex rhythms tend to obscure the pul s e .  
Try to identify these popular tunes that are inter-
twined in the movement : 
" Marching Through Georgia" 
"Yankee Doodle" 
" Turkey in the Straw" 
" Tramp , Tramp , Tramp" 
" The Red, White ,  and Blue" 
" Beulah Land" 
"Columbia, the Gem of the Ocean" 
"Westminster Chimes" 
Ives presents what has been called a " veritable ' tuna­
casserole'  of Americana! ** 
III . FUGUE : ANDANTE MODERATO 
Ives described this second answer to the questions 
of his opening Prelude as " an expression of the reaction 
to life into formalism and ritualism . "  As a college 
student, Ives may well have felt that the writing of 
an academic fugue for submission to his conservative 
professor, Horatio Parker, was indeed an act of 
" formalism and ritualism . "  When he adapted this 
Fugue for his First String Quartet he gave the Quar-
tet the subtitle " A  Revival Meeting . "  • 
**Victor Ledin, Symphony N o .  4; C entral Park in the 
Dark , Boston Symphony Orchestra, Seiji  O zawa, conductor 
(Deutsche Grammophon) .  
• Edward Downes ,  p .  477 . 
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The cello introduces the first theme of the double 
fugue . 
Andante moderoto � 'I - J 1 r r r r 1 f) J 1 J Jr r1r·J<J mp 
I t  is a diatonic and triadic line that ascends and 
descends to form two arcs . The viola,  trombone , and violins 
also play through the first theme . 
The strings hint at the second theme which i s  more 
fully introduced by the trombone . I t ,  too , i s  a diatonic and 
triadic phrase which , after the first interva l ,  i s  descending 
and which has somewhat greater rhythmic energy . 
The two themes are developed through key changes and 
sudden dynamic changes .  A meter change two-thirds of the way 
through the movement signifies the ending of the fugue with 
the coda played in unison .  
IV . VERY SLOWLY--LARGO MAESTOSO 
The last movement i s  an apotheosis of the 
preceding content, in terms that have something 
to do with the reality of existence and its relig­
ious experience . *  
There are four main bodies o f  sound : percussion, 
main orchestra , distant ensemble , and mixed choru s .  
*Charles Ive s ,  cited by Edward Downes ,  p . 477 . 
Percussion : 
Main orchestra: 
Distant ensemble : 
Mixed chorus: 
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soft,  slow, continuous tempo 
plays the theme from the Prelude 
similar but not exactly like 
the ensemble in the Prelude . The 
violins develop the theme from 
the Prelude . 
singing the theme from the Pre­
lude , this time with no words . 
The rhythmic complexity of the movement defies 
description in nontechnical term s ,  yet the overall 
impression is one of basic simplicity: the un­
hurried climb to a peak of intensity and the serenely 
ebbing coda crowned by the wordless hymn . *  
*Edward Downes ,  p .  478 . 
UNIT I 
LESSON PLAN 
LITERATURE : ROBERT FROST ( 1874-196J ) 
LENGTH : 2 days 
SPECIFIC STUDENT OBJECTIVES : 
To become familiar with the poetry of Robert Frost .  
To begin to interpret a poem by paraphrasing each 
line of i t .  
To understand the world around us as Frost under­
stood i t .  
LESSON C ONTENT :  
Background : 
Robert Frost spent most of his life in New England , 
except for hi's first eleven years when he lived in San 
Fraricisco . After his father died his mother brought him to 
Massachusetts which , along with other parts of New England , 
became the setting for most of his poetry . 
In 1912 Frost went to England where he published his 
first book of poems, A Boy' s Wil l .  The book received a 
favorable review from Ezra Pound and was, therefore, the start 
of his succes s .  Frost spent three years in England , livin� 
in a country cottage and writing poetry . World War I began 
in 1914,  and in 1915  h e  returned to America. Frost regarded 
his time in England as a good experience during which he 
made many contacts with the chief figures of the literary 
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world . I t  also enabled him to gain a perspective on his own 
country , which is indicated in his letters . 
Even though he attended both Dartmouth and Harvard , 
he never earned a degree ;  instead , he farmed and wrote the 
kind of poetry which frequently emphasized an image of the 
New England farmer who was firm in his beliefs yet under­
stood the opinions and beliefs of others . 
Styl e :  
Frost ' s popularity as a poet i s  due largely to his 
styl e ,  which i s  simple and easy to read . His subjects are 
concrete and believabl e ,  and only when one studies his work 
do the complexities appear . His seemingly simple poems are 
rich in meanine because F r o s t  present s  only the details which 
bear room for interpretation . F ro s t ,  like most poet s ,  says 
as much as he can with as few words as necessary . In a 
magazine interview in 1955,  Robert Frost was asked to clas-
sify his poetry , to help define rt . Frost' s response sug-
gests that one cannot define what makes his poetry uniquely 
his . He sai d ,  
Let m e  put i t  this way : Imagine that you see a 
butterfly , and its beauty i s  something you want to 
capture and take home with you .  You catch the 
butterfly and place i t  carefully on a cardboard under 
glass . And to your sorrow, you haven' t  caught the 
butterfly at all • . . .  Where once the butterfly had 
a subtle ,  vibrant alivenes s ,  the very act of pinning 
i t  down has destroyed it for you .  
( Fros t ,  cited by John Sherrill ,  p .  5 )  
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Frost most often used New England as a background 
for poems which usually deal with such human situations as 
death , lonelines s ,  and human toil . Man i s  the main character , 
someone much aware of life and death and the question of 
existence . (Note : A possible topic for a student-led class 
discussion would be to find similarities between Frost and 
Charles Ive s . ) 
Examples :  
The poem, " Out , Out- , "  tells the simple story about 
a young boy who die s .  Nature and New England are background ; 
the main theme i s  the hardship of human toil ; and the drama 
of despair provides the conflict .  Frost has left much unsaid , 
reporting only the facts necessary , which allows the reader 
to discover the significance of the event . But ,  what i s  the 
significance of this poem? One explanation could be that 
" one sees life , . . •  menaced by a faceless acciden t ,  nobody ' s  
fault .  Simultaneously, one sees the human watchers touched 
by normal griefs and fears . And yet life must turn to a more 
important task , finally, that of continuing . . • .  Life 
triumphs here because i t  i s  seen as a great duty . Life 
triumphs by being as stubborn as natur e ,  not more so . " ( James 
Radcliffe Squires ,  p .  46) According to Squire s ,  " Out , Out- , "  
contains both ideas : " that one must be moved to pity and 
compassion and that one must coldly and sternly pursue the 
duty of endurance and survival . "  ( Squires ,  p .  46) 
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Frost never chose this poem for a poetry readine 
because he felt it was too horrible . It i s  based on a news-
paper article about a similar incident in his neighborhood . 
The questi�ns he leaves us to raise are whether or not we 
should respect or condemn the living. Was it courage or 
indifference that made the family return to their affairs? 
TOPICS FOR DISCUSSION : 
What i s  "Out ,  Out- , "  about? 
Which lines best describe the boy' s reaction to the 
accident? 
The only conversation in the poem i s  between the 
boy and his sister. From this conversation, what 
can you tell about each of them? 
What i s  the attitude towards death in the poem? 
What is the attitude towards life? 
The poem' s title alludes to a passage from Shakespeare ' s  
Macbeth • Act V ,  Scene V .  
To-morrow,  and to-morrow, and to-morrow, 
Creeps in this petty pace from day to day 
To the last syllable of recorded time , 
And all our yesterdays have lighted fools 
The way to dusty death . Out ,  out, brief candle !  
Life ' s  but a walking shadow, a poor player 
That struts and frets his hour upon the stage 
And then i s  heard no more : it  i s  a tale 
Told by an idio t ,  full of sound and fury, 
S ignifying nothing . 
I s  this allusion appropriate? Does it  help to under­
stand the poem? 
ASSIGNMENT: 
( See handout of "Hyla Brook . " )  
"Out,  Out-" 
The buzz- saw snarled and rattled in the yard 
And made dust and dropped stove-length sticks of wood,  
Sweet- scented stuff when the breeze drew across i t .  
And from there those that lifted eyes could count 
F ive mountain ranges one behind the other 
Under the sunset far into Vermont . 
And the saw snarled and rattled , snarled and rattled,  
As it  ran light , or had to bear a load . 
And nothing happene d :  day was all but done . 
Call it  a day , I wish they might have said 
To please the boy by giving him the half hour 
That a boy counts so much when saved from work . 
His sister stood beside them in her apron 
To tell them "Supper . "  At the word, the saw, 
As if to prove saws knew what supper meant, 
Leaped out at the boy' s hand , or see�ed to leap-­
He must have given the hand . However i t  was , 
Neither refused the meeting . But the hand ! 
The boy' s first outcry was a rueful laugh, 
As he swung toward them holding up the hand 
Half in appeal , but half as if to keep 
The life from spilllng . Then the boy saw all-­
Since he was old enough to know, big boy 
Doing a man' s work, though a child at heart--
He saw all spoiled . "Don' t let him cut my hand off-­
'fhe doctor, when he come s .  Don ' t  let him, sister ! "  
So . But the hand was gone already . 
The doctor put him in the dark of ether . 
He lay and puffed his lips out with his breath . 
And then--the watcher at his pulse took fright . 
No one believe d .  They listened at his heart . 
Little--less--nothing! -- and that ended i t .  
N o  more to build on there . And they,  since they 
Were not the one dead , turned to their affairs . 
Robert Frost 
1 9 1 6  
Robert Frost ,  Complete Poems of Robert Frost ,  
� ( New York : Holt and Company, 1949), p .  171 . 
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Hyla Brook 
By June our brook' s run out of song and speed .  
Sought for much after that, i t  will be  found 
Either to have gone groping underground 
( And taken with it  all the Hyla breed 
That shouted in the mist a month ago , 
Like ghost of sleigh-bells in a gho st of snow ) -­
Or flourished and come up in j ewel-weed,  
Weak foliage that i s  blown upon and bent 
Even against the way its waters went . 
I ts bed i s  left a faded paper sheet 
Of dead leaves stuck together by the heat-­
A brook to none but who remember long . 
This as i t  will be seen i s  other far 
Than with brooks taken otherwhere in song . 
We love the things we love for what they are . 
Di scussion: 
Frost unites opposites in this poem , can you 
find them? 
One opposite i s  the " local" and the " universal , "  
what are they in the poem? 
Frost writes of a brook ,  what else can be applied 
to the message of the poem? What about the line , 
" We love the things we love for what they are . " ?  
Robert Fro s t ,  Robert Frost ' s  Poems ,  Pocket Edition , 
Introduction by Louis Untermeyer (New York : Washington 
Square Press ,  1962) , p .  1 69 .  
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RESOURCES AND IVIATERIALS : 
Note s :  
Citations that appear in this lesson are from the 
following sourc e s :  
John Sherrill , " An  Interview with Robert Fros t , "  
Guideposts , August 1955 , p . 5 .  
James Radcliffe Squire s ,  The Major Themes of 
Robert Frost ( Ann Arbor : The University of Michigan 
Press,  1963). 
Further Reading :  
Cox, Sidney . A Swinger of Birches : A Portrait of 
Robert Frost .  Introduction by Robert Frost . 
New York: New York University Press,  1957 . 
Lathem, Edward Connery, ed . Interviews with Robert 
Fro s t .  New York : Holt,  Rinehart and Winston, 1 96 6 .  
Greenberg, Robert A .  and Hepburn, James G . ,  eds . 
Robert Fro s t :  An Introduction . New York : Hol t ,  
Rinehart and Winston, 1961 . 
Sohn, David A .  and Tyre , Richard H .  Frost:  The Poet 
and His Poetry .  New York : Holt, Rinehart and 
Winston, 1967 ; Special revised edition , New 
York: Bantam Books ,  1969 . 
Thompson , Lawrance R .  Robert Fro s t .  Minneapoli s :  
University of Minnesota Press ,  1960 . 
�����- . Selected Letters of Robert Frost .  New 
York : Holt,  Rinehart and Winston, 19b'1T:" 
Audio/Visual Materials : 
" Part I I I ,  Robert Frost . "  A Question of Place : 
Sound Portrait s  of Twentieth-Century Humanists . 
60 minute tap e .  Washington , D .C . :  National Public 
Radio,  n . d .  OP 80 10 1 6 .  
UNIT II BETWEEN THE WARS � 1919-1941 
LENGTH : approximately JO days 
ORDER OF LESSONS : 
Charles Sheeler 
Sinclair Lewis 
Edward Hopper 
Ernest Hemingway 
Langston Hughes 
Louis Armstrong 
Edward "Duke" Ellington 
George Gershwin 
Stuart Davis 
Alexander Calder 
Grant Wood 
Aaron Copland 
John Steinbeck 
UNIT PURPOSE : 
The purpose of this unit is  to develop an awareness 
of how art ln America during the twenties and thirties 
reflects major cultural changes that occurred at that time . 
The increase in industrialization and mechanization, the 
change from a rural to an urban population, and the reevalu-
ation of traditional bel iefs and values are all embodied in 
subj ects and themes of artworks produced during thi s period.  
At the base of all thi s ,  there was a growing desire to 
create a national identity, an American art .  By the 19JO ' s  
that dream was realized . 
Increased opportunities for work, generated by what 
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William Leuchtenburg calls the Second Industrial Revolution, 
brought an influx of people--more immigrants and rural Ameri­
cans--to the larger cities . The cities were teeming with 
life , as John Sloan so aptly recorded in the tenement dis­
tri c t .  But,  while Sloan celebrated the camaraderie found in 
the city, others saw alienation, isolation, pre judic e ,  and 
an over-all loss of identity . 
Sinclair Lewis '  nove l ,  Babbitt , presents us with such 
a character : a real estate salesman who comes gradually to 
realize the presence of a void in his life and discontent­
ment , as Babbitt himself put i t ,  "with the good common ways . "  
The painter, Edward Hopper, has chosen a less in­
volved, more distant view : one which maintains the premise 
that the city is indeed depersonalized . His paintings pre­
sent numerous views of the city with few, if any , visible 
inhabitants .  His characters , when they do appear, are dull , 
tired-looking people who seem oblivious to the ri sing tech­
nology that surrounds them : automation , sophisticated appli­
ance s ,  growth and spread of high-rise buildings, etc . Very 
little interaction takes place between characters , possibly 
due to their physical i solation and their psychological loss 
of identity. Ernest Hemingway' s  short story, "A  Clean ,  Well­
Lighted Place , "  also expands on this theme . His characters 
speak of nada, or nothingnes s .  
Pre judice and alienation are themes presented by 
Langston Hughes , a writer who played an active role in the 
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Harlem Renaissance of the 1920 ' s .  Despite the lovability of 
Jesse B .  Semple ' s  satirical logic ,  which Hughes characterized 
in many short stori e s ,  his cutting, critical remarks about 
prejudice serve as Hughes'  vent for denouncing the oppression 
of the black man . 
During thi s  interwar period, the city and indust­
rialism sparked much excitement and hopefulness of pros­
peri ty . Though there were some critics , like Lewi s ,  Hopper , 
and Hughes ,  there were many more advocates who celebrated 
the richness and power of the machine . Charles Sheeler pre­
sented clean ,  sparkling machinery that had not been used,  
perhaps to suggest a potential that had not been fully real­
ized at that time . His paintings explore the machine and 
industrial America at a point in time when neither man nor 
movement are factors ; what remains is a near perfect and 
ideal setting , and the result i s  a celebration of . the mechan­
i cal . 
Within the cities arose a new kind of musi c :  jazz . 
I t  had a sound that promised good times no matter where one 
was . I t  started in New Orlean s ,  traveled up the Mississippi 
to S t .  Loui s ,  on to Chicago , and, finally, to New York . One 
of the chief jazzmen of this ·time and the one who brought 
i t  up from the South was Louis Armstrong . He introduced jazz 
as a medium for a single instrument talent . In New York 
" Duke" Ellington not only added sophistication to the mus i c ,  
but presented jazz with full-instrument bands . George Gershwin 
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tried to " legitimize" the music by combining it with sym­
phonic forms and performing it in concert halls .  Through all 
its changes , j azz has remained a vital force in music and is 
recognized as a truly original American art form. 
Another truly American genre , but one which saw little 
or no chang e ,  was life in the rural areas of the country . 
Most rural communities , . with one telephon� located at the 
general store and perhaps a truck parked at every other farm­
hous e ,  often wondered what all the fuss was about finding an 
American identity . After all , America meant what the rural 
communities had always represented : hard work, self-suf­
ficiency , strong moral s ,  and a pioneer spirit of independence 
and individualism . While Grant Wood celebrated the rural 
countryside and the values of an older America, he also , 
unlike a devout ruralist ,  exposed its shortcomings . His 
biting satire toward the farmer and the Daughters of the 
American Revolution displays an ambivalence toward rural and 
urban America. 
Aaron Copland and John Steinbeck are artists inter­
ested in the American folklore heritage and its searching 
pioneer spiri t .  Copland used thi s  as his subject for a ballet 
called Billy the Kid . Even though the ballet is about an 
infamous outlaw, the underlying theme i s  about pioneer sur­
vival , with its emphasis on independence , toughnes s ,  self­
reliance , and closeness to the land and nature . Steinbeck 
used the pioneer theme in the modern-day story Of Mice and 
Men . His characters , victims of the Great Depression , are 
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men moving out west to the so-called " land of milk and honey . "  
whose survival depends on their determination and stamina . 
Not all artists in America consciously sought to 
create an American art , but ,  instead, allowed modern Euro-
pean influences to help them develop their own styles . They 
chose American subjects only because of familiarity and 
availability . Two such artists , Stuart Davis and Alexander 
Calder, are America' s closest answer to Modernists . Davis 
explored Synthetic Cubism by using as his subj ects such 
common things as an eggbeater , a tobacco can , or a road-
sign . Fascinated with the syncopated rhythms of jazz , he 
often incorporated its . rhythm and terminology into his 
paintings . Calder dealt with rhythm found in nature . His 
mobiles  capture the essence of nature with their organic 
shapes ,  movement , balanc e ,  and harmony . Neither artist 
seemed to feel a need for an "American" art sinc e the 
asthetics go beyond any nationality. 
GENERAL STUDENT OBJECTIVES : 
To approach and analyze the music , art , and literature 
of this period by exploring the use of the basic 
elements introduced in Unit I .  
To note significant changes that occurred in sub­
j ec t , form, and content of the interwar period 
and to compare selected artist s .  
'\ 
To discover relationships between artists of the 
different areas and to n ote common theme s ,  subj ect 
matter, and approache s .  
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UNIT ASSIGNMEN TS : 
As an introduction to the uni t ,  the student will 
be assigned to read one of the intellectual history books 
li sted below and will write a critical book review of i t .  
(See page 
The suggested reading list i s  as follows : 
Only Yesterday 
The Twenties 
On Native Grounds 
Perils of Prosperity 
Nervous Generation 
Frederick Lewis Allen 
Frederick Hoffman 
Alfred Kazin 
William Leuchtenburg 
Roderick Nash 
At the end of the uni t  the student will prepare an 
oral presentation on an artist not discussed in class . This 
artist will be selected from a prepared list ( see  page 
The report will focus on the artist ' s  values toward his art, 
his society, and himself . The content of the presentation 
will be drawn from the artist ' s  own work and thoughts ,  
whether it be n:usi c ,  art ,  or  literature , and from the stu-
dent ' s  individual analyses of selec ted artworks . 
EVALUATION PROCEDURE : 
A written, comprehensive exam is recommended . I t  
should include questions concerning the life o f  each artis t ,  
h i s  style and approach to his art , and key elements that 
appear in the presented artworks . An essay question to 
compare and contrast any two arti sts and their approaches 
to subj ect and theme is also advised . 
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CRITICAL BOOK REVIEW GUIDELINES 
NAME of boo k :  Should appear in bibliographical 
form. 
Author' s  PURPOSE : This information can be found in 
the Introduction or the Preface . 
CONTENT and ORGANIZATION : What kind of information i s  given? 
How i s  it organized? 
I s  the Table of Contents easy �o 
understand; is it informative? 
Is there an Index? 
I s  there a Bibliography? 
STRENGTHS/WEAKNESSES : Has the author convinced you of 
his purpose? 
Do you think his argument is sound? 
C ite examples to support your own 
evaluation . 
NEW IDEAS or INSIGHTS : Do you agree or disagree with the 
author' s  thesis? 
Have you developed any opinions 
about the subj ect ;  have your 
opinions been changed? 
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POSSIBLE SUBJECTS FOR ORAL PRESENTATIONS : 
MUSIC : 
ART: 
Bix Beiderbecke 
Eubie Blake 
John " Dizzy" Gillespie 
Benny Goodman 
Fletcher Henderson 
Billie Holliday 
" Jelly Roll" Morton 
" King" Joe Oliver 
Charlie " B ird" Parker 
" Ma" Rainey 
Bessie Smith 
Thomas "Fats" Waller 
Thomas Hart Benton 
Charles Burchfield 
Charles Demuth 
Arthur Dove 
Walker Evans 
Arshile Gorky 
Rockwell Kent 
Georgia O ' Keeffe 
Ben Shahn 
Edward Steichen 
Joseph Stella 
Max Weber 
LI TERA TU RE : 
Countee Cullen 
William Faulkner 
F .  Scott F i tzgerald 
Ring Lardner 
Arthur Miller 
Henry Miller 
Vladimir Nabokov ... . Anais Nin 
Eugene O ' N eill 
Katherine Anne Porter 
James Thurber 
Jean Toomer 
Thornton Wilder 
Samuel Barber 
Marc Blitz stein 
Henry Cowell 
Roy Harris 
Paul Hindemith 
Walter Piston 
Arnold Schonberg 
William Schuman 
Roger Sessions 
Virgil Thomson 
Edgard Varese 
Alexander Archipenko 
John Gutzon Borglum 
Naum Gabo 
Thomas Hudson Jones 
Jacques Lipchitz 
I samu Noguchi 
Hart Crane 
Archibald MacLeish 
Edna St . Vincent Millay 
Marianne Moore 
Ogden Nash 
Dorothy Parker 
Ezra Pound 
Theodore Raethke 
Carl Sandburg 
Wallace Stevens 
Louis Untermeyer 
William Carlos Williams 
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RESOURCES AND MATERIALS : 
Further Reading :  
Amason , H .  H .  History of Modern Art . Englewood 
Cliff s ,  New Jersey : Prentice-Hall ,  1968 . 
Baige l l ,  Matthew . The American Scen e :  American 
Painting of the 1930 ' s . New York : Praeger , 1974. 
' Brown , Milton w. American Painting from the Armory 
Show to the Depression . Princeton : Princeton 
University Pre s s ,  1955 . 
Chase , Gilbert . The American Compo ser Speaks ; A 
Historical Anthology, 1770-1965 . Baton Rouge : 
Louisiana State University Pre s s ,  1966 . 
Chipp , Herschel .  Contributions by Peter Selz and 
Joshua c .  Taylor . Theories of Modern Art . 
Berkeley:  University of California, 1968 . 
Cleaver, Dale G .  and Eddins , John M .  Art and Music : 
An Introduction . New York : Harcourt , Brac e ,  
Jovanovich,  196 6 .  
Cowell , Henry , ed . American Composers of American 
Musi c . New York : Frederick Ungar , 1 9 3 3 .  
Cunliffe , Marcus . American Literature Since 1900 . 
London : Barri e  and Jenkin s ,  1975 .  
Dankworth , Avril . Jaz z :  An Introduction to Its  
Musical Basi s .  London : Oxford University Press , 
1 97 5 ,  c .  1968 . 
Ewen , Davi d .  American Composers Today .  New York : 
H .  w .  Wilson , 1949 . 
Geldzahler,  Henry . American Painting in the Twentieth 
C entury .  New York : The Metropolitan Museum of 
Modern Art, 1965 . 
Herbert , Robert L . , e d .  Modern Artists on Art . 
Englewood Cliff s ,  New Jersey : Prentice-Hal l , 1964 . 
Hickok, Robert . Music Appreciation . New York : 
Appleton-Century-Crofts ,  197 1 . 
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Hitchcock , H .  Wiley.  Music in the United State s :  
A Historical Introduction . 2nd Ed . Englewood 
Cliffs , New Jersey : Prentice-Hal l ,  1974 . 
Hodeir,  Andre . Jaz z :  I ts Evolution and Essenc e .  
Translated by David Noakes .  New York : Da C apo 
Pre s s ,  1975 ,  c .  1956 .  
Hoffman , John Frederick . The Twentie s .  Revised Ed . 
New York : The Free Pre s s ,  1 965 . 
Hunter,  Sam. American Art of the 20th Century .  New 
York : Harry N .  Abrams,  1972 . 
Kazin, Alfre d .  On Native Grounds :  An Interpretation 
of Modern Prose Literature . New York : Harcourt , 
Br.ace , 1 942 . 
Klotz , Marvin and Abcarian, Richard . eds .  The 
Experience of F iction . New York : St . Martin ' s  
Pre s s ,  1 97 5 .  
Leuchtenburg, William E .  The Perils of Prosperi ty; 
1914-1932 . Chicago : The University of Chicago 
Press ,  1958 . 
t 
Mellers , Wilfred . Music in a New Found Land . London: 
Barrie and Rockliff , 1964. 
Nash , Rodericl< . The Nervous Generation: American 
Thought, 1917-1930 . Chicago : Rand McNally, 1970 . 
Ostransky, Leroy . Understanding Jazz . Englewood 
Cliffs , New Jersey:  Prentice-Hall ,  1977 . 
Rose , Barbara . American Art Since ltOO : A Critical 
Historx .  New York : Praeger, 1 9  8 .  
Tanner , Paul O .  W .  and Gerow, Maurice . A Study of Jaz z .  
Dubuqu e ,  Iowa : William C .  Brown, 19b4": 
Thomson , Virgil . American Music Since 1910, Vol . I .  
London : Weidenfeld and N icolson , 1970 . 
Tighe , Mary Ann and Lang , Elizabeth Ewing . Art America .  
New York : McGraw-Hill , 1 977 . 
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Audio/Visual Materials : 
And All That Jazz . 6 sound filmstrips . Wichita, 
Kansas :  Learning Art s ,  n . d .  
Basic Jaz z .  4 sound filmstrips :  Harmony , Improvisation , 
Rhythm, and Melody . Wichita, Kansas : Learning 
Arts ,  n . d .  
History of Jaz z .  10 records ; 12 filmstrip s .  New York : 
Educational Record Sales , n . d .  
Jazz Milestones .  6 sound filmstri p s .  Wichita, Kansas : 
Learning Arts , n . d .  
Uppity Arts . 60 minute cassette tape that discusses 
modern art . Washington, D . C . :  National Public 
Radio ,  n . d .  OP 75 1 1  1 1 .  
UNIT II  
LESSON PLAN 
ART : CHARLES SHEELER ( 1883-1965) 
LENGTH : 2 days 
SPECIFIC STUDENT OBJECTIVES : 
To become familiar with the art of Charles Sheeler . 
To become acquainted with the art of the Preci sionists 
and to establish where they fall within the modern 
art movement in the United States .  
To compare the various viewpoints of the machine 
as presented by Sheeler, Marin , and Hopper . 
LESSON CONTENT:  
Background : 
Charles Sheeler was born in Philadelphia in 188J . 
His earliest artistic training was at the School for Indust-
rial Arts in Philadelphia where he studied draftsmanship 
and commercial art . These experiences most likely developed 
within him a strong sense of design which appears con-
si stently throughout his  works . At the advice of one of 
his instructors , Sheeler enrolled at the Pennsylvania Acad-
emy in 1903 . I t  was here that he met one of America' s most 
influential art educators ,  William M .  Chase . Chase recog-
nized a talent and enthusiasm in Sheeler and more than once 
included him along with other students on his  tours of 
Europe . 
Sheeler became particularly impressed with the wor �s  
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of Rembrandt ,  El Greco , Goya , and the moderns such as 
Cezanne , Braque , Picasso , and Matisse . Their concep tual 
approach to painting , especially the Cubists , appealed 
most to Sheeler . Back at home Sheeler would travel the 
countrysides of Pennsylvania and ei ther sket·�h or photo­
graph various types of architecture . He was most attracted 
to the designs of the Quaker or Amish communiti e s ; their 
qui l t s , rug s ,  furniture , and greenware are all simp l e ,  
geometric structures with very l ittle adornment and whose 
beauty relies on function . These charac teristics are found 
in most folk art and can be seen in Sheeler ' s  work , to 
varying degre e s ,  from the late twenties on . 
To steady h i s  income , Sheeler took up phot ography . 
He photographed works of local Philadelphian arch itects 
for their record s . ( Julia Williams , p .  61 ) 
In 1918 Sheeler moved to New York C i ty and found 
a whole new sub j e c t  matter . From the rural landscape of 
Pennsylvania to the urban landscape of the c ity , Shee l er 
s t i l l  saw the greatne s s  of simple line , only this time in 
the massive , overpowering industrial communities . In 1 927 
the Ford Motor Company commissioned him to photograph their 
plant at River Rouge . I t  was while he was on thi s assign­
ment that the sub j e c t  of the industrial landscape be came not 
only a po ssibil i ty but a reality . 
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Style : 
Throughout the twenties Sheeler discovered various 
avenues of art as well as various subj ects . What always 
seemed to stay with him was his keen sense of design and 
his eye for a well-designed object . He never doubted the 
place in society that the machine held and would always 
hold . 
His style i s  clean and precise . He never seems to 
use too much pain t ,  or not enough . His brushstroke i s  
fluid , often blending t o  the point where it  cannot be seen . 
I t  seems Sheeler was most interested in presenting the 
pictorial elements and form of the subject instead of the 
sensuous qualities of the paint and the beauty of a 
brushstroke . 
Sheeler was associated with other Precisionist 
artists , like Georgia O ' Keeffe , Charles Demuth, and Peter 
Blume . Their art often depicted the urban landscape--full 
of " prismatic and spirituali:t.ed  designs" ( Martin Friedman , 
p .  1 2 ) --with a common style of precise lines and smooth 
finishes .  The " c rystalized surfaces"  may be reminiscent of 
Cubism , but , ultimately, their styles were highly personal , 
" ranging from clinical recording to semi-abstraction . "  
(Friedman , p .  65)  Sheeler , in particular, realistically 
painted subjects with such conciseness and sterility that 
his cityscapes and industrial complexes appear to be spark­
ling new, as i f  they were yet to be utilized . The significance 
of the Preci sionists is not in their individual style ,  whether 
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real istic or abstrac t ,  but in their attitude and state of 
mind toward industrial domination . ( Friedman , p .  12 ) They 
perceived their architectural and mechanical sub j ects in a 
positive manner ; they celebrated " the more immediate and 
tangible spirit of modern technology . "  ( Friedman , p .  14 ) 
As Martin Friedman describes i t ,  " The Preci sionists depicted 
the omnipresent urban themes of steel mil l s ,  bridges ,  and 
oil refineries as gigantic man-made forms that dominated 
their surroundings . . . .  Neither metaphysics , social com-
men t ,  nor irony accurately describes Sheeler ' s particular 
response to technology . He treated the industrial theme with 
reverence . "  (Friedman , p .  65) A sense of order,  logic , and 
discipline seem to dominate the paintings of the Precision-
ists , whether " an industrial scene by Sheeler or a portrait 
. 
of an old Tao s church by O ' Keeffe , "  ( F ri edman , p .  1 3 )  'firne-
lessness and an absoluteness are depicte d ,  two elements that 
many other artists felt were lost in the c i ty ,  and replaced 
by rapid change and a kind of mechanized vitality . ( Se e  
Marin , Davis ,  an d  Hopper . )  
Three artists , among others during this time , depicted 
three different views of the city and of industrialization . 
John Marin , like Sheeler ,  saw the strength and dynamism 
of the products of industry--the urban environment .  But , 
unlike Sheeler, he  chose to present this subject as it 
appeared in motion , as it absorbed and emitted huge amounts 
of energy . Marin ' s  cities burst with excitement . Sheel e r ,  
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on the other hand , shows mechanical subjects at rest . 
Like sleeping giants , they are peaceful , immobilized struc­
ture s .  With their sleek and perfect forms , they symbolize  
power that has not yet been realized . 
Edward Hopper ( who will be studied in this unit) took 
an opposite view to both Marin and Sheeler and presented a 
dismal picture of the city.  His emphasis i s  not on the posi­
tive aspects of mechanization but on the negative effects :  
the machine and its urban environment has given rise to 
dehumanization . Hopper' s focus i s  on city dwellers who are 
victims of the power and domination of the machine . Hopper 
has chosen to emphasize the insignificance of man to the 
machine , while Sheeler has chosen to emphasize the signifi­
cance of the machine to man . 
Example s :  
1tgper Deck ( 1929)  depicts a very cluttered S8ction 
of the steamer S . S .  Majestic that has been given balance and 
orde r .  The forms in the p icture are as Sheeler saw them, for 
he had once said : Upper Deck " involved no arbitrary re­
arrangement because of an esthetic impulse . 'rhese forms ex­
isted on their own terms , for use . Their disposition i s  
utilitarian . Perhaps they could not readily b e  thought of 
as bountiful in themselves ,  but because they function there 
is a sense of truth about them . "  (Constance Rourke , p .  145) 
The use of color i s  minimized in favor of subtle lights 
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and darks which surround and emphasize the highlighted 
sides of the pieces of machinery. There i s  often li ttle 
regard for cast shadows unless they contribute to the over­
all balance of the composition . The most blatant and unnat­
ural use of any value i s  the solid black Sheeler used for 
the funnel hole s .  These two shapes not only serve as the 
focal points of the work, but they also remind us that 
Sheeler ' s emphasis i s  on form and not illusion . 
The organization of the work includes a dramatic 
foreshortened angle , volumetric forms , and strong linear 
di-risions . A white-toned beam in the middle of the picture 
seems to separate the top half from the bottom . Below the 
bearn are curved and angled planes and lines which convey a 
sense of volume and movement in spac e .  S trong contra0ts 
between the shadows and the highlighted areas reveal both 
the angled placement of the planes and the anonymou s ,  abstract 
character of the shapes . Above the beam are less complicated 
objects with more simple and well-defined shapes . The 
viewer' s eye is led along the white beam into the dark, 
shadowed side of the painting and up to the solid black 
l ines of the support cabl e s .  These three black cables, which 
radiate upward diagonally, se e�1 to break up the sky into 
uneven planes and increase the tension of the work . The 
lowered eye level increases the size and significance of 
these locming, sterile-looking machine-forms which seem to 
await usage . By '' iowing the ship at close-range and thus 
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eliminating its larger, more identifiable features ,  Sheeler 
has created an asymmetrical design which forces us to view 
pure geometrical form instead of the actual subj ect . 
Martin Friedman once referred to Upper Deck as 
"a salient example of Sheeler' s commanding ability to select , 
subtly modify, and classicize a basically abstract subject . "  
He also sai d ,  " The clear rendering of the ship ' s solid 
geometry of mechanical forms makes this the prototype of 
all Sheeler ' s celebrations of technological theme s . "  
( Friedman , p .  72 )  
Sheeler felt Upper Deck was a turning point for his 
painting . He sai d .  
This was the inauguration of a period that followed 
for a good many years of planning a picture very 
completely before starting to work on the final 
canvas ,  having a blueprint of it and lalowing just 
exactly what i t  was going to be . . . .  This is 
what I have been getting ready for . I had come to 
feel that a picture could have incorporated in it 
the structural design implied in abstraction and be 
presented in a wholly realistic manner . 
(Friedman, p .  72 )  
The significance o f  architecture i s  more fully 
understood in American Landscape ( 1930 ) . Painted at the 
beginning of the Great Depress�on when many factories were 
closing down , the title " carries irony , but the world 
which he reveals produces no dismay . Nothing of grime or 
human waste appears there . . . .  He has accepted industrial-
ism and renders what he sees as its e ssential forms . .  
r ., 
' _His  landscapes_! have the classic purity of form , the 
classic serenity . "  ( Rourke , p .  153 )  
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To look at this painting is to see a subject that 
does not seem out of place . I t  looks as if its hori zontal 
l ines and smooth surfaces are in harmony with the smooth , 
horizontal lines found in the surrounding lands . There is  
no tension created in this painting, as  in most of Sheeler' s 
works , which suggests to us that industrialization i s  very 
much a part of American life . I t  is not out of place or at 
odds with nature ( because he idealizes nature as well ) . 
Sheeler has created a man-made landscape that contains as 
much beauty as any traditional landscape before i t .  I t  
is  abstraction in a realistic sense . Real �ubjects and detail 
are simplified only to enhance design, which is his  primary 
concern . But as Constance Rourke note s ,  there is also an 
" immense elaboration: note for example the d oweled ends of 
the rungs in the ladder at the bottom of the picture to the 
right , and the tiny shadows which the rungs cast upon one 
side of the frame , and the subtle changes in line and tonal 
values within these forms by which the ladder is  realiz ed . "  
( Rourke , p .  148 ) Sheeler spared the detail that did not 
interfere with the design and this imparts a sense of 
reality . 
Charles Sheeler is considered a realist painter with 
a modern technique . He successfully combined the most current 
ideas of abstract art and the most current ideas of society 
in a very precise way . 
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RESOURCES AND MATERIALS : 
Note s :  
Citations that appear in thi s  lesson are from the 
following sources : 
Martin Friedman , et al . ,  Charle s  Sheeler 
(Washington , D . C . :  published for the National 
Collection of Fine Arts by the Smithsonian Institution 
Press , 1968 ) . 
Constance Rourke , Charle s  Sheeler: Artist in 
the American Tradition (New York : Harcourt , Brac e ,  
19J8 ; reprint edition , New York : Kennedy Galleri e s ,  
1969 ) . 
Julia Wil l iams , "Charles Sheeler: American 
Industry as Landsca.pe , "  American Arti s t , January 
197 6 ,  PP · 58-6J+ . 
Further Reading :  
Friedman, Martin L .  The Precisionist View in 
American Art . Minneapol i s :  Walker Art Center , 
1960 .  
Williams , William Carlos , introduction . Charles 
Sheeler : Paintings, Drawings, Photograph s .  
New York : Musuem of Modern Art , 1939 ; reprint 
edition , New York: Arno , 1 972 , as part of 
Three Painters of America:  Charles Demuth , 
Charles Sheeler, Edward Hoppe r .  
Audio/Visual Materials :  
American Landscape ( 19JO ) . Stamford , Connecticu t :  
Sandak, 1 337 0581 . 
Sheeler . Stamford , Connecticut :  Educational Dimen­
sions Group , 905 CA . 20 slide s . 
UNIT II  
LESSON PLAN 
LITERATURE : SINCLAIR LEWIS ( 1885-1951 )  
LENGTH : 3 days 
SPEC IFIC STUDENT OBJECTIVES : 
To be introduced to Sinclair Lewis '  life and works 
and to be able to identify a pattern found in his 
novels . 
'l'o define the elements of satire and discover how 
they are used in the novel Babbitt . 
LESSON CON'I'ENT : 
Assign the novel Babbitt to be read at least three weeks 
in advance . 
Background : 
Sinclair Lewi s ,  the youngest of three son s ,  was born 
to a country doctor in Sauk C entre , Minnesota, on 7 February 
1 8 8 5 . His mother died when he was five , but his father re-
married a year later . I t  would seem Lewis led a normal 
childhood, but there is speculation by biographers that he 
had a " loveless" and " vexatious" childhood , most likely being 
very sensitive about his appearance .  Mark Schorer des�ribes 
Lewis in this way : 
He was homely, ill-coordinated , astigmatic , 
redheaded, a stumbling , noisy ,  awkward boy . He was 
inept at hunting and fishing, could hardly swim, 
was shunned in boys ' games and sports ,  derided by 
his fellows and patronized by his elders . He was 
1 0 6  
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nearly friendless and was early given to soli tary 
tramps about the countryside and to wide, indis­
criminate reading . He yearned to be in some place 
both more colorful and more kindly than Sauk Centre . 
( Mark Scherer, p .  5 )  
A t  seventeen Lewis went to Yale College but turned 
out to be friendle.ss and lonely, " more the outsider than 
ever . "  ( Scherer , P. •  5 )  He left Yale after h i s  junior year to 
try and make i t  on his own in .the outside world . He spent 
a month at Hel icon Hal l ,  " an experiment in communal livin� 
. . .  e stablished near Englewoo d ,  New Jersey" by Upton 
Sinclai r .  ( Scherer, p .  ? )  From there he went to New York 
to be a wri ter . H i s  earnings, however , were minimal , so he wen-t; 
to Panama to work on the canal . That venture failed • too . 
He returned to Yale and graduated one year behind his class 
in 1908 .  
During h i s  trave l s ,  which included two " cattleboat 
trips to England" in the summers between seme s ter s ,  he 
observed people and their societi e s . H i s  observations ap-
peared later in his novels . About Europe he had George 
Babb i t t  say thi s :  " • . .  the world has fallen too long for 
these worn-out countries that aren ' t producing anything but 
bootblacks and scenery and booz e ,  that haven ' t  6 0 t  one bath-
room per hundred peopl e ,  and that don ' t know a l o o se-leaf 
ledger from a slip-cove r :  . . . " 
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Style : 
In his novels Lewis ridiculed the hypocrisy which he 
saw in his surroundings . Satire is his principal weapon 
that is  " directed against the same [they appear in all of 
his works) general objects" that he encountered in his own 
experiences . ( Schorer, p .  1 0 )  These objects include character 
types ,  such as the hypocritical bigo t ,  the village athei s t ,  
and the idealist ; attitudes in American society toward labor , 
marriage and family, religion, and politics ; and the 
classes in American socie ty, especially the middle class 
with its club life and leisure activities . 
Some satirical elements that can be found in Lewi s ' 
novels are exact reproduction of speech for ironic purposes ; 
burlesque , which is ridicule by exaggeration; hyperbole , 
a deliberate exaggeration of a figure of speech; s tereo­
type , which i s  everyone ' s  idea of something ; and clich� , 
stock phrases that are overdone . 
A psychologlcal pattern also emerges in Lewis '  novel s .  
One becomes aware of " the impulse to escape the conventions 
of class or routine ; fligh t ;  a partial success and a 
necessary compromise with convention . "  ( Schorer, p .  10)  
Example : 
This psychological pattern c.an be applied to George 
Ba8bi tt ' s three major moods :  disconten t ,  rebellion , and 
retre a t  and resiGnation . ( See  diagram , next page . )  
Discontent 
The first 
half of the 
novel . 
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Rebellion 
" fairy child 
in the flesh . "  
George attempts 
to think for him­
self . 
Retreat and Resignation 
George leaves Tanis and 
allows his son to marry 
and his daughter to 
attend college . He has 
resigned himself to change . 
Babbit t ' s discontent can best be noted in the f irst 
half of the nove l .  Chapters I-VII describe a day out of the 
life of George Babbit t .  We are introduced to his family and 
associates, and we see him confronted by his son ' s desir8 
to learn a trade through correspondence instead of goin:;_; 
to college to become a lawyer . The center section presents 
Dabbl t t  as a somcwh a L  l e ss of an object of satire and more 
of a pathetic character who begins to draw upon our own 
sympathies .  Lewis presents more of Babbitt ' s  rising dis­
content ,  the impulse to escape , and eventual rebellion , 
or fligh t ,  as he spends less and less time at the office 
or with his associates and more time with his " fairy child 
in the flesh , "  Tanis Judique . Finally, his retreat and 
resignation occurs when he leaves Tanis and " re turns" to 
his life , this time accepting the societal changes that had 
caused his discontent , one of them being the realization 
that his son is the one to. get married and his daughter is 
to attend the university . By the end of the book the satire 
has disappeared and complete sympathy for Babbitt has 
t;mcrr;ed . 
Four forms of satire can be found in the first 
half of Babbi t t .  Burlesque , in this case , ridicules ad-
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verti slng , and organized religion . The church commi ttee 
in which Babbitt is  a member decides the image of the church 
need s to be upgraded .  They uecide to hire a public relations 
firm to better the �mage and also to ask George to apply 
some of his sales techniques to get the church funds back 
Lo order . To further exaggerate the situation , the church , 
a symbol of peace and Christianity, is  organized like an 
army with the committee members holding such titles as 
colonel and captain . 
Stereotyping i s  found in the characters of George 
and Myra Babbitt : the real-estate sale sman w�th the ex­
pensive cigars , and the plump wife with nothing to do but 
�o be a good wife by supervising the maid or polishing 
silverware . Caricature is  displayed when the family 
reacts to such exaggerated crises as the son dating the 
girl next door instead of having aspirations of attending 
a major law schoo l ,  or the daughter going off to college 
instead of settling down and getting married . 
Hyperbole appears throughout the nove l ,  as does cliche , 
with such phrases as " That kid has Blue Blood in her veins ! "  
or " But ,  believe me , I know how to hop those birds ! "  or the 
sign on the pastor' s  office wall that reads ,  " This is  the 
Lord ' s Busy Day . "  Lewis '  use of the vernacular i s  found 
throughout with such phrases as " Say , j ever hear the one 
about--" or " Gimme a cocktail . "  
The success of this novel ( i t  was on the bestseller 
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list  of 1922 ) could possibly be the result o f  its  similarity 
to our live s .  Lewi s '  preparation for Babbitt involved 
mingling " wi th the kind of people that his fiction would 
mainly concern . In Pullman cars and smokers , in the lobbies 
of side- street hotels,  in athletic clubs , in a thousand 
junky streets he watched and l istene d ,  and then metiCLl­
lously copied into his notebooks whole catalogues of ex­
pressions drawn from the American lingo , elaborate lists 
of proper names , every kind of physical detail . . . . I t  
was i n  fact ,  C incinnat i ,  Ohi o ,  that provided the chief scene 
of his researches . . .  about a place called Zeni th . "  
( Scharer,  p .  1 1 )  
Scharer goes on to say " Babbitt ( 1922 ) plunged the 
nation into literary controversy . . . .  The novel seemed 
absolutely new , unlike anything that had come before i t  . 
. . . To many the assault on American virtue seemed brutal , 
uncompromising , and unfair . "  ( S cherer,  p .  12 ) Some people 
complaine d ,  but most people listened as Lewis '  next three 
of five novels would also be bestsellers : Arrowsmith ( 192 5 ) , 
Elmer Gantry ( 1927 ) , and Dodsworth ( 1929 ) . As one critic ,  
T .  K .  Whipple ,  sai d ,  " Surely no one else serves so  well as 
he to illustrate the relation between l iterature and a 
practical world : in such a world he has himself lived all 
his life , and such a world he portrays and holds up to 
ridicule and. o bloquy . . . . Lii't� dehumanized by indifference 
or rm:r1i ty t: o al.J hnman values-- that is the keynote to 
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Zenith , "  ( T .  K .  Whipple cited by Mark Scharer, pp . 71-72)  
Discussion topics for Babbitt : 
How does the use of satire start out in the novel? 
How does i t  appear in the end? I s  it even used toward 
the end? 
What signs of success appear in the novel? ( to Babbit i 
and to Lewis?)  
What comment is  Lewis making about George Babbi tt ' s  
life and his way of living? 
Is  George a victim? If s o ,  of what? 
( The last que stion could also be used as a topic for 
a written assignment . )  
SATIRE IN BABBITT 
Define each of the following terms and give an exampl e  
of each one as it  appears i n  the novel Babbitt . ( Do not 
give same examples discussed in class lecture . )  
BURLESQUE : 
HYPERBOLE : 
S'PEREO'I'YPE : 
.., 
CLICHE : 
CARICATURE : 
(handout) 
1 1 3  
1 1 4  
RESOURCES AND MATERIALS : 
Note s :  
C itations that appear in this lesson are from the 
following sources : 
*First seven citations : 
Mark Scharer , Sinclair Lewis ( Pamphlets on 
American Writers , No . 27) (Minneapolis : University 
of Minnesota Pre s s ,  196 3 ) . 
*Last citation : 
����� , ed . ,  Sinclair Lewi s :  A Collection 
of Critical Essays ( Englewood Cliffs , New Jersey : 
Prentice-Hal l ,  1962 ) .  
Further Reading :  
Grebstein , Sheldon Norman . Sinclair Lewis .  New· York: 
Twayn e , 1 962 . 
Lewis , Grace (Heggar ) . With Love from Gracie :  
Sinclair Lewi s :  1912-1925 . New York : Harcourt , 
Brace , c .  1 9 5 5 . 
Lundqui st ,  James .  Sinclair Lewi s .  New York : Ungar , 
197 3 .  
Sherman , Stuart P .  The Significance of Sinclair 
Lewi s . Freeport, New York: Books for Libraries 
Press , 1922 , reprinted in 1971 . 
Audio/Visual Material s :  
Babbitt . Perfection Form Company . ( paperback : 
DF 01470 ; Perma-Boun d :  02 1 10 1 ; teacher ' s  
packet :  DF 01471 ) .  Logan p Iowa : Perfection 
Form .  
UNIT II  
LESSON PLAN 
ART : EDWARD HOPPER ( 1882-1967 ) 
LENGTH : 2 days 
SPECIFIC STUDENT OBJECTIVES : 
To become familiar with the art of Edward Hopper 
and to determine his place of importance in the art 
of America and the 1920 ' s .  
To explore Hopper ' s  pessimistic interpretation of 
the city .  
LESSON CONTENT :  
Background : 
Edward Hopper was born on 22 July 1882 in Nyack , 
New York . He was a quiet boy who often kept to himself . 
At the age of seventeen he went to a commercial art school 
to study illustration , and the following year he transferred 
to the New York School of Art where , like John Sloan and 
Stuart Davis , he learned the fundamentals of his art from 
Robert Henri . 
In the fall of 1906 Hopper went to Europe and spent 
most of the nine months in Pari s .  He seemed to be quite 
taken with the paintings of the Impressionists , particularly 
Edgar Degas,  and the Post-Impressionists . He returned to 
Paris in 1909 and again in 1910 , this time spending some 
time in Spain . Although Hopper made his living as a com-
mercial arLi s t ,  he continued to paint in his spare time . 
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His first exhibition was in March 1908 with other 
Henri students and again in 191J at the famous Armory 
Show . His first one-man show was in January 1920 , in which 
he displayed oil  paintings done during his stay in Paris . 
In December of 1929 the Museum of Modern Art held a show 
called " Paintings by Nineteen Living Americans" that included 
work done by Hopper . 
In 1924 Hopper became associated with the N�w York 
art dealer,  Frank K .  M .  Rehn , who became his lifelong 
dealer . Hopper no longer needed commercial art jobs and 
was now able to support himself with his etching s ,  water­
colors ,  and oils . During the late 1920 ' s  and the 19JO ' s  
he began to get increasing attention through shows and 
numerous article s .  
F inally, in 1945 h e  was elected a member of the 
National Institute of Arts and Letter s ,  and in 1955 he 
was elected a member of American Academy of Arts and Letters . 
On 15 May 1967 , while working in his studio , he die d .  
Unlike the modernists who achieved greater and 
greater attention in America from the Armory Show on, 
Hopper' s popularity was a slow steady gain, which started in 
the late 1920 ' s  and leveled off in the 1960 ' s  and early 1970 ' s .  
His realism was " a  new kind of objectivity , . a purely 
representational art" as opposed to the subjective ab­
stractions of such moderns as Cezanne , Matisse , Picasso ,  
and Braque . ( Lloyd Goodrich , p .  62 ) 
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Hopper' s  subject matter was as American as his values . 
He was quite aware about the futility of imitating French 
work, for he sai d :  
Style : 
The question of the value of nationality in art 
is perhaps unsolvable . In general i t  can be said 
that a nation ' s art i s  greatest when it most reflects 
the character of its people . French art seems to 
prove this . . . .  
The domination of France in the plastic arts 
has been almost complete for the last thirty years 
or more in this country. 
If an apprenticeship to a master has been nec­
essary, I think we have served i t .  Any further relation 
of such a character can only mean humiliation to us . 
After all we are not French and never can be and any 
attempt to be so is  to deny our inheritance and to 
be nothing but a veneer upon the surface . 
( Goodrich, pp . 62- 6 J )  
It  took approximately seventeen years for Hopper to 
perfect his painting style , one which not only reflects 
his surroundings but reflects his inner self as wel l . His 
seemingly quiet and i solated character is displayed in his 
paintings by the spare settings and the lonely people who 
dwell within them . "He had an unerring eye for the character 
of places ; the monotonous regularity of most city street s ;  
the outskirts of the city,  where the apartment houses 'that 
the city has not grown up to stand solitary among empty 
lots ; or by contrast , those sections where the suburbs have 
been engulfed by the spreading town . . . .  Hopper' s  art was 
based on a deep emotional attachment to his native envi-
ronrnent . "  ( Goodrich , p .  61� )  
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If John Sloan' s subject i s  the life of the people 
within a city, Hopper ' s subject i s  on the lifelessness of 
the city which turns people into objects . His emphasis 
i s  on the overpowering effects of the city, which alienate 
its occupants . His paintings present such visual material 
as : " heavy masses  of masonry and concrete ; the individual 
forms of buildings , their surfaces and ornamentation , 
the effect of l igh t on theM ; the omnipresence of glass ,  
and the phenomena of  l ife seen through windows ; night in 
the city with its  multi tude of l ights and its ominous 
shadows . "  (Goodrich , p .  68 ) 
Surrounded by lurking masses in the city, the people 
in Hopper' s  paintings possess rather gloomy countenance s .  
Very few are ever seen engaged in conversation , or,  for 
that matter, few of his  paintings have more than one person. 
The people that do appear in his  p aintings often seem to be 
merely occupying space and , therefore , seem like lonely 
and alienated beings . Hopper contends that he never meant 
to present his  characters in thi s manner . In fac t ,  he 
stated ,  11 The loneliness thing i s  overdone . 1 1  ( Goodrich , p .  70) 
Despite his di sclaimer, most critics agree about the content 
of the painter' s cityscapes . " H i s  detached attitude toward 
the human being , and the compensating intensity of his 
feeling for the human environment , inevitably produce an 
undertone of loneliness . "  ( Goodrich , p .  7 0 )  
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1 � · 1 �,;,. amp e s : 
Automat ( 1 927 ) i s  an exampl e  of the lone person 
within a modern environment . The name of the painting refers 
to a chain of fast-food type cafeterias that were popular 
during the twenties in Philadelphia and New York . These 
cafeterias foreshadowed the vending machin e ,  with coin 
slots and produc t s  almost devoid of human touch . 
The s tark environment i s  broken by the figure of a 
woman si tting at a table with a cup of c offee that we 
as sume came from the service wal l .  Her appearance i s  in-
troverted ar1d d i s spiri ted , which e s tablishes the pes-
: : i rr. i s t ic mood of' l.he pain L.i.ng . 'l' l lis mood i r:i  accen Lua Led iJy 
the stark simp l i c i ty of the large , dark window and the 
off-white wall that frames i t .  The windo w ,  with the night 
outside , reflects the interior of the Automat and creat�s what 
could be called a " c losed" environment . In e s sence , the lack 
of an exterior view underscores the woman ' s aliena.·t;ion . 
Hopper has created a subtle ,  uneasy tension wi thin 
the interior of the Automat by the use of converging lines 
that illoglcally mee t .  I f  one were to extend the l ines 
formed by the window ledge , the diagonal rows of light s ,  
and the orthogonals formed by the wall s  and floor , one would 
find there i s  no consis tent two-point perspective . One-point 
perspect .l. ve requires a common vanishing poin t ;  two-point 
perspe c·�lve req uires two · anishing poin t s . ln Automat 
there are mul Llplc v � 1 l shing points which do not lie 
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on a common horizon line . Although the room seems normal , 
the visually unrelatable space conveys a subtle sense of 
disorientation , accentuated by the actual isolation of 
the lone woman . 
The fact that the woman i s  sitting in an Automat is 
also significant . At one time the act of having a cup of 
coffee involved at least two people , the customer and the 
counterman . Now , with the invention of the Automat,  one human 
presence has been eliminated , leaving only the customer. 
Perhaps Hopper is making a statement about how mechaniza­
tion is dehumanizing our live s ,  so much so that a simple 
ac t ,  such as having a cup of coffee , is no longer a trans­
action between two people ; it  is a transaction between a 
person and a machine . While the purpose of the Automat was 
to accomodate a large number of people at once ,  it  also 
devalued human contacts . 
The same feelings about man ' s  loneline s s ,  because of 
lack of communication, i s  also realized in the painting of 
Nighthawks ( 1942 ) , a work that was done fifteen years after 
Automat . 
Although the subject and the content are similar to 
that of Automat , N ighthawks is presented with a much more 
cor.�plica ted form . The viewpoint has been changed from inside 
the building to outside the diner .  It is now possible to 
see inside and outside simultaneousl y .  Hopper has used 
many of the vi sual techniques that have appeared through­
out his work s :  loominc masses of concrete , painted in muted 
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shades of grays and browns ; panes of glass which capture 
within the viewer a voyeuristic excitement of watching 
people through a window; and ominous lighting, used to 
extremes--to either wash out any hint of color or to create 
dark , murky shadows that hide whatever might be near . 
Ligh t ,  indeed, plays an important role in Hopper' s 
paintings . As Goodrich note s :  " I t  reveals the character of 
building s ,  their color and surfaces . . . .  In N ighthawks 
the lunch counter is an oasis of light . . . •  Strong light 
falls on the interior . . . separating the [characters] from 
the outside world . . . .  The subdued light of an unseen 
s tree t larnp shows dark , empty store s .  In the play of these 
two lights against surrounding darlmess lies much of the 
painting' s impac t . "  ( Goodrich , p .  BJ) 
The design or form of Nighthawks also shows a sig­
nificant development in Hopper' s painting style . His early 
mature works were usually constructed on straight line s and 
angles . Horizontals were dominant and seemed to provide the 
base for his paintings . ( Very few of his paintings contain 
vertical s . ) Hopper experi�ented with some strong vertical 
shapes that were often intersected by horizontals which, 
at time s ,  produced in his paintings a tense and piercing 
wedge form . This developed along with his other forms , and, 
by the time N ighthawks was painted in 1942 , the wedge had 
also evolved into a harsh diagonal which often fell ominously 
across a picture . Although the first hint of the wedge 
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appears in Hopper' s paintings as far back as 1 92 3 ,  Automat 
also shows the characteristic of his slightly angled hori­
zontal paintings , with a hint of the wedge form, created 
by the mee ting of the large front window and the side win­
dow of the entrance .  The diagonals formed by the reflected 
lights begin to suggest an even greater piercing wedge , 
but not until Nighthawks i s  it  fully realized as a main 
element, which helps create tension within the painting . 
Two wedge forms appear in Nighthawks , one formed by the 
diner and its window and walls ,  and the other formed by 
the harsh light from the diner that falls across the con­
crete . 
The contrast between the intensely lighted area and 
the dark shadowy buildings creates a striking but disturbing 
effect . Each , because of its extremi ty , stands i solated 
almo st to the point of dividing the painting into two 
part s .  Like Automat,  the spatial background of Nighthawks 
consists of a dark, vague area, concealing what we assume 
to be huge masses of concrete and the gray dinginess of 
the city . The lighted area, where the people sit,  is where 
Hopper applied most of the color . 
The separation between the dark and light areas 
creates a visual barrier between the people inside the 
well-lighted diner and the huge , overpowering darkness 
of the city outside . The diner almost appears to be an 
i sland , surrounded by vast expanses of darkness . Though 
there is more than one person in the diner, there is little 
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evidence of psychological interaction . The insignificance 
of man , his alienation from his environment ( due to indus­
trialization and technology) as well as his fellow man 
( indicated by the lack of psychological contacts ) ,  is 
perhaps the major theme in Nighthawks . I solation and 
alienation are what Hopper saw in the city . 
'I'he paintings of Edward Hopper seem to reflect 
critical views of urban life in the 1920 ' s .  They represent 
a time when advanced technology drew more and more people 
into the city seeking a new and better life , and often 
finding disillusionment and loneliness . H i s  charac ters 
portray such people as those who are introverted , somewhat 
pathetic , and almost always alone . Hopper' s importance as 
an artist is partly due to the fact that he was one of the 
few painters who not only presented the developing urban 
society of the 1 920 ' s  in a rather pessimistic mood , bu� ,  
according to most critic s ,  made it so convincing that one 
would swear that that was how it  was . 
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RESOURCES AND MATERIALS : 
Note s :  
Citations that appear in this lesson are from the 
following source : 
Lloyd Goodrich, Edward Hopper (New York : 
Abrams, 197 1 ) . 
Further Reading :  
Heller, Nancy . " Edward Hopper: Alone in America . "  
American Artist , January 197 6 ,  pp . 70-75+ . 
J\ucl i. o/Vi sual Materj als : 
American Realists (Part I I) .  Color film . Del Mar , 
California: McGraw-Hil l ,  n . d .  
UNIT I I  
LESSON PLAN 
LITERATURE : Ernest Hemingway ( 1899- 196 1 )  
LENGTH : 2 days 
SPECIFIC STUDENT OBJECTIVE S :  
To become familiar with the writing o f  Ernest 
Hemingway and to dete:1rmine the importance of his 
place in the literature of the 1920 ' s . 
To recognize various techniques Hemingway used to 
develop a character such as psychological patterns , 
the character' s  own actions and observations , and 
how one character will react to another character 
or situation . 
Background : 
In Oak Park,  I llinois ,  Ernest Hemingway was one 
of six children born to a father who was a doctor and a 
mother who was a Christian Scientist . When Hemingway was 
graduated from high school in 1917, he tried to j oin the 
army but was turned down due to an eye injury . Instead, he 
went to Kansas City and became a cub reporter for the 
Kansas City Star . In 1918 he traveled to I taly as a Red 
Cross ambulance driver where he re�eived rather severe leg 
injuries from flying mortar fragments and heavy machine 
gun fire . After the war he moved to Toronto and became a 
reporter and foreign correspondent for the Toronto Star 
and Star �eekl.Y ·  During this time he worked as a j our-
1 2 )  
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nal i s L  by day and tried to write short s tories by nigh t .  
This did not work . He  considered his writing "hack work" 
and blamed i t  on his newspaper job which took all of his 
energy . In 1 92 1  the recently married Hemingway , with a 
letter of introduction to Gertrude Stein from Sherwood 
Anderson , sailed for Europe . 
In Paris Hemingway was also introduced to Ezra Pound 
who , along with Jame s Joyce , is  considered by most critics 
to be the greatest single influence on Hemingway and his 
s tyle of writing . He spent close to six years in Europe 
( mostly in France and Spain) and during this time he pub­
l i sh e d  numerous stories and two successful books : the 
nove l ,  The Sun Also Rises ( 1926 ) , and a collection of short 
stori e s ,  Men Without Women ( 1927 ) . In 1928 Hemingway started 
his vi sits to Key West , Florida with his second wife , 
Pauline Pfeiffer . He continued to write , this time novels 
about dea th and Africa. He moved to Spain in 1937 to cover 
the Spanish Civil War for North American Newspaper Al­
liance and also to write his novels about Spain, most 
notably For Whom the Bell Tolls ( 1940 ) . While still in 
Europe,  he covered the European theater of war as a news­
paper and magazine correspondent and continued to write 
for himself, this time producing Across the River and Into 
the Trees ( 1950 ) . In 1944 he was divorced from his third 
wife and married Mary Welsh,  a correspondent for Time 
magazine who was also in Europe covering the war . In 1 9 54 
Hemingway received the Nobel Pri ze for Literature ; the 
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award c i ted him for " forceful and style-making mastery of 
the art of modern narration . "  ( Robert Week s ,  p .  1 7 6 )  
Finally,  in 1961 , Ernest Hemingway died,  in h i s  Idaho home , 
from a self-inflicted gunshot wound . 
Style : 
Some critics feel Hemingway ' s  writing i s  actually 
�o particular style at all . His lack of styl e ,  though well-
crafted and self-conscious ,  is his style . Hemingway ' s  
stori es are written in a brief and concise way with only 
enough modifiers allowed to " paint" the image in the 
reader ' s  mind . H i s  use of detail ( more accurately , h i s  
absence o f  de�ai l )  allows the reader just enough room 
to make the proper interpre tations . Robert Weeks thfnks 
H emingway ' s  " spare , economical style can be revealed as 
a pre cise instrument of implication . "  ( Weeks , p .  6 )  He 
quo tes H emingway , " The dignity of movement o f  an iceberg 
i s  due to only one-e ighth of i t  being above wate r . "  
( Weeks , p . 6 )  Hemingway , ac cording to Weeks , " effectively 
fcharacterizesl the immense power of the unsaid . "  ( Weeks , - -
p . 6 )  
The characters created by Hemingway are often 
people who have no personal ties  to anyone , except for a 
type of camaraderie developed between two people who share 
an interest or a problem ( such as sports , a j o b ,  or a few 
drinks ) .  The friendships often prove to be superfi c ial 
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and uncomplicated . Once the interest that created the 
bond i s  lost , the two people move in their separate direc­
tions . There seems to be very little interaction or 
sensitivity among the characters who most often appear as 
isolated beings , not necessarily participators in life 
but merely observers or victims . Hemingways characters 
are not the boxers or the bullfighters , but the people 
who came to watch the fights , the inactive spectators . 
Wha �  keeps his characters alive i s  their sense of justic8 , 
v::-ide , and heroic values .  If  they become involved in a 
war or some type of violent activity i t  i s  most likely 
because there was no other way to solve the problem . 
Hemingway ' s  characters are not instigators , but peace-
ful and freedom-loving peopl e .  
Example : 
" A  Clean ,  Well-Lighted Place" ( 19JJ ) presents such 
a character : the lone , alienated , older waiter who does 
not experience " life" but does provide service for those 
who do , or for those who would like to . The story i s  set 
in a small , clean cafe , somewhere in Europe . A contrasting 
charac ter , a young waiter , with a zest to yet experience 
life , works alongside the older waiter . In the story 
these two men are confronted with the decision of whether 
or not to close the cafe because of very little business 
or to keep it open because there is one customer , an old , 
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deaf man who ,  at one time , tried to commit suicide . 
Through the course of conversation between the two 
waiters we are presented with the theme of the story ; life 
is nada. Hemingway suggests that " no thing" is whGn one no 
longer has anything to live for.  In the story the two 
waiters discuss the life of the old , deaf man . The younger 
waiter asks the older waiter why the old man tried to kill 
himself . 
"He was in despair . "  
"What about?" 
"Nothing . "  
"How do you know it was nothing?" 
"He has plenty of money . "  
Perhaps what the older waiter means i s  that the old man 
no longer had anything worthwhil e .  Money did not mean love , 
youth 9 and daring . The deaf man could no longer experience 
life , so he had nada , or no life at all . 
With the two waiters , Hemingway creates a polarity .  
The older waiter personifies " de spair" while the younger 
waiter is " confidence . "  Studying the story further shows 
that the " confident" waiter i s  uncaring and insensitive to 
others . He worries only about himself , at first wanting to 
close up and go home to his wife , and further expressing 
the wish not :;o be an old man because " an old man is a 
nasty thing . "  His youth and perhaps his lack of experience 
in the outside world is the basis for his " confidence . "  
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On the other end of the pol e ,  the older waiter ,  who 
no longer has youth or a wife at home now despairs . He is 
the one who has deep feeling and " insight into the human 
condition . "  ( Jackson Benson , p .  262 ) His attitude is one 
which understands the need for the well-lit cafe compared 
to the dimly-1.i t bodega . He says " I  am of those who like 
to stay late at the caffu , . . .  With all those who do not 
want to go to bed . With all those who need a light for 
-:.he nigh t . "  He stated further,  to himsel f ,  that what caused 
this need was "not fear or dread . I t  was a nothing tha t, 
he knew too well . I t  was all a nothing and a man was nothing 
too . "  Perhaps the ligh t ,  along with the cleanliness of the 
cafe helped fill the dark , empty void he felt and which 
was probably felt by others who posessed nada . 
Discussion topics : 
1 .  Explain Hemingway � s  use of the word nada . How 
does he use it in the story? 
�� 
2 .  Describe " everything" that Hemingway refers to . 
3 .  What is the difference , according to the older 
waiter, between his clean cafe and a bodega? 
1J1 
Assignment :  
Write a two-page paper analyzing one of the three 
characters in "A Clean ,  Well-Lighted Place . "  Use one 
of the following viewpoints : 
information given through absence of detail ,  
the psychological patterns of the character as 
illustrated through actions and dialogue , 
what i s  said about a character by another . For 
example ,  what can you deduce about the old , deaf 
man from what the older waiter tells about him? 
Cite specific example s .  
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RESOURCES AND IVIA TERIALS : 
Notes : 
C i tations that appear in this lesson are from the 
following sources :  
Jackson Benson , ed . ,  The Short Stories of Ernest 
Hemingway: Critical Essays (Durham , North Carolina: 
Duke University Press , 1975) . 
Robert Weeks , ed . ,  Hemingway: A Collection of 
Critical Essays ( Englewood C liffs , New Jersey :  
Prentice-Hal l ,  1 9 62 ) .  
Further Reading :  
A s ;. � J. ineau , Ror;er,  ed . . 'rh e Literary Reputation of 
Hemingway in Europe , introduc tion by Heinrich 
Straumann . New York : New York University Pre s s ,  
1 965 . 
Harmon , Robert B .  Understanding Ernest Hemingway . 
Metuchen , New Jersey: Scarecrow Press , 1977 . 
Audio/Visual Material s :  
Cassette Library .  Alexander Scourby reads eight of 
Hemingway' s  short stori e s .  Pleasantville , New 
York: Educational Audio V isual . 
Hemingway . 54 minute film ( two parts)  narrated by 
Chet Huntley. ( B&W) Del Mar , California :  
McGraw-Hill .Films . 
Ma£Y_Hemingway: Life with Ernest . 59 minute cassette 
tape . Niles ,  Michigan : National Public Radio,  
OP 77 01  1 8 .  
UNIT I I  
LESSON PLAN 
LITERATURE : IANGSTON HUGHES ( 1902-1967 ) 
LENGTH : 2 days 
SPECIFIC STUDENT OBJEC TIVE S :  
To explore the use of irony i n  literature a s  Hughes 
used it in "Jaz z ,  Jive , and Jam . "  
To di scover vividness of l anguage and deliberate 
social commentary in l iterature by reading Hughes'  
poem,  "Harlem . "  
LESSON CON'l'EN' r :  
Background : 
Langston Hughe s ,  born in Joplin , Missouri , in 1902 , 
started writing poetry at Central High S chool in Cleveland , 
Ohi o .  He traveled extensively, p aying h i s  fare by such means 
as working as a mess boy on a ship bound for thirty We s t  
African por t s ,  being a di shwasher i n  Paris , o r  just b y  combing 
the beaches in Geno a .  He also traveled to the West Indi e s ,  
Russi a ,  the Far East, and finally New York . 
From New York he went to Washington , D . C . ,  where 
h i s  mother lived . One of various odd j obs was that of bus-
boy a t  the Wardman Park Hotel where he met Vachel Lindsay . 
Hughes wrote later in The B ig Sea ( 1 940 ) :  
Tha l a f ternoon I wrote out three of my poems , 
" Jazzonia , "  " N egro Dancer s , "  and " The Weary Blues , "  
on �omc pieces  of paper and put them in the pocket 
l JJ 
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of my white busboy ' s  coat . In the evening when Mr . 
Lindsay came down to dinne r ,  quickly I laid them 
beside h i s  plate and went away , afraid to say any­
thing to so famous a po e t ,  except to tell him I 
liked h i s  poems and that these were poems of mine . 
I looked back once and saw Mr.  Lindsay reading the 
poem s ,  as I pi cked up a tray of dirty dishes from a 
side table and started for the dumbwaiter . 
The next morning on the way to work , as usual I 
bought a paper--and there I read that Vachal Lindsay 
had discovered a Negro busboy po e t !  . . .  I t  was my 
first publi c i t y  break . ( ci ted by Therman B .  O ' Daniel , 
p .  1 3 )  
Hughes ' s  first volume of poetry , The Weary Blues , was 
published in 1 92 6 ;  the money he made from that enabled him 
to finish his education at Lincoln University in Pennsyl-
vania,  from which he was graduated in 1929 . While a student 
at Lincoln he wrote h i s  second volume of poems , Fine Clothes 
to the Jew ( 1 927 ) and h i s  first nove l ,  Not Without Laughter 
( 1 9 JO ) .  
Al though Hughe s  grew up in Ohio , was discovered ln 
Washington, D .  C . ,  and went to college in Pennsylvania,  he 
regarded Harlem as " home , "  and there he became a central 
figure during the time of prolific writing ( both poetry and 
prose) and other art i s t i c  endeavors known today as the Harlem 
Renaissanc e .  Therman B .  O ' Danie l ,  a critic of Hughe s ,  
describes this perio d :  " The Negro poets , painters , sculptors , 
novel i s t s , e ssayi sts , and music ians of that period openly 
and defiantly proclaimed their pride in race and color ; in 
Negrone ss and in blackness . As a matter of fac t ,  Langston 
Hughes was one of the most vocal of the l i terary spoke smen . "  
( O ' Danie l ,  p .  1 4 )  ( See handout o f  Hughe s ' s manife sto . )  
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In 1 9 50 Hughen lntrodurcd Jesse B .  Semple to A�erica 
in a book called Simple Speaks His Mind . ( The name Semple 
is often interchanged wi th Simple . )  Other Simple books 
include Simple Takes a Wife ( 1 953) , Simple Stakes a C l aim 
( 1 957 ) , and Simple ' s  Uncle Sam ( 19 65 ) . Jesse B .  Semple is  
described by Saul Maloff ( Newsweek , 5 June 1967 ) as " the 
wry , ironic ,  crafty, folkloristic ,  garrulous,  beer-swilling, 
homegrown barfly philosopher . . . a man who once he got his 
hands on your lapels ,  never let go , a hilarious black 
Socrates of the neighborhood saloons who would at the drop 
of his hat discourse on anything from marital relations to 
international relation s ,  lynching to lexicography , the 
foibles of mankind and the follies  of womankind . Whatever 
i t  was , Simple had the shrewd and loony answer . "  ( C i ted 
by O ' Daniel , p .  1 5 )  
Unlike Sinclair Lewis or Ernest Hemingway , I,angston 
Hughes did not have a best selle r .  What he did have were 
good,  steady sellers tha t �  except for a few, are still 
available in one edition or another . 
Style : 
Hughes has written in almost every genre, from 
poetry to short stories ,  nove l s ,  and plays , and has two 
autobiographie s ,  The Big Sea ( 1940 ) and I Wonder As I Wander 
( 19 5 6 ) . His subject  is most often the black man and his 
everyday life . Hughes displays a sensitivity to the black 
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traditions , often with expressive thoughts of inti111acy and 
simplicity .  Social commentary is  expressed through the words 
of charac ters , such as Jesse Semple whose remarks are simple 
and most often ironi c .  Hughes described Simple ( in the for­
ward to the anthology The Best of Simpl e )  as one who tells 
his tales "mostly in high humor ,  but sometimes with a pa.in 
as sharp as the occasional hurt of that bunion on his right 
foot.  Sometime s ,  as the old blues say, Simple might be 
' laughing to keep from crying . ' "  (Cited by Harry L .  Jones 
in O ' Daniel ,  p .  1J4 )  
The sharp remarks sometimes made by Simple are meant 
to be serious commentary . Harry L .  Jones sai d ,  " These are 
episodes in which S imple i s  talking about matters of grave 
concern to him,  and the style i s  plain , straight-forward , 
and unembellished . 'fhey serve as a canon agains L which Lo 
measure the humorous passages ,  and the total effect for th� 
character of S j mple emerging from the serious passages in 
the plain style is  honesty and sincerity . "  ( O ' Danie l ,  p .  l J 'i )  
Straight-forward and unembellished language also 
appears in Hughes '  poetry . The lines are short and abrupt 
with an implicit theme of black �isdom , beauty, or the fool­
ishness of whi te s .  He emphasizes his theme and subject  with 
such graphic descriptions of Harlem, the people of Harlem, 
or perhaps a late-night lynching. 
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Example : 
Jesse B .  Semple is the central character and the one 
we will study in "Jaz z ,  Jive , and Jam , "  which appeared to­
ward the middle of the series in the book Simple Takes a Wife . 
I t  opens with Simple relating, to his friend Boyd as they 
sit in the neighborhood bar, an incident which occurred when 
he and his wife Joyce attended a meeting on integration . 
Simple describes the meeting as being dull , boring, and �n­
progressive . His  idea, to not only liven up the mee ting but 
to bring the white folks and black folks together, is to 
have jazz  bands play at the meetings . He says in the story : 
"With a jazz band , they could work out integration in ten 
minute s .  Everybody would have been dancing together l ike 
they all did at the Savoy--colored and white--or down on 
the East Side at them Casinos on a Friday night where jam 
holds forth--and we could have been integrated . "  He further 
explains that certain jazz pieces could be used to help set 
the pace for integration meetings . What better way to bring 
black and white folks together? He says, " J am--and the hall 
would be jammed ! "  
The irony in this story i s  displayed through the con­
trasts of characters . The so-called educated people are the 
ones conducting the integration meetings where even the 
black folks fall asleep , but the far-fetched idea of Simple ' s , 
which holds some logic and sense to a pathetic and tragic 
degre e ,  is the product of plain, simple ,  " uneduca ted" 
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thinking . The reader is  left to decide who i s  right or who 
makes the mo s t  sense . Hughes adds the comic element at 
times when , for instance ,  Simple inquires about " Harry 
Stottle"  and then cannot understand why a Greek would want to 
get involved anyway . 
On a more serious note , Hughes shows his melancholic 
side by writing the poem, "Harlem , "  which appears in the 
book Montage of a Dream Deferred ( 19 51 ) . H e  talks about a 
" deferred dream , " a dream that has been passed on or yielded 
to something else . The question Hughes asks i s  what happens 
to such a dream, will i t  dry up , rot ,  or explode? This poem 
is a popular piece by Hughe s ;  its  third line a title cf a 
stage play and movie . ( See  a copy of the poem and discussion 
questions on the handout page . )  
HARLEM 
( 19 5 1 )  
Langston Hughes 
What happens to a <.lream deferred? 
Does it dry up 
like a raisin in the sun? 
Or fester like a sore-­
And then run? 
Does it  stink like rotten meat? 
Or crust and sugar over--
like a syrupy sweet? 
Maybe it j ust sags 
like a heavy load 
Or does it explode? 
Discussion : 
What dream i s  being deferred? 
Why the title , " H arlem" ? 
How could this dream explode? 
Langston Hughes ,  Montage of a Dream Deferred ( New York : Henry Holt and Company , 1 9 51) . This poem is actually 75 pages in length and makes up the entire boo k .  
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'I'he following manife s to was wri tten by Langs 1�on Hughes 
when he wa:; :..; L.i J l  a :.; Ludcn L a l. L.i11coJ.11 U 1 1.i '1c r:..:l ty . 
We younger Negro artists who create now intend to 
expre ss our individual dark-skinned selves without 
fear or shame . I f  the white folks seem pleased , we 
are glad . If they are not,  it doesn ' t  matter . We 
know we are beautiful . Ugly too . The tom-tom cries 
and the tom-tom laughs . If  colored people are pleased , 
we are glad . If they are not , their di spleasure 
doesn ' t  matter eithe r .  We build our temples for 
tomorrow, strong as we know them, and we stand on top 
of the mountain, free wi thin ourselve s .  
Arthur P .  Davis ,  " Langston Hughes :  Cool Poet , "  
Langston Hughes :  Black Genius ( Therman B .  O ' Daniel , ed . )  
°"(New York : Morrow and Company, 1971 ) ,  p .  19 . 
First appeared in the Nation , 23  June 1926 . 
( handout) 
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RESOURCES AND MATERIALS : 
Notes : ---
C itations that appear in thi s  lesson are from 
the following source : 
Therman B .  O ' Daniel , ed . ,  Langston Hughes : 
Black Genius ( New York : Morrow and Company, 1971 ) .  
Further Reading :  
Brown , Sterling . Davis ,  Arthur P .  Lee , Ulysses,  eds . 
The Negro C aravan . New York : Dryden Pre s s ,  1941 . 
C larke , John Henrik ,  ed .  Harlem U .  S .  A .  Berlin : 
Seven Seas Publishers , 1964. 
Dickinson, Donald C .  A Bio-Bibliography of Langston 
Hughes, 1902-1967 . Hamden, Connecticut : Archon 
Books . The Shoe String Pre s s ,  1967 . 
Emanuel ,  �Tames A .  Langs ton Hughes .  f�ew York : Twayne 
Publishers , 1967 . 
Myers , Eliz.abeth P .  Langs ton Hughes :  Poet of His 
Peopl e .  Champaign, Illino i s :  Garrard Publishing, 
1970 . 
Roll ins , Charlemae H .  Black Troubadour : Lang_§.!on 
Hughes .  Forward by Gwendolyn Brooks . Chicago : 
Rand Mc Nally, 1970 . 
Audio/Visual Material s :  
The Best o f  Simple . Folkways Records 9789 . 
The Harlem Renaissance and Beyon� . ( cassette/filmstrip) 
BIRK 2745 (set) . Pleasantvil l e ,  New York : 
Educational Audio V i sual . 
Life of Langston Hughes .  ( filmstrip ) .  New York : 
Educational Record Sale s .  
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Poe try of Langston HuEhes . ( record) New York : 
Ed�cati onal Record Sales .  
Simple Storie s .  ( record ) New York : Educational 
Record Sales . 
Collected Works : ( that contain "Jaz z ,  Jive , and Jam . "  
Hughes ,  Langston . The Best of Simple . New York : 
Hill and Wang , 1961 . 
����� . The Langston Hughes Reader .  New York : 
George Braziller, 1958 . 
����� . Simple Takes a Wife . New York : Simon 
and Shuster, 1953 . 
UN:.:T I I  
LESSON PLAN 
MU S I C :  LOU I3 ARMSTRONG ( 1 900-197 1 )  and JAZZ 
LENGTH : 2 days 
SPEC IFIC STUDENT OBJECTIVES : 
To appreciate the talent and popularity of Louis 
Armstrong by li stening to  his  recordings and by 
studying his background and skil l s .  
To attempt t o  define jazz  as Louis Armstrong knew 
i t ,  using such terms as improvi sation, spontaneity ,  
and alteration . 
To explore the beginnings of jazz in New Orleans 
and its evolution into the Big Band era . 
To understand the musical construction of two of 
Armstrong' s  pieces . 
LESSON CONTEN T :  
Background : 
Louis Armstrong was born in New Orleans on 4 July 
1900 , where he was near the heart of jazz music . He learned 
to play the trumpet in an orphan home where he was sent 
after celebrating New Year ' s Eve by firing a firearm in 
the city limits . He was thirteen at the time . At the age 
of fourteen ,  he acquired the nickname " Satchmo" from the 
word satchelmouth because of his big lips and the way he 
played his instruments . ( Decca Records ) By the time he was 
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seventeen, he was a proteg-e of Joe " King" Oliver; five 
years later, he was in Chicago playing trumpet for Olive r ;  
and in another three years he was recording under his own 
name . At the age of twenty-six, Armstrong was considered by 
some to be the greatest trumpet player eve r .  This illustrates 
how fast Louis Armstrong climbed to the top in the j azz 
world and what made him the greatest jazz man until the day 
he died . 
History and Style : 
The beginning of jazz fall s  somewhere around 1900 
with a period which· some historians call Primitive , but i s  
more commonly known a s  Dixieland . The center o f  this move­
ment was in " Storyville" New Orlean s ,  which consisted mostly 
of cabarets,  gambling houses ,  and brothel s .  Oftentime s ,  a 
somber tune was played by musicians as they followed a funeral 
march to the burial of the deceased ; and then, on the return 
from the ceme tery , a more upbeat , improvised jazz tune was 
played . ( Perhaps to celebrate the continuation of life . )  
By 1917  the recording industry was getting started , 
" Storyville" was closed down by city ordinance , and many 
musicians moved north to Chicago ( King O liver and Louis 
Armstrong among them) . Jazz as a style of music was evolving 
from the Primitive period into a more advanced style called 
Oldtime Jaz z . The first known recording of Oldtime Jazz is 
Dixie Jass Band One-Step/Livery Stable Blues by the Original 
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Di:xieland Jazz Band . (Andre Hodeir, p .  2 3 )  Some of the 
leaders during this period were Joe " King" Oliver ,  Jelly 
Roll Morton , and Louis Armstrong . 
This advanced music contained improvisation which 
remained close to the melody with some variations which 
usually occurred in the form of arpeggios,  passing, and 
auxiliary note s .  Phrases were limited to two-to four-bar 
sections ( eight-to sixteen-beats )  often with a small cadenza 
at the end . Emphasis was on solos and not necessarily the 
whole sound . The melodies were often based upon blues ,  
spiri tuals ,  stomp s ,  marches ,  and some original works or 
popular dance tunes .  Instrumentation within the bands was 
small--a typical combination being one or two cornets or 
trumpets,  one trombone , one clarine t ,  and the rhythm section 
which included the tuba, sousaphone , string bas s ,  ban j o ,  
gui tar, piano , drums , and washboard . ( Avril Dankworth, 
pp . 53-54) Later in the 1920 ' s ,  the saxophones were added . 
Oldtime j azz flourished in Chicago and eventually 
moved to New York where the emphasis became Big Band . By 
1927 jazz experienced what has been described as " comple­
mentary tendencies : liquidation of the New Orleans style 
at the height of its glory , new ideas concerning rhythm , 
flowering of a kind of individual expression . . .  and 
replacement of spontaneous collective music by a worked-
out orchestral language . "  (Hodeir, p .  33)  Armstrong recorded 
most of his major works during this time . 
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Louis Armstrong ' s  style includes clear, strong tone s ;  
stamina; and range . He could not only hit the high C on the 
trumpet ,  but would do i t  one hundred times and then go far-
ther up the scale to hit the high F .  Although this had been 
done during the Baroque period , in the 1920 ' s  "hitting the 
high C was extraordinary ; hitting the high F was incredible . "  
( Paul Tanner, p .  146) 
Because of his skill on the trump e t ,  Armstrong i s  
considered by j azz musicians to be the one man who almost 
single-handedly turned Dixieland jazz into an art of solo 
improvi sation instead of the popular entertainment it had 
been considered . He would demonstrate his incredible skill 
on the trumpet through improvi sation and still maintain the 
" essence"  of the tune . He  took his music very seriously , as  
Liescrlueu here l>y one jaz.z.  scholar , .Paul 'l'anner : 
In Armstrong were combined well-developed 
technique , rhythmic fee l ,  intuition , good tone , and 
high register to personal warmth and ability to 
communicate . Each solo , no matter how deep into im­
provi sation, sounds cohesive and well-planned but 
still spontaneous . In spite of being the great im­
proviser that he was ,  Armstrong ' s  chief performance 
was the rhythmi c  feeling of a melodic l in e ,  whether 
that melodic line was an improvised line or a written 
line . The tunes that he recorded were often quite 
banal until he transformed them into a worthwhile 
listening experienc e .  ( Tanner, p .  147 ) 
Example s :  
I n  early j azz a musician would take a simple melody 
and alter it each time i t  was repeated : a concept of span-
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taneous movement and improvi Gation . Jazz was difficult to 
notate , although some was actually written out beforehand , 
at least in part , and then performed ;  but ,  usually , i t  was 
improvised on the spo t ,  and alteration o ccurred each time 
a musician in the band soloed on his  instrument .  As a result , 
different performances of a single jazz  piece vary , sometime s 
quite extensivel y .  
Like all mus i c ,  jazz must be felt ; it  rises from 
inside the performer and moves out through the instrument .  
There i s  a story about Armstrong and jazz in which a lady 
once asked him what j azz was and he replied,  with his  famous 
grin, " Lady if you gotta ask , you ' ll never know . "  
" West  End Blues" i s  the first example of Armstrong' s 
music to listen to . I t  starts out with a trumpet introduction 
to establish the tempo and key not e s ,  and the melody . Each 
instrument starts its solo in the same key but can move 
either up or down the scal e ,  depending on the performer . 'rho 
more skillful a performer ,  the more varied from the them e ,  
but the key must b e  maintained .  
The voice i s  used as a definite instrument since there 
are no words in " uvest End Blues" to detract from hearing 
what Armstrong does with voice impro visation . This piece was 
originally written by and performed with C larence Williams 
and King Oliver . ( " West End Blues" is plotted on the 
Listening Guide which is to be handed-out to the students . )  
( Play "West End Blues" ) 
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The second example i s  " ( I '  11 De Glad lr�hen You ' re 
Dead) You Rascal You" which includes key changes and a bit  
more involvement by the full band . Armstrong again uses  his  
voice but this time with words which adds another dimension 
to our listening . 
The initial theme i s  quite bas i c �  it  starts tri­
adically then repeats its first and last note s .  ( Write the 
opening three bar s ,  which appear on the Listening Guide , 
on the board . )  The full band , Armstrong , and other indi­
vidual musicians vary and improvise upon this simple melody , 
hardly ever repeating a previous line . 
The improvisations often include rhythm change s  
such as sustained notes  or cut time , and key changes from 
major to minor.  Armstrong not only improvises on his  cornet 
lJu L a l s o  wl Ll1 his voic e ,  singing several verses 01· thi s  
ralher comical song . 
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LISTENING GUIDE 
LOUIS ARMSTRONG ' S "WEST END BLUES" 
( 4  beats/bar) 
Introduction 
Melody 
Variation of 
Melody 
Another varia­
tion of melody 
Variation 
ol.' melo<ly 
Variation 
of melody 
Coda 
8 bars 
1 6  bars 
1 6  bars 
I I  
16 bars 
8 bars 
4 bars 
Trumpet introduction to e stahli�h 
the tempo and mood . 
Trumpet establishes theme ; clarinet 
embelli shmen t .  
Beat maintained by rhythm section . 
Trombone improvisation i s  in the 
same key as the trumpe t  section .  
Muted clarinet to voi c e  for the 
improvisation s e s s ion . Again, 
same key and tempo as original 
melody . 
Piano , playine short , chonpy 
phrases ;  drums maintain tempo ; 
bass recalls  theme . 
Trumpet-- sustained for 2 bars 
then another 1 bar . Up and down 
the scale to create much move­
ment in the line . 
Piano and trumpet exchange part s ;  
tempo slows to another trumpet/ 
piano cadenza . 
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LIS'rENING GUIDE 
LOUIS ARMSTRONG ' S  " ( I ' LL BE GLAD WHEN YOU ' RE DEAD) YOU 
RASCAL YOU" 
Melody : 12  bars trumpet 
Variation : 12 bars trumpet 
Variation : 12 bars voice 
Melody : 12 bars voice ( lyrics ) ;  
band harmony 
Melody : 12 bars trumpe t  
Melody : 12 bars voice ( lyrics)  
Melody : 12 bars voice and trumpet exchanging 
phrases 
Variation : 12  bars full band 
Coda : 1 2  bars trumpet 
Melody : Three bar phrase repeated four times . Auxil i ary 
notes provide for variation and cadenza .  
Variations : include arpeggios , modulation, auxil iary note s ,  
or sustained note s .  
Periods Dates 
PRIMITIVE c .  1900- 1917 
OLD TIME 1917-1926 
PRE-CLASSICAL 1927-1934 
CLASSICAL 1935- 1945 
MODERN 1945-
The Evolution of Jazz 
'11endencies Leaders 
Original New Orleans style . . . .  Bunk Johnson 
Emmanuel Perez 
Advar.ced New Orleans style . . . .  Joe "King" Oliver 
Jelly Roll Morton 
Louis Armstrong 
Swing style gestatior. in . . . . . .  Armstrong, Earl 
f�ew York Hines ,  Coleman 
Hawkins 
Big Sand in Kansas City . . . . . . .  Fletcher Henderson 
Duke Ellington 
Bennie Moten 
New Crleans style in Chicago . .  Jelly Roll Morton 
Swing in New York . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Coleman Hawkins 
Fats 1valler 
Lionel Hampton 
Benny Goodman 
Peak of Big Band . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Duke Ellington 
Count Basie 
N ew Orleans Revival . . . . . . . . . . .  Louis Armstrong 
( 1938- 1940 ) Jelly Roll Morton 
Kid Ory 
Bunk Johnson 
New York ( Bebop , Cool,  . . . . . . . .  Dizzy Gillespi e 
C lassical ) Charley Parker 
Miles Davi s 
Dulce Ellington 
.:est :oast Progressive . . . . . . . .  Dave Brubeck 
Stan Kenton 
p 
\.,J\ 
p 
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UNIT II  
LESSON PLAN 
MUSIC : EDWARD KENNEDY " DUKE" ELLINGTON ( 1 899-1974)  
LENGTH : 2 days 
SPECIFIC STUDENT OBJECTIVES : 
To become familiar with Duke Ellington and his musi c .  
To further explore the jazz movement in America ano 
to identify the changes made from Dixieland jazz to 
Pre-swing j azz . 
LESSON CONTENT :  
Background : 
Edward "Duke" Ellington was born 29 April 1 8 99 in 
,;Jashington , D . C .  His  father was , at one time , a butler a t. 
the White House and later a blueprint maker for the U . S .  
Navy. Needless to say, Ellington grew up in comfortable 
surroundings ,  and he often attributed his rather eloquent 
style to his rather eloquent upbringing . 
At the age of seventeen he was playing the piano 
for money. He and his youn� band became quite succe ssful 
in Washington and soon moved on to New York City .  In 192) 
Ellington opened a four-year engagement at what was then 
called the Hollywood Cafe and i s  now called the Kentucky 
Club,  on Broadway . In 1927 he opened at the famous Cotton 
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C lub in Harlem . Thi s  place held up to 500 people , had twenty 
beautiful chorus girls,  and if anyone in the audience was not 
quiet during a performance ,  they were quietly, but firmly , 
escorted out of the club . 
By 1929 Ellington was riding the wave of success . He 
and his band were featured in a short film , Black and Tan 
Fantas� ,  i n  which they performed their song by the same name . 
Also , they were " simultaneously appearing at the Cotton C lub 
and in Flo Ziegfeld ' s  Show Girl , whose score , including 
An American in Paris and ' Liza, ' "  was by George Gershwin. 
( Derek Jewell , p .  47 ) 
However, i t  was not until the 19JO ' s ,  when Ellington' s  
music started to change and become more sophisticated, that 
he reached one of his professional peaks . He was 
. . . moving away from straightforward jungle music-­
with cymbals sizzling and tomtoms thudding in sug­
gestion of Africa behind wailing horn s ,  all of which 
so delighted his early admirers--into much more studied 
compositions . 
. . . As the 19JO ' s  progressed, he became the 
composer, boss of the band, increasingly concerned 
with structure and harmony,  still a jazzman , but with 
new horizons which he never allowed other men ' s ideas 
of what was proper in jazz to constrain . "  ( Jewell , p . 57 )  
1940 brought another change to Ellington ' s  music--the 
arrival of Billy Strayhorn . " Until [Strayhorn) heard Elling­
ton' s band, Strayhorn was strictly a classicist , playing in 
the school orchestra, studying Bach , Beethoven, and Brahms . "  
When he heard Ellington' s  " Ebony Rhapsody , "  " [it) took him 
almost five years to gain the confidence to go and see Duke 
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about working for the orchestra . . . .  he joined the main 
Ellington organization , within which he remained until the 
day he died . "  ( Jewell , p .  70 )  Billy Strayhorn was a com-
poser; he was sometimes referred to as Ellington' s  alter ego . 
What Ellington did not know, Strayhorn did . The two col-
laborated on most of the music that Ellington and his band 
put out from then on . 
The arrival of Strayhorn . . .  and the continued 
development of the great soloists . . . 0-n the band] 
drove Ellington to new and different kinds of writing . 
The band swung harder;  i t  was capable of more moods , 
more tone colors and imaginative voicings . Many cri tics 
view it as the best and most expressive orchestral 
unit he ever had . . . .  ( Jewe l l ,  p .  74) 
The 1950 ' s  killed swing bands . Rock and roll was 
here , and although Ellington was " one of the casualties 
he . . .  didn' t die . "  ( Jewell , p .  1 1 0 )  Nevertheless , it was 
not until 7 July 1956,  at the N ewport Jazz Festival , that 
Duke Ellington experienced his " rebirth . "  He was booked ,  
with some apprehension , as the star attraction . The fes-
tival promoters were unsure of his drawing power . But , i t  
seems in the end there was really nothing t o  worry abou t ,  
as Derek Jewell tell o f  that momentous evening . 
. . . Ellington sauntered toward the stage for the 
start of his opening set . He found an orchestra four 
musicians short of its full complement--a dire and 
inexcusable beginning for a band hoping for a come­
back--played only a few numbers , and gave way to 
three hours of music by a host of other stars . .  
It was coming up to midnigh t ,  cold and moonle s s ,  
when the full-strength Elling-Conians got back on the 
. , 
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stand . C Dukej opened up wi Lh his specially com-
posed " N ewport Jazz. F c u L ival ...:u i tc , "  played a 
couple more tune s ,  and , with some of the 1 0 , 000 
crowd already leaving, coolly announced a piece h e  
had written in Chicago in 1937 , "Diminuendo and 
Crescendo in Blue . "  The sound was exotic . I t  pro­
ceeded for some minutes and suddenly--for no one 
knows quite how these moments of emotional artistry 
happened-- the crowds had stopped at the exits ,  people 
were getting to their fee t ,  fingers were beginning 
to snap on the offbeats .  
Paul Gonsalves was the man at  the solo mike , 
tearing off a fast but smoothly running passage on 
his tenor saxophone .  He didn ' t  stop . The offbeats 
became handclaps from the audience . At the side of 
the stage , drummer Jo Jones was pushing Gonsalves 
in his own way by shouting and hammering out a rhythm 
on the boards with a rolled-up newspaper.  Gonsalves 
kept blowing . Soon everyone in the crowd was hand­
clapping in a sweeping percussive chorus . They 
screamed "More, more ! "  Before long, hundreds were 
dancing and officials uneasily eyed the scene , fearing 
a rio t .  One man , urging Ellington to cool it from 
the wings, was reproved by Duke with a mild smile . 
"Don ' t be rude to the artists . "  And still Gonsalves 
played on through twenty-seven choruses . . . .  
When Duke at last brought in the whole band that 
Newport night to sweep through the closine; " Crescendo" 
section, the crowd exploded .  He had to play four 
encore s ,  and this remarkable emotional happening ended 
at past one in the morning . . . .  This was an even t ,  
a turning point ,  what Duke called " another of those 
major intersections" in his caree r .  Time magazine 
put him on its cover, . . . Ellington was back with 
a vengeance , and the world knew i t .  ( Jewell , p .  121-
122 . )  
Ellington ' s  second professional peak started at New­
port but continued throughout the 196o • s .  He traveled ex­
tensively all over the worl d .  (He  was always an extensive 
traveller especially around the United States and Europe , 
but now he included South America,  Africa,  the Middle Eas t ,  
and the Far East . ) During this time h e  wrote numerous 
suites such as " The Far East Suite" ( 1964 ) , " The Virgin 
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Islands Suite" ( 1965 ) , " The Latin-American Sui te" ( 1968 ) , 
and " La Plus Belle Africaine" ( 1967 ) .  Also in 1965 he started 
t1is sacred concerts , teaming on occasion with noLed gospel 
singer Mahalia Jackson . 1969 topped this decade when Elling-
�on celebrated his seventieth birthday at the White House . 
Some awards presented to Ellington include Lopping 
the jazz polls ( more than once)  by such magazines as Down 
Beat , Esquire , and Playboy . In 1965 he received the Presiden L ' s  
Gold Medal . He also holds honorary doctorate deGrees from 
• 
two universities . 
By 1973 Ellington knew he had advancing cancer of 
the lung s ,  but still he traveled,  making his last trip to 
Europe to perform a new Sacred Concert on United Nations Day 
at Westminster Abbe y .  He died the following year on 24 May 
1974 . 
History and Style : 
The evolution of j azz  from " spontaneous collective 
music" to a worked-out orchestral piece introduced a new 
period now called Pre-Classical or Pre-Swing jazz . The music 
is " largely written down in imitation of jazz improvi satory 
style , some of i t  forming a background over which soloists 
could improvise . "  ( Avril Dankworth , p .  61 ) The actual im-
provisation varied both melody and rhythm and at times was 
built on the harmony of the theme rather than the melody . 
( Dankworth , p .  6 1 )  
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Instrumentation increased from New Orleans style j az z , 
whi ch featured three soloists , to the new Pre-Swing jaz z ,  
which had five soloist s .  Duke Ellington' s band at times 
was made up of three trumpets , three trombones ,  a clarinet ,  
two alto saxophone s ,  one tenor saxophone , and one baritone 
saxophone with the rhythm section containing a piano , guitar , 
string bas s ,  and drum s .  
Pre-Swing jaz z  started in Kansas City with F letcher 
Henderson, Duke Ellington, and Bennie Moten ; it peaked in 
New York with Coleman Hawkins ,  Earl "Fatha" Hines ,  and Bix 
Beiderbecke . This period lasted for about seven years . 
Afterwards ,  in 1935 ,  jazz entered into its C lassical period 
or Swing era. Some of the leaders at this time were Coleman 
Hawkins , Fats Waller , Lionel Hampton , Benny Goodman , Duke 
Ellington , and Count Basie . (See  handout of jazz evolution . )  
• 
Louis Armstrong , Kid Ory , and Jelly Rol l  Morton tried un-
successfully to revive the New Orleans style jazz . 
UnlikE' Louis Armstrong , the emphasis in Duke Elling-
ton ' s band was to have a "Collective-Harmonic styl e , "  which 
was jazz for groups of like instruments instead of individual 
instruments .  ( Leroy Ostransky, p .  160 )  Ellington ' s  band was 
divided into three sections : brass ( the trumpets and trom­
bones ) ;  reed ( the saxophones and a clarine t ) ; and rhythm 
( piano , bas s ,  tuba, banjo or guitar, and drums ) .  The three 
parts are rhythmically identical--an effect which makes the 
music homophonic . With this combination, Ellington made 
what most people believed to be the greatest j az z  sounds 
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ever. "He wrote and conceived most of [his music] for the 
unique orchestra he ran , building the tones and harmonies 
around the personal style of each of his players and their 
collective sounds . "  ( Jewe l l ,  p .  2 1 )  Billy Strayhorn once 
said this about Ellington : "Ellington plays piano , but his 
real instrument is his band . "  ( Jewell ,  p .  7 1 )  
The following story helps to demonstrate how Elling-
ton composed around his band , his soloists and their own 
sound s ,  during a recording session . 
. . . start with Duke arriving late and sitting 
at the piano doodling for fifteen minutes as he 
warmed up . If the tempo was fas t ,  the band knew th� 
first number would be swinging ; if slow , they were 
prepared for a lament . . . .  He ' d  suggest they see 
if the piano was in tune , which meant that the band 
should tune up . They ' d  already done so . . . . Thi s ,  
in the words of Rex Stewar t ,  i s  what happened next .  
" Then the fun begins as Duke reaches into his pocket ,  
and with the air of  a magician produces some scraggly 
pieces of manuscript paper--about one-eighth of a 
page on which he ' s  scribbled some notes for the saxo­
phones ,  but there was nothing for Johnny Hodge s .  Duke 
had the saxes run the sequence down twic e ,  while 
Johnny sat nonchalantly smoking. Then Duke called to 
Hodge s ,  ' Hey Rabbit ,  give me a long, slow gli ssando 
against that progression . Yeah , that' s i t ! ' Next he 
said to Cootie William s ,  ' Hey , Coots , you come in on 
the second bar , in a subtle manner growling softly 
like a hungry little lion cub that wants his dinner 
but can ' t find his mothe r .  Try that , okay?' Following 
that , he ' d  say, ' Deacon ( Lawrence Brown ) , you are cast 
in the rol e  of the sun beating down on the scene . 
What kind of sound do you feel that could be? You 
don ' t know? Wel l ,  try a high B-flat in a felt hat , 
play it legato , and sustain it  for eight bars . Come 
on, let ' s  all hit this together , •  and that' s the 
way things went--sometimes . "  ( Jewell , p .  102 ) . 
On other occasions , Ellington would be heard saying , 
" I  think of mu sic sometimes in terms of color . I like to 
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see the flames licking yellow in the dark and then pushing 
down to a red glow . "  ( Jewell ,  p .  64) 
Examples : 
One of his first " colorful" songs was " Black and Tan 
Fantasy" ( 1920 ' s ) . Thi s  piece was a standard tune of Elling­
ton ' s that was performed often and each time altered in some 
way, either by changing the tempo , adding a vocal , revising 
the concept and beat , or rearranging the melody ; no two 
recordings are alike . 
( Refer to Listening Guide sheet ;  no te sections where 
key changes,  tempo changes , and dynamics occur . Play the 
music , discuss the piece , then play the music again . If 
possibl e ,  compare two different recordings of " Black and Tan 
Fantasy . " )  
"Satin Doll'' ( 1953)  i s  the next example of Duke 
Ellington ' s  music . This particular piece is  quite popular 
and i s  frequently performed . It i s  probably the best piece 
that came out of Ellington' s  band during the first half of 
the 1950 ' s .  
The piano and bass set the tempo of the song, which 
includes some definite syncopation . Saxophones then intro­
duce the first theme which i s  repeated with an eight-count 
trombone/trumpet bridge in between . The repeated theme , with 
piano accompaniment , i s  followed by a saxophone/trombone 
embellishment . 
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The second theme , a sort of question/answer format,  
is also introduced by the saxophones .  Trombones provide 
embelli shment throughout while the trumpets blast accents 
and bring the second theme to forte toward the end of the 
piece . The saxophones return to the softer sound--with the 
return of the first theme--by offering contrast to the harsher 
brass .  Consistant rhythm i s  maintained by the bass ,  tuba, 
piano , and drums . The conclusion--which i s  the same as the 
piano introduction--wraps up the number . 
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LISTENING GUIDE 
DUKE ELLINGTON ' S  " BLACK AND TAN FANTASY" ( c .  1920 ) 
Introduction . . . . . . . .  piano establishes the beat . 
Muted trumpets . . . . . .  hint at the slow, distant melody; 
bass maintains the bea t .  
Full band . . . . . . . . . . .  with saxophone embellishment ; 
transition to next sol o .  
C larinet . . . . . . . . . . . .  with full band as transition . 
" Wa wa" trumpet . . . . .  enters later ; muted trumpets 
to bridge . 
Saxophones . . . . . . . . . .  with distant trumpet . 
Saxophones . . . . . . . . . .  again, new variation on melody . 
Clarinet 
Saxophone . . . . . . . . . . .  solo with clarinet answering . 
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LIS'rENING GUIDE 
DUKE ELLINGTON ' S  " SATIN DOLL" ( 1953)  
4 beats= l bar ( 64 bars/2 56 beats) 
Introduction (4 bars 
1 6  beats)  
Theme 1 ( 8  bars 
32 beat s )  
( 8  bars 
32 beat s )  
Theme 2 ( 2  bars 
8 beats)  
( 2  bars 
8 beat s )  
( 4  bars 
1 6  beats)  
( 8  bars 
32 beats) 
Theme 2 ( 8  bars 
32 beats)  
Theme la ( 8  bars 
32 beats)  
Theme 1 ( 8  bars 
32 beats)  
Conclusion ( 4  bars 
1 6  beat s )  
piano establishes the beat ; 
bass accompaniment .  
saxophones establish melody ; 
trombones harmoniz e .  
2 bar ( 8  beats) bridge : 
trombones and trumpet blas t .  
saxophones repeat melody ; 
trombones with harmony ; 
bass and drums maintain rhythm . 
another 2 bar bridge : 
saxophones and trombon e s . 
saxophones (question ) ; 
trumpets ( answer ) ;  
trombone embellishment . 
trumpets ; fuller embelli shment . 
saxophones with slight variation . 
2 bar bridge : 
muted trumpets and tuba blas t s .  
solo trumpet ;  background rhythm 
by the rest of the band . 
variation ; trumpets backed by 
tutti band ; loud . 
saxophones return to softer sound . 
piano wrap-up ; same as intro­
duction . 
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RESOURCES AND MATERIALS : 
Notes : 
Ci tations that appear in this lesson are from the 
following sources i 
Derek Jewell , Duke : A Portrait of Duke Elling­
ton ( New York : W .  W .  Norton, 1977) .  
Leroy Ostransky , Understanding Jazz ( New Jersey : 
Prentice-Hall ,  1977 ) . 
Further Reading :  
Dance , Stanle y .  The World of Duke Ellington . New 
York : Charles Scribner' s Son s ,  1970 . 
Ellington , Edward (Duke ) . Music i s  My Mistre s s .  
Garden C ity , New York : Doubleday, 197 3 . 
Ellington, Mercer with Dance , Stanle y .  Duke Elling­
ton in Person : An Intimate Memoir . Boston : 
Houghton Mifflin , 1 978 . 
Gammond , Pete r ,  ed . Duke Ellington : His Life and 
music . London : Dent , 1 9 58 .  
Ulanov, Barry . Duke Ellington . London : Musicians Press , 
Ltd . ,  1 94 6 ;  reprint e d . , New York : Da Capo Press ,  
1 97 5 .  
Audio/Vi sual Materials :  
Ellington , Edward ( Duke ) .  The Age of Ellington, 
(1926-1967) .  J LPs .  British RCA ,  PL 42086 ( J ) . 
����� . Ellington at Newport (1956) . Columbia, 
cs J684 . 
����� . Greatest Hi t s .  Reprise , RS 62J4 , n . d .  
History of Jazz ( series ) .  Filmstrip : Duke Ellington . 
New York : Educational Record Sal e s ,  n . d .  
UNIT II 
Lr;S�ON PLAN 
i0• iLi._, JC: : GEORGE GERSHWIN ( 189&-19 J 7 )  
LENGTH : 2 days 
SPECIFIC STUDENT OBJEC TIVES : 
To become familiar with the music of George Gershwi� 
and with jazz-symphonic fusion . 
To identify the elements of music in Rhapsody in 
Blue . 
LESSON CONTEtl T :  
Background : 
George Gershwin was born 2 6  September 1898 in New 
York C i ty . He was a young man who excelled in whatever he 
did , whether i t  was in sports or in m u si c .  One day his 
parent s  bour�hi, a piano �o t h n  t h i s  h 1 '0 Lhr: r ,  I ra ,  c o u l d  
take pj ano l�ssons ; i t  turned out George was far 1nore in-
trested in rnu � i c  than Ira ,  and the piano soon becam1:: h i s , 
insteaJ . 
George ' s music s tudy was basically p i an1J lessons froir: 
various teach e r s . One tau�h t h i m  ctric tly by tho book , allow-
ing for no creativi ty on GeorGe ' s  par t ;  the next did not u n c  
any book , opting for a more haphazard manner . Finally,  Georr:r 
was introduced to Charle s  Hambi tzer in 191 2 .  Hamb l tzer was 
a composer-pian i s t  in New York who played for the �aldorf-
Astoria Orchestra. He not only wro te serious musj_c but 
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popl� l a:· : :oi-1gs as we l l . He became George ' s teacher . Da"' � · i  
;_::wen , one o f  Gershwin' s biographer s ,  relates this story : 
Hambitzer later said that what attracted him im­
mediately to Gershwin was the boy ' s deadly seriousness . 
Hambi tzer offered to teach the boy , refusing to 
accept any payment for les sons . He became the most 
important single influence in Gershwin ' s  mustcal 
1evelopmen t ,  probably the deci sive influence . 
( David Ewe n ,  p .  1 5 )  
That foll owing summer in 1 9 1 J ,  a t  the age o f  fifteen , G e o rec 
�ot h i s  first j o b  as a p j.anist at a resort in the Cat�k i l l  
Mountains . I t  paid five dollars a week . ( Ewen , p .  1 9 )  
191l� saw another first in George ' s  life . H e  became 
Lhe yo unge s t  " oong-plugger '  on 2 8 th Stre e L ,  between 5th 
Avenu� and Broadway , in an area known as Tin Pan Alley . Th i s  
j ob involved a l o t  o f  travel , mostly t o  five-and- ten-cent 
stores and later to nickelodeons and saloon s .  I t  was George ' s 
j o b  to play songs publ ished by h i s  employer, Jerome H .  
Remick , and to get people interested enough to buy the 
sheet music . Needless to say , he got a l o t  of time in at 
the piano and got a l o t  of people to hear him play . Harry 
Ruby, a fellow " song-plugger , '  said this about George : 
Sometimes when he spoke of the ar tistic mi ssion of 
popular music , we though t he was �oing highfalu tin' . 
The height of artistic achi evement to u s  was a ' pop ' 
song that sold l o t s  of cop i e s ,  and we j u s t  didn ' t 
unders tand wh_?.t h e  was talking about . . . .  [Hi s  
p.i.ano playingj was far and beyond better than the 
piano playing of any of us . As I look back upon it 
I can say i t  was a completely different musical world 
from ours , and we did not completely unders tand i t  
a t  the time , though we all reacted to i t  ins tinc tively . " 
( Ewen , p . 2 6 )  
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1919  was G e rshwin ' s firs L truly ._�uccessful year ; i i e  
wro te h i s  first complete score f o r  a Broadway musical , 
La La Luci l l e . More suc c e s s  f o l lowed four years later when 
Eva Gauthier , a concert vocali s t ,  gave a recital at Aeolian 
H al l . Her program was made up of s i x  groups of songs . " F ive 
groups were devo ted to such masters as Bellini , Purce l l ,  
Byrd , Schoen berg , . Bart6k , and Hindemi th . One group , 
the third , endowed her concert with a permanen t plac.e in t �·1 · . 
.history o f  Ameri can mus i c , for with the incomparable •.o l�- :-,.,1� 
and independence o.f a true pioneer she devoted i t  en t.L �"�ly 
\.O American popular song s . " ( Ewen, p .  67 ) Three of the D.: « ..
:,.;011g�; wcH"e · : u 1 · :  .. ;J1wln ��ung:..; - - " :J Lairw:ty Lo hu·:-Ltl.i.�11:J , "  " J n r iuc 1 1 l. 
I (lgenu� Baby , "  and " :Jwane e . "  Gersl'.w d'l acco.cpan i e d  h e r ,  by 
the way , for h i s  music . 
Also , in 1 9 2 3 ,  George Gershwin went to Europe and 
fell madly in love with the c i ty o f  Pari s .  David Ewen relates 
1,h� :-� �.;·:- ory : " �He] fell in love with t!tc� c i ty at first sigh t ;  
everything about i t  came to h �--�· a s  a 11a: ,;r di scovery . 
HE· uxclaimcd : ' ill/h y  this i s  a . ;j_ .y you can write about ! '  
Burtdy ne Sylva ( a  friend) answere� softl y . ' Don' t look n o w ,  
G cort;e , bu i, i t '  s :H)en done . • " ( Ewe�1 , p .  97 ) 
In 191� 5 Gershwin ha.J three mLt s i c a l s  on Broadway . Al so 
that year he wro te h i s  Concerto ln F which was comm i s s i oned 
i)y /.Jal Ler [Ja;1.rosch , c o n d u c  L o t' o f  th e N0w Yo r'k f 'h i. l h �:u:·::;o n i c  
� ymphony :-: o c .!_cty . O n  : �  December 1926 another daring move 
took place . Opera t i c  cont �·al to , f11arc;ueri te ci '  Alvare z ,  san� 
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s0n;e ·�;<:ffS'"tW�.n songs at a serious i�e c i  t-:i.L . ' 'Gershwin par-· 
Licira Led . . n o t  only by a c companying her . . , but 
also oy appearing as a piano so l oi s t . " ( Ewen , p .  1 2 5 )  
Gershwin pl ayed a piano - s o l o  arrangement o f  Hl ta:pso dy in 
?Hue ( which he wrote almo s t  three years earlie r ) , and he 
� t:-::-ori·�ceC. a new piece , Five Preludes . 
. 1 n  Lhe summer of 192� Gershwin re Lurnerl from a second 
!,�#· ; }J Lo 1�111"opc with the firs-L draf·t of An Americ an in Par i s , 
a piece which has s i  nee been adap�;ed into bal l e t s  and mad0 
the bas i s  f'or an Academy Award winning mo ·c ion pic ture . lJy 
1 9)3 George Gershwin was �aking � 100 , 000 . 00 pAr year . A 
econumy at the time . 
A l so in 19JJ  Gershwin s tarted work on what most 
critics feel i s  by far his b e s t  p i e c e  of mus i c , a .fo l k opera 
called Porgy and �ess . I t  opened two ye�rs la L�r a �  �he 
C o lonial Th eRter in �o aton on jU �ep temher 1 � 3 5 . Gnr�hw.n 
once said about P�l\�.Y a;1d Be s s : " I  t0ll  you ,  af ter li stening 
t o  that rehea�sal today I think the musi� i s  so marve lous 
I really don ' t b e l i eve I wrote i t . "  ( Ewen , p .  2 2 0 ) 
George Gershwi n ,  who never marri ed �ecause he never 
fo1md the time , 
was at his bes L , . in the in t imacy of a l i  'l.i.ng 
t.'uom--eitht.: r h � : own OL' i�hat of o ;:; }H: �'.i - · - su·- ro"J nci. 9'1 
O�f c:dm.i. ;·.;: :· .- and ! ;- : er: 1.. s ,  ;::i.nd C!)�:�·.- · ·v: . ··i. .. i.n.;_; to t;� ·r· 
1.t1,.·ou,:a h l :> •!. •; ,; � � . H(; wa:.: always pLtyirn; the p .:.1::-w 
-� t i t• .. J l i , � (> s � re ·L,... ., ' ,.,. a· l .-:• l"> t ..... 0 ·-E· w,.., � r. . . ,... .. , ""' " , . L �  ,.., .  1J• • . " ·  1. ): •:- .-. .. 1 ..,� , '"" ""' 1 • .• .1. :  . �· - . J r; ., 
i,J't.llH�:; llt! l l i<Gtl L. 0  ' 0  r.tOl'U · • l i :. s  i rJ.Pr.u :..> ' !�· 8 ·.l  
···o c·a·y + ,... a., a"' " ' l •·'.111.l. � · r-. WJ. � h ,._ e ·"eohwJ n '·� a <· al W " '-' '� ,., t 1  �-' l.dJ \J 1 1 ..... .. .... l l )>-., . v  l \ .1  .i.. "'J.- .l n � �l. J .._) f"l. 
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Gershwin evening ; that Gershwin' s  music simply 
had to live-- just as long as Gershwin was around . 
. . . I t  was after a series of such impromptu con­
certs that Oscar Levant was tempted to ask him 
acidly : ' Tell me , Georg e ,  if you had to do it all 
over again--would you still fall in love with your­
self? ' ( Ewen, p .  205 )  
George Gershwin died of  a brain tumor at  the early 
age of thirty-eigh t ,  on 11 July 1937 . 
Style : 
Gershwin loved both serious concert music and pop-
ular song s .  I t  was his goal to fuse the two modes into a 
common symphonic jazz idiom . He no t only admired Irving 
Berlin and Jerome Kern but also Franz Schubert and Maurice 
Ravel .  He studied counterpoint , at one time , with Henry 
C owel l . In 1924 Gershwin had his chance to fulfill his dream . 
He was commi ssioned by Paul Whiteman to write an original 
piece for his concert of j azz  music . He cho se a rhapsody 
since that kind of format ( if there i s  one ) allows the com-
poser to use as many varying themes as he wishes .  Within 
these themes Gershwin included variation in rhythm, oddly 
placed accents , and impeccable emphasis and color . 
Also part of the Gershwin style was his unsurpassed 
improvisation , and thi s was probably best demonstrated on 
the night of the concert . When the concert was scheduled to 
begin , Gershwin had not yet finished the piano solos for 
the rhapsody . The full orchestration had been compl eted by 
another fine composer, Ferde Grofe . The story is that when 
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Gershwin sat down at the piano that night to play Rhapsody 
in Blue , he ad-libbed his piano solos and cued Whiteman 
when to bring in the orchestra . 
Exa".llple : 
Rhapsody in Blue had critical acclaim from the start, 
and it soon became one of the mo st noted pieces by an 
Americ an .  Some words used to describe it  were " exciting , "  
" dramatic , "  " emotional , "  " lyrical , "  and " vital . "  The open-
ing clarinet glissando takes one from a low , trilled concert 
F to a high B-flat , above the staff (C and G on Lhe clarine t ) . 
In Rhapsody in Blue Gershwin has presented five outstanding 
themes ,  with the first two often intertwining among each 
other and finally coming together at the end of the piece 
�o create a sixth theme . There are areas throughout the 
piece which allow for the piano soloist to improvi se . 
( Review handout,  play music , and discuss the handout again . )  
LISTENING GUIDE 
GSORGE GERSHNIN ' S  RHAPSODY IN BLUE 
The term " rhapsody" means free form , the composer 
can do what he wants with a s  many varying themes as he 
wishe s .  In Rhapsody in Blue , there are five outstanding 
themes with a sixth theme a culmination of the first two . 
'l'here are al so areas where the piano soloist can improvise 
during a performance thus adding the j azz element of improv­
isation . ( Actually , improvisation within a constructed 
piece is not new ; i t  has been done for centuries , Mozart 
being one of the most famous practitioners . )  
Theme A :  
Theme B :  
Theme C :  
introduced to us with a clarinet glissando , 
starting at a low F and moving to a B t above 
the staff . 
i s  first introduced with theme A but is  later 
developed so i s  considered a separate theme . At 
the first appearance of this theme , it can be 
heard in the horn sec tion . 
dissonant horns introduce us to this theme 
followed by a drastic tempo change ( fast)  
and the full orchestra . 
> > > > Lt �  
-.r F r I r 'rfd Ll f I f' 
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'J'heme B :  
Theme D :  
the full orchestra opens but soon the p i ano 
develops i t ,  first with tril l s  that glide into 
an improv i s e d  episoce with tempo change s ,  and 
finally full piano that then leads t o  a repeat 
of theme A .  
s t i l l  in the piano solo , the A theme fades into 
a new one . There is a slight epi sode , then 
the full orchestra. 
> 
�· • •  ';--;;- · • • >r"' • I!. ;t ' t t t SVt fut=gttJ r r-r U-'F ff 11 tf LJ Q  [![ 
EF£:fd
 
Theme E :  a full rest then the entire orchestra ( mostly 
stringo) introduces the fifth theme , a slow , 
smooth melody that i s  the most well-known of 
the p i e c e . 'I'he:-e is a slight q u e s t i on and answer 
period between the strings and the h orn s ,  
but then soon i t  moves t o  the piano with f i r s t  
an embel l i shment and then a solo . 
-! J J J J I $ J ]d " I "  I." " - -
Theme l3 : 
Theme A :  
--
Another variation of the E theme takes place 
with the p i ano solo which eventually leads to 
the full orchestra playing a d i ssonant chord 
that leads into a hastened tempo of the theme , 
moves to a transition where the trombones slide 
( as if th�y are dropping) down to bring back 
theme B .  
a.gain . i t i s  developed by the piano at a forte dynamic level . 
full orchestra ends the rhap sody with the theme 
i t  opened with leading to a dynamic cadenc e . 
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RESOURCES AND MATERIALS : 
Note s :  
Ci tations that appear in this lesson are from the 
following source : 
David Ewen, Geor e Gershwin : His Journe to 
Greatness , 2nd edition Englewood Cliffs , New Jersey : 
Prentice-Hal l ,  1970 , reprin t ,  Westport , Connecticut : 
Greenwood Pre s s ,  1977 . )  
Further Reading : 
Armitage , Merle . George Gershwin . New York? : Longmans , 
Green , 1938 . 
Jablonski , Edward and Stewart, Lawrence D .  The Gershwin 
Years . Introduction by Carl Van Vechten . Garden 
City,  New York : Doubleday, 1958 . 
Kimball , Robert and Simon, Alfred . The Gershwins . 
New York : Atheneum, 1973 . 
Schwartz , Charles . Gershwin : His  Life and Music .  
Indianapolis : Bobbs-Merril l ,  c .  197 3 .  
Audio/Visual Materials :  
An American in Paris/Rhapsody in Blue . Recording . 
New York Philharmonic Orchestra, Leonard Bern­
stein , cond . 
Life of George Gershwin . Filmstrip . New York : 
Educational Record Sale s . 
UNIT II  
LESSON PLAN 
ART : STUART DAVIS ( 1894- 1964 ) and CUBISM 
LENGTH : J days 
SPEC IFIC STUDENT OBJEC TIVES : 
To explore another modern American painter and his 
attitudes towards art and Americ a .  
To become aware of the concepts of Analytical and 
Synthetic Cubism by viewing slides of paintings by 
Picasso and Braque and also by reading and discussing 
various e ssays about Cubism . 
LESSON CONTENT:  
Di scuss handouts on Cubism and then view slid:.. ::, 
of works by lhe Cubi sts . ( See Audio/Visual Materials in 
the " Re sources and Materials" section o� thi s  unit for 
a suggested source of Cubism slide s . ) 
Dackground : 
Stuart Davi s ,  like Scott Joplin , Charles Ive s ,  and 
Alexander Calder,  came from a family of artists . Davis '  
mother sculpted , and his father was the art editor for the 
Philadelphia Press , the newspaper for which John Sloan 
worked as a reporter-illustrator . When Davis was sixteen, 
his father,  then art editor for the Newark Evening News , 
allowed him to enroll in Robert Henri ' s  art school in New 
York . The young Davis learned what he could from the well­
known artist- teacher : to paint life as it appears to the 
1 7 6  
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arti s t ,  to paint for himself , to paint himself . 
At the youthful age of nine teen , Davi s exhibited five 
watercolor paintings in the famous 1914 Armory Show , held 
in New York City .  This show, however, mainly featured 
European avant-garde art . It was the first time that the 
American public was exposed to the modern movements in 
Europe , at least on such a large scal e .  Such controversial 
and radical artists as Cezanne , Matis s e ,  Picasso , Gauguin, 
and Van Gogh were presented . The Armory Show hit the con-
servative art world , which included the Henri circ l e ,  like 
a storm . ( See handout concerning the Henri school . )  
Dav.is would later write about the two most important. 
influences on his  art education , which reads as follows : 
Style : 
The two dominant forces in my early art 
education were the teachings of Robert Henri whose 
school I attended and the Armory Show of modern 
European art in 1913 . These influences were fore­
most in forming my ideas and taste about what mod­
ern pictures should be . Both were revolutionary in 
character, and stood in direct opposition to trad­
itional and academic concepts of art . ( Stuart Davis ,  
p .  3 )  
Davis corr.bined what he learned from Henri and what 
he saw at the Armory Show to develop h i s  own style of 
painting . He had thi s to say about his  reactions to the 
Show : 
Here i n d e e rt  was veri fication of the anti-
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Academy position of the Henri Schoo l ,  with developments 
in undreamed of directions . Its challenge to all 
accepted standards caused a reaction among artists 
and students that was either violently pro or con. 
In Chicago , where it was later shown at the Art 
Institute , students burned a Matisse painting in 
effigy . I was enormously excited by the show, and 
responded particularly to Gauguin, Van Gogh , and 
Mati sse , because broad generalization of form and 
the non-imitative use of color were already prac-
tices with my own experience . ( Davis ,  p .  23 )  
In  the last sentence , a "broad generalization of form and 
the non- imi ta ti ve use of color , ·· sums up Davis '  style . In 
hls wri Lings Davis mentions that light and color are inter-
changeabl e . He presented highly simplified forms as brigh t ,  
colorful , flat shape s ,  which he felt develop- -thermally 
speaking--a limited spac e .  Although painting L �  a two-
dimensional medium, Davis felt that at the momer1t �wo color s 
( one lighter or darker than the other) are used , spa6e i s  
created by the apparent advancement or recession of color . 
( See handout , ' 'January J 1 ,  192J . " )  
The fact that color creates a dimensional p i ctorial 
space does not mean that Davis was trying to recreate a 
natural , recessive typ e ,  as the traditional i sts did . His 
space is of the non- illusionistic or surface variety ; the 
abstract images or forms tend to reside close to the picture 
plane , in an airles s ,  highly compre ssed spac e ,  which i s  
densely constructed through the overlapping of flat color 
planes and hard-edged lines or linear patterns . ( Refer to 
term sheet introducect in Uni t  I . )  
Davis believed that there were certain spatial 
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limi tations when dealing with two-dimensional art which 
had to be acknowledged in the creation of sp�ce . He thought 
that instead of trying to create the illusion of three dim-
ension s ,  which adds the risk of limi ting oneself to s tory-
telling , i t  i s  best to explore the simpler po ssibi l i t i e s  
o f  two-dimensional space . H e  made this distinction between 
reality and the illusion of creating real i ty :  
If you want three dimensions , use sculpture 
which is a real three-dimensional medium . A vi sual 
work of art i s  great in that degree to which i t  
approaches the natural phenomena o f  light on forM . 
The fac t that i t  can be used to tell stories is 
not a proof as most people think tha t it should 
ll c u s c d Lo L c 11 r.:; Lori c s • A 11 vis u a 1. u rt � :� a l l  : :. :-.. f: ·· . · :t. r -· 
tion because i t  seeks to expre s s  a nat· : : ·al complex 
fact in a more simple medium . ( Davi s ,  � - 4 J )  
Example s :  
Davi s '  style incorporates Synthe t i c  Cubism wi�h 
which he experimented and then applied to American sub j e c t  
matter . He took, for example , a Lucky Strike tobacco can, 
and by breaking up and reassembling the va:ious parts he 
created a Cubi stic representation of the can . The color i s  
intense and unmode led ; the space i s  flattened , with s team-
rollered shapes re siding close to or on the picture plane . 
Al though the various colored shapes do reside in different 
plane ::; in the painting, there is es sentially nothing which 
i s  three-dimensi onal ; thus e liminating the need for trad-
itional perspective systems or the modeling of form s .  All 
sides of �he tobacco can are fla ttened and frontal i z e d ,  
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like a Cubist collage . 
Davis simplified the object and reinterpreted its 
essential form in the 1921 painting . Unlike Cubism, however, 
the words " Lucky Strike , "  repeated many time s ,  identify 
the American subject and carry the bulk of its content . For 
the American, as Barbara Novak points out in Nineteenth-
Century American Painting,  the word is  the thing . 
Davis carried the idea of abstraction much further 
in his Eggbeater seri e s ,  specifically Eggbeater #1 
. 
(Abstraction) ( 1927 ) , For this series Davis gathered an 
eggbeater, a rubber glove , and an electric far1 and nailed 
•,hem to a table . 'l'his may ha ,'e been his  sub,jec L •na t l.nt· 
for one year , bu G no two paintings from this series are 
exactly the same . His expressed purpose was to " rid himsr: U  
of the last illusionistic vestiges of nature . until 
they ( the obj ects)  had ceased to exist in his eyes and mind 
except as color, line , and shape relations . "  ( H . H . Arnason, 
p . 4JO ) ( See handout " The Subj ect , March 2 ,  192J . " )  
In his essay , Davis makes two rather important 
po ii t 1,s for those trying to understand his work : 
All natural perspective must be eliminated hecause 
this i s  an illusory element which compromises the 
purity of the expression . 
Instead of a pic torial reality based on illusion, Davis 
fe l t ,  in  more posi 1 ive terms , that 
'J' i 1 u  c o l o r:; t,l1 a t. arc.: l a i d  on Lhc po.110:' must BE the 
pic ture . 
1 8 1  
F o r  the realization of an abstract color-picture , Davis 
outlineC three steps which he followed : 
1 .  the artist ' s  emotional reaction to the subject 
matte r ;  
2 .  conscious analysis ( what elements caused the 
reaction? ) ;  
3 .  workmanlike execution ( converting the conscious 
analysis into a painting of color , siz e ,  and 
shape ) .  
Davis '  work is  considered to be the bridge between 
late n�neteenth-century trompe- l ' oei l ,  an extre�ely r·calistic 
painting s tyle that was meant to deceive the Yiewe r ,  an ; 
fop Ar t ,  which would come into being in the 1 960 ' s .  Ar11J..snn , 
p .  429) Davi s '  career never seemed to lag ; he has alwa) � 
comrnancied the respec t  and adrnira ti on of o ther artists- .  
H .  H .  Arnason, a noted art historian, says , " Stuart Davi s  
is  almost the only American painter of the twentieth cen� u ry 
whose works have Lranscen�ed every change in style ,  move-
rnent,  or fashion . "  ( Arnason, p .  431 )  
AN EXPLANATION OF CUBISM • • • 1912 
. . . The true purpose of painting is to represent 
objects as they really are ;  that i s  to say, dif­
ferently from the way we see them . It  tends always 
to give us their sensible essence ,  their presence ; 
this i s  why the image i t  forms does not resemble thei r  
appearance . . . 
Let us now try to determine more precisely what 
sorts of transformation the painter must impose on 
objects as he sees them in order to express them as 
they are . These transformations are both negative and 
positive : he must e liminate lighting and perspective, 
and he must replace them with other and more truly 
plastic valu e s .  
Why lighting must be eliminated . 
. I t  i s  the sign of a particular instant . . . 
If ,  therefore, the plastic image i s  to reveal the 
ns;,cnce and permanence of beings , it must be free of 
ligh ting effec t s  . . .  
Lighting is  not only a superficial mark ; i t  has 
the effect of profoundly altering the forms themselves 
. . .  I t  can therefore be said that lighting prevents 
things from appearing as they are • • . Contrary to 
what is  usually thought,  sight is  a successive sense ; 
we have to combine many of its perceptions before we 
can know a single object well . But the painted image 
is  fixed . . . 
What must be put in place of light.�ne.:;. 
He ( the cubist)  has renounced lighting--that is  
to  say, the direction of the light--but not light 
i tself . . .  It is enough for him to replace a crude 
and unjust distribution of light and shade with a more 
subtle and more equal distribution ; i t  is enough for 
him to divide up between all the surfaces th8 shade 
that formerly accumulated on some ; he will use the 
small portion of shading allotted to each one by 
placing i t  against the nearest edge of some other lit 
surface , in order to mark the respective inclination 
and divergence of the parts of the obj ect . 
( Nex t, page ) 
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In this way he will be able to model the obj ect 
without having recourse to contrasts ,  simply by means 
of summits and declivitie s .  This procedure will have 
the advantage of marking not only the separation but 
also the join of the plane s ;  instead of a succession 
of bright salients and black cavities , we shall see 
slopes supported on one another in a gentle solidarity . 
As they will be both separate and united, the exigen­
cies of multiplicity and those of unity will be sat­
isfied at one and the same time . 
In short the painter, instead of showing the 
object as he sees i t--that i s  to say , dismembered into 
bright and dark surfaces--will construct it  as it is-­
that is to say, in the form of a geometrical volume , 
set free from lighting effects . In place of its reli0f 
he will put i ts volume . 
Why perspec tive must be eliminated . 
. . . Perspective i s  as accidental a thing as light ing . 
I t  is  the sign , not of a particular moment in time , 
but of a particular position in space . I t  indicates 
not the situation of the objects , but the situation of 
a spectator . . .  Hence ,  in the final analysis , per­
spective is also the sign of an instant, of tne instant 
when a certain man i s  at a certain poin t .  · 
What i s  more , like lighting, i t  alters them-­
it dissimulates their true form . In fac t ,  it is a 
law of optics--that i s ,  a physical law . . .  
Certainly reality shows us these objects 
mutilated in this way. But in reality we can change 
position : a step to the right and a step to the left 
complete our vision . The knowledge we have of an 
object i s ,  as I said before , a complex sum of per­
ception s .  The plastic image does not move : it must 
be complete at first sight ; therefore it must renounce 
perspective . 
Wha t must be put in place of perspective . 
. . . The elimination of perspective leads quite 
naturally to this simple rul e :  the object must always 
be presented from the most revealing angle . 
I t  may even sometimes involve more than one view­
poir1 � :  sometimes i t  will display itself as it i s  
( Nn x L page ) 
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irnpos:.::i ole for us i.l) :�r-' e i. t, ' v;i th ()]) ;'. �.;idc �  !il-..i ' i : .h8.n 
we would ever d i scover in it i f  we s t ayed s Li l l  
An o b _i e c t  can b e  represented in a profoL•nd and 
perfect way by one only of i t s  par� s ,  provided this 
part i s  the node of all the others . . .  A house , if 
one looks at the point where two roof-planes and two 
walls mee t ,  i s  more comp l e tely known than if one saw 
Lhe whole facade and nothing e l s e  . . . .  
Perspective i s  n o t  the only way of oxpressinf, 
acpth ; nor ,  perhap s ,  is i t  the b e s t  way . I t  does no \ 
expre s s  depth in i ts e l f , directly and expl i c i tly : i t  
can only sugge s t  i t  by outlining profi l e s  . . . .  
Fo rtuna tely dep th i s  not pure emptin e s s ; one chn 
a T. tr i hute a certain c on s i stency to i t ,  s i n c e  i t  too i s  
occupied- - by a i r . The painter w i l l  Lherefore be able 
to express it otherwlse than by p 0 �spec+,ive--by '-.�i- , i ra · 
i t  a body ; n o t  by suggesting i t ,  bu �� b.v pain ting i. �: a : · 
i f  i t  wnre a material thing . To this 0n� h e  will � a � r  
all tne edges of t h e  o b j e c L into starting-po i n t s  � o r  
gentle planes o f  shadow that w i l l  recede towarrls L h 0  
more di stant o b j e c t s . irJhere one o b j e c t  i s  in front of 
o Lhers , Lhi :::; fact wi.11 be shown oy the f:'inge::; o f  
:.;hadow with which i t::; con tour will be edL:ed ; i ··. 0 � 0 �r: 
w i l l  de tach i t self from the others no � as a simple 
profile on a screen , but because i;he s L:�oJ<::e s  d e l im­
i t ing i t  will be flanges ,  and because from them 
shadows will blow towards the background , as tbe 
waters of a river fall regularly from a dam . The 
depth w i l l  make i t s  app1�arance as a subtle bu·L v i s i ble 
recession accompanying the o b j ec t s ; they will hard ly 
appear to l t e  on the same p l an e ,  for be Lween thel':'! 
there will insinuate i tse l f  a p o s i t ive d i s t ancing and 
separation produced by these small dark slope s .  They 
will be d i s tin�uishcd from each o t h e r  without need ing 
to alter their real appearance , simply and solely by 
the sensible pre s enc e , be tween t h e i r  image s ,  of chc 
intervals which separate them in nature . By embodying 
i t s e l f  in shadows , spac e , which maintalns the i r  d i s ­
creteness in ;1 a l. tu'e , w:.11 continue t o  d o  so in the 
p i c ture as we l l .  
'Th i :; proceclure will have ·:;he advantage over per­
s p e c t i v e  of marking the connection as well a s  the d i s ­
tinction b e  Lween o b j e c t s ; f o r  t h e  planes whi c h  j..·eep 
them apart will also form a tran s i t i on between them . 
r hese planes w i l l  at one and the s ami:· time rr:m c l  anu 
l;:�ing c l o se.?.: ·.he :nor·c d i s  tan!: o b j 0 c  t . ·  . 
• i a<.:qucs i·: .i. vi c) ru , " Prosen c 'l'�ndt�:1�_ i E.� f; in Pain L i rig : "  
C uoism , ed . ,  f:.uward F :-y ( N ew York : f.ic:•-;- -av:-ni. 1 1 ,  1966? ) . 
CUBISM 
At this point we should like to de stroy a wide­
spread misapprehension to which we have already made 
allusion . Many consider that decorative preoccupations 
must govern the spirit of the new painters . Undoubtedly 
they are ignorant of the most obvious signs which 
make decorative work the antithesis of the pic ture . 
The decorative work of art exi sts only by virtue of 
i t s  destination;  i t  is  animated only by the relations 
established between i t  and the given obj ects . Essen­
tially dependen t ,  necessarily incomplete , i t  must in 
the first place sati sfy the mind so as not �o dis­
tract it from the display which justifies and com­
pletes i t .  I t  i s  an organ . 
A painting carries within itself i t s  raison d ' etre . 
You may take i t  with inpunity from a church to a 
drawing-room, from a museum to a stud y .  Essentially 
independent , necessarily complete , i t  need not immed­
iately sati sfy the mind : on the contrary, i t  should 
lead i t ,  l i ttle by l ittle , toward the imaginative 
depths where burns the light of organir,ation . I t  
does not harmoniz e  with this o r  that ensemble ,  i t  
harmoni �eo  with the total j ty o f  thln�s , with th0 
universe : i t  is  an organism . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
As for visual space , we know that i t  res�l+.s from 
the harmony of the sensations of convergence qnd 
accommodation of the eye . 
For the picture , a flat surface ,  the accommodation 
is negative . Therefore the convergence which per­
spective teaches us to simulate cannot evoke the idea 
of depth . Moreover�  we know that the most seriou s 
infractions of the rules of perspective will by no 
means compromise the spatiality of a painting . Do 
not the Chinese painters evoke space , despite their 
strong partiality for divergence? 
To establish pictorial space , we must have 
recourse to tactile and motor sensations , indeed to 
all our facultie s .  I t  is our whole personality which ,  
contracting or  expanding, transforms the plane of  the 
picture . As i t  reac t s ,  this plane reflects the per­
sonality back upon the understanding of the s·pectator , 
and thus pictorial space i s  defined : a sensitive pas­
sage between two subjective spaces . •  
. . . . . . . . . . 
( Next page ) 
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We do not automatically associate the sensation 
of white with the idea of light , any more than black 
with the idea of darkness . We admit that a blac k ,  
even if o f  a matte black , may be more luminous than 
the white or pink satin of its case . Loving light , 
we refuse to measure i t ,  and we avoid the geometric 
ideas of focus and ray, which imply the repetition-­
contrary to the principle of variety which guides us-­
of light planes and dark intervals in a given direction . 
Loving color , we refuse to limit i t ,  and sober or 
dazzling , fresh or muddy,  we accept all the pos­
sibilities contained between the two extreme points 
of the spectrum, between the cold and the warm tone . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . a law here asserts itself which is  to be 
neither di scussed nor interpreted ,  but rigorously 
followed :  
Every inflection of  form i s  accompanied by a 
modification of color, and every modification of 
color gives birth to a form . 
There are tints which refuse to wed certain 
l j n r ;; ;  thr.rc: arc surfaces which cannot suppo r t. cr ·1 ·­
tain colors ,  repelling them to a dis tance or sinking 
under them as under too heavy a weight . 
To simple forms the fundamental hues of the 
spectrum are allied , and fragmentary forms should 
assume sparkling colors . . 
Nothing surpri ses us so greatly as to hear every 
day someone praise the color of a picture and fincl 
fault with the drawing . The Impressionists provide 
no excuse for such absurdity . Al though in their case 
we may have rteplored the poverty of form and at the 
same time praised the beauties of their coloring, it  
was because we focused upon their role as  precursor s .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
It  therefore amazes us that well-meaning critics 
explain the remarkable . difference between the forms 
attributed to nature and those of modern painting, 
by a desire to represent things not as they appear, but 
as they are . And how are they? According to the�; 
the object possesses an absolute form, an e ssential 
form, and , in order to uncover i t ,  we should suppress 
chiaroscuro and traditional perspective . What 
naivete ! An object has not one absolute form, it 
has several ; it has as many as there are planes in 
the domain of meaning . The one which these writers 
point to is miraculously adapted to geometric form . 
Geometry is a science , painting i s  an art .  The 
( i � c x L lJ age ) 
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ceometer measures ,  the painter savors . The absolute 
of the one i s  nece ssarily the relative of the other ; 
if logic i s  alarmed at thi s ,  so much the worse ! Will 
it ever prevent a wine from being so different in 
the retort of the chemist and in the glass of the 
drinker? 
We are frankly amused to think that many a novice 
may perhaps pay for his too li teral comprehension of 
Cubi st theory, and hi s faith in absolute truth, by 
arduously juxtaposing the six face s  of a cube or 
the two ears of a model seen in profil e . 
Does i t  ensue from this that we should follow 
the exampl e  of the Impressionists and rely upon the 
senses alone? By no means . We seek the essential , but 
we seek i t  in our personali ty ,  and not in a sort of 
e ternity, laboriously fitted out by mathematicians 
and philosophers . 
Moreover , as we have said , the only difference 
between the Impressionists and ourselves i s  a dif­
ference of intensity, and we do not wish it to be 
otherwise . 
As many i ma�Rn of th e o h j ec t  an eyes to �on­
Lernpla te i L , as many images of essence as minds 
to unders tand i t .  
If  the artist  has conceded nothing to cof!unon 
s tandards ,  his work will inevitably be unintelligible 
to those who canno t ,  with a single beat of their 
wings , lift themselves to unknown planes .  I f ,  on 
the con trary, by feebleness or lack of intellectual 
contro l ,  the painter remains enslaved to the forms 
in common use , his work will del ight the crowd--his 
work? the crowd ' s work--and will sadden the individual . 
Among so-called academic painters some may be 
gifte d ;  but how could we know i t? Their painting is 
so truthful that it founders in truth , in that neg­
ative truth the mother of morals and everything 
insipid which , true for the many , is false for the 
individual . 
Does this mean that a work of art must nece ssarily 
be unintelligible to the majority? N o ,  i t  is only a 
consequence , merely temporary , and by no means a 
necessity .  
Albert Gleizes  and Jean Me tzinger , "Cubism , " 
cited in Robert L .  Herbert ' s  Modern Arti sts on Art 
( Englewood C liff s ,  New Jersey : Prentice-Hall , Inc . ,  
1964) , pp . 1- 1 8  . 
EGGBEATER SERIES ( 1927-1928)  
Lecture n o t e s  written in 1941 . 
In my " Eggbeater" p icture s ,  which had a s t i l l  
l i f e  a s  subj e c t  mat t e r ,  I equated a l l  the forms and 
spaces of the subj e c t  in terms of flat , geometric 
shape s .  I drew these planes in perspec tive , and the 
result was what I would call a " :::;pace-ob j e c t . "  
. . • The method of construction was based on 
abstract theory, the pi cture i t se l f  was a concrete 
visual image , capable of creating direct sensations 
of form and c o l or in exactly the same way as any 
acc idental association of o b j e c t s  in nature create 
visual sensations . The only difference bet�een the 
art image and the nature image l i e s  in the intuitive 
and int e l l e c tual unity which the art i s t  has e stab­
l i shed in h i s  p i cture . ( p .  99)  
C orf!MENTS ABOUT 'I'HE HEN HI SCHOOL 
I t  [the Henri S c h o o l  of Art] took art off th0 
academic pedestal and , by affirming i t s  origin in 
the life of the day , developed a criti cal sense toward 
s o c ial values in the student . . . .  By developing 
the student ' s  confidence in h i s  own perceptio0s , i t  
gave h i s  work a freshness and personality that was 
lacking in the student work o f  other schoo l s . But 
the emphasis on " anti-ar t i s t i c "  sub j e c t  matter , which 
was imp l i c i t  in the whole Henri ide a ,  tended to give 
sub j e c t  matter, as such , a more important place than 
i t  deserves in art . . . .  The borderline between des­
criptive and illus trative painting, and art as an 
autonomous sensate ob j ec t , was never clarifi e d .  Because 
of thi s ,  reliance on the vitality of the subj e c t  
matter to carry the interest prevented an obj e c tive 
apprai sal of the dynam i c s  of the actual c olor-space 
relations on the canvas . I became vaguely aware of 
this on s e e ing the work at the Armory Show . ( pp .  2 2 - 2 3 )  
Stuart Davi s ,  Stuart Davi s ,  ed . ,  Diane ;\elder 
( N ew York : Praege r ,  197 1 ) .  
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THE SUBJECT March 2 ,  1923 
The subject  must be visualized instinctively as 
a colored shape of a certain size . This represents 
the entire process of painting so far as I can see . 
The elements that go to make the picture on your 
panel are-----SHAPE , COLOR , and the SIZE of the 
colored shapes in relation to one another and to the 
size of the panel . (Direction and pJanal relationship 
we will leave for the time being . � a� not quite 
sure of their place in this scheme . They may be in­
cluded in the foregoing elements . )  
I want the picture to be simple . 
I do not want any illusions of light in the 
accepted symbolism to creep into the painting as 
I desire the light to be the actual light of the 
color itself . I want to recover the primary sense 
of vision . 
All natural perspective must be eliminated because 
this is an i llusory element which compromises the 
purity of the expression. ( Overlapping planes such 
as those employed by the Cubists are . illusory per­
spectj ve and must not be employed . )  Th is seems to 
m�ke the i deal pic ture which we are pro jec ting take 
shape as a kind of pic ture writing or hieroglyph . 
There is  this distinction , however , that the hieroglyph 
expresses an idea moving in time , a succession of 
images , while the picture I have in mind will concern 
itself with the expression of static form . The colors 
that are laid on the panel must BE the picture. 
They must have a simple obvious relationship as to 
size and shape which will be the result of the cor­
rect evaluation of the color and shape factors of the 
original simpl ified . The method of procedure in 
making such a picture will be somewhat as follows---
First the emotional reaction to a given object 
or group of objects . Second a · conscious analysis of 
the elements in the object that were responsible 
for the emotional stimulus ( analysis in terms of 
color, size and shape ) .  Third a workmanlike execution 
of those elements in color on the pane l .  
Stuart Davis ,  Stuart Davi s ,  ed . ,  Diane Kelder 
( New York : Praeger ,  1 971) ,  pp . 41 -42 . 
January 3 1 , 1923 
The first law of arti stic beauty is to work wi th 
an appreciation of the medium in which you work . Its 
possibilities and its limi tations . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Paint is  color . . It is  thin , fluid . One does not 
make architecture out of a thin , fluid material . And 
if sculpture i s  desirable one turns to stone or metal 
for his material . The obvious deduction i s  that a 
painting by its very nature should not attempt 
illusions of profound weight , relief , etc . 
In translating a subject into paint it should be 
thought of in terms of th in washes of color . It is 
to be a proper adj ustment of these that the best 
results can be obtained . 
If our theory is  carried out the resultant work 
should move the spectator primarily by means of a 
combination of color in various proportions . There is 
nothing else to move him . Consequently , all illus­
tration and storytelling aside , a work should be 
composed of vertical , horizontal and diagonal units 
of color . 
Every pic ture i s  visible because of light and 
dark . 
I L  can be white light or colored light . The same 
laws hold good in either case . 
The doctrine taught by some teachers thar the 
working ground must always be white i s  a fallacy . 
It can be white o r  the canvas represents a degree 
of relief or recession .  
There is no such thing as a two-dimensional 
picture . For if i t  has not at least two tones it 
cannot exist and the mere presence of these two 
tones means that a statement of light and shade has 
been made . Light and shade means third dimension . 
The most that can be said is  that a picture has much 
or l ittle third-dimensional quality .  
All this makes i t  clear that a picture must be 
sound from the standpoint of l ight to be goo d .  By 
thinking of the work in these terms it seems that it 
should make for better work . More simplicity and 
less errors . 
Stuart Davi s ,  Stuart Davis , ed . ,  Diane Kelder 
( New York : Praeger , 1971) ,  pp . 39-40 . 
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UNIT II  
LESSON PLAN : 
ART : ALEXANDER CALDER ( 1 898- 1976)  
LENGTH : 2 days 
SPECIFIC STUDENT OBJECTIVES : 
To establish Calder ' s place as a major modern 
sculptor by exploring his originality and iden­
tifying his influences and charac teristic works . 
To become familiar with mobiles and stabiles as 
well as other forms of sculpture which were in­
vented and developed by Calder . 
Lt:,._;..;orJ CON'fEW I' : 
r·.:1.c k«;rouncl : 
Born in Philadelphia on 22 July 1899 , AlexandGr 
Calder i s  a third-generation sc�lptor; his father ang grand-
father both being well-known sculptors . In 1919 Calder 
earned a Mechanical Engineering degree from the Stevens 
Insti tute of Technology in Hoboken , New Jersey .  In 192 J ,  
because of a growing interest in drawing and painting , he 
enrolled at the Art Students League of New York where he 
studied with such teachers as John Sloan , George Luk s ,  
and Boardman Robinson . Also during this time he illustrated 
for the National Police Gazette , which allowed him the time 
to roam New York and to sketch various subjects ,  including 
a traveling circus . 
In 1926 Calder went to Europe to study art . Still 
19J 
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intrigued with the c ircus , he began creating wire sculptures 
of the various acts he had seen or sketched previously .  
C a lder' s use of wire as a sculptural medium was something 
new at this time . I ts pliability and linear nature allowed 
for an easier and more understandable representation of a 
three-dimensional sub j e c t . ( Sometimes the wire s culptures 
are referred to as drawings in spac e ,  yet •·v ·1. :..h some th ing 
more . ) Calder felt that the e s sence of a circus i s  lost  
when sketched or painted on a two- dimens ion al surface .  As 
one who loved toys and their immediate intimacy, h e  wanted 
to invclv2 spatial movemen t .  ( Like the use of wire , motion 
in sculp Lure was al ::.::o some Lhing new . ) �-Ji Lh the manipula �ion 
of wire , Calder had the freedom to create movable objectG 
that complimented his original , somewhat comical , toy- like 
' 
charac ters . H i s  c ircus was e ssentially, " . . .  an accumu-
lation of amusing toys , into the midst of which a child 
would love to crawl in order that he might manipulate them . 
For the ir e s sence i s  that they are th� stage properties and 
the actors of a l iving drama . r' . . .  What appealed to lCalder 
about the circus) was the sense of spac e . "  ( H .  H .  Arnason ,  
p .  14)  
Calder also created wire portrai t s ; h i s  first was 
Josephine Baker, I ( 1 926) . This piece i s  suspended from a 
thread so as to bounce or dance when the wind blows . By 
1929 Calder was exhibiting his wire figures and portraits in 
bo th Europu and N e w  York . Of course , he continued to expand 
h i s  circus which he would set up at private gatherings and 
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manipulate for the gues t s .  " The obvious importance of 
[calder ' sJ personal circus . . .  was the constant experience 
he gained in the manipulation of wire , not only in the 
rendering of outl ined faces and figure s ,  but al so in the 
construction of intricate , engineered apparatuses and 
machines . which not only took on the illusion of 
reality, but also were made to func tion in a startlingly 
<1ff nc ti ve manner . " ( Arn as on , p .  1 5 )  
Still in Europe in 1930 , he visited P i e t  Monrlrian ' s  
studio in France . He seemed to be most impressed with the 
" stark white walls accented in areas of' red and blue and 
yellow , f and with ") the placing of every o bj e c t so that i t  
became part of a complete , rec tangular , static harmony . "  
Late r ,  writing about this stimulating experience ,  he �sai d :  
'' I thought a t  the time how fine i t  would be if everything 
there moved, though Mondrian himself did not approve o f  
thi s idea at all .  I went home and tried t o  pain t .  But wire , 
or something to twist or tear or bend , i s  an easier medium 
for me to think in . "  ( C alder, c i ted by Amason , p .  J7)  
Mondrian ' s influence on Calder i s  " marked a s  the 
most significant single breakthrough in the arti s t ' s  entire 
career . . . .  The importance lay in the abandonment of 
representation and the emergence of an approach more com-
ple tely abstract than anything he has done before or since . "  
( Amason , p .  J7 ) 
A year later , in 1 93 1 ,  Calder met Joan Miro , who 
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became ano ther major influence on Calder' s  art . " What 
appealed to Calder was obviously that Mire ' s  forms , no 
matter how far removed from representation , always suggested 
their origin in nature and always included the el ements of 
life and organ ic interaction . "  ( Arnason, p .  47 ) 
Style : 
Calde r ' s use of wire for open linear sculptures 
always lent an air of delicacy and fragi l i ty to his work . 
Intricate areas force the viewer to approach the pieces more 
closel y ,  which crea Le s a c e r Lain in timacy between object 
and v i ewe r .  ln his toy-like sculpture tht: viewer ' s  invol vement 
i s  more direc t ;  they are meant to be played with . 
Space is  a key element in Calder ' s  art .  Sculp�ure 
was traditionally equated with the solid objec t .  Calde r ,  
however, saw something else . What he saw, the Cubists saw . 
" The process of construction . . .  suggested to the sculptor 
the truism that the voi d ,  the depth , the space of the sculpture 
could be as important as or even more important than the edge , 
the solid , the mas s .  A mass or line could frame a shaped 
void as effectively as ,  throughout history, voids had 
framed shaped masses . '' ( Arnason , p .  9 )  For Calde r ,  the 
space that surrounds the sculpture is  just as important 
as the sculpture i tself . 
Calder coupled his  belief in the importance of sur­
n J u n d i nG space wi th h i ::; f a � ; c i na t;ion for mov��men L and balance 
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a:'1.d created what was later called "mobi les . "  These moving 
sculptures started out to be. hand operated , then moto:­
operated , but Calder eventually di scontinued the use of 
humans and motors and opted for a more natural propellan t ,  
the wind . 
The size of Calder ' s  works can vary from a toy so 
small it can be held in one ' s  hand , to a sixty-foot 
stabile in which cars can drive through . �ut , despite the 
variance in size s ,  all of the works retain a level in in­
timacy ; even the larger pieces seem much smaller in scal e .  
One con tributing fac tor could be h i s  stabiles which wer8 
created for spe c i fic SJrrounding s :  they blend wi th and 
become a part of the environment .  The pieces do not over­
power but ,  instead , become a part of the surrounding� . 
Another factor could be the alluring movement of the mobile s .  
Cne becomes mesmerized w i th the motion , so instead o[ com­
paring the size of the work with ne ighboring sculpture s ,  
one i s  involved with the action taking place . 
Shapes in Calder' s work are often highly abstract 
or non-ob j e c tive . The flat , hard-edged shapes are evenly 
colored w i th intense hue s ,  frequently in yellow, red , blue , 
blac k ,  or white . H i s  sculptures are organic in nature and 
freely formed . Nevertheless , Calder still gave concrete 
titles to h i s  work s , such as Lobster Trap or Pregnant Whal e .  
'l'he :.:impl i c i Ly involved in Calder ' s  art reminds one 
of rhc� :_; irripl i c i ty o f  ch i l dhood . 11hc primary colors he ur>cd 
and the l arr;e , unc ompli cated forms he created are remin i scent 
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of toys one would find in a nursery . Calder always ap­
preciated a good session with his toy circu s ,  and it is  
this type of fascination with "play" and escape from the 
complications of real life that he was ultimately trying 
Lo achieve . During the 1920 ' s  life did in fact become more 
complicated because of such technical advances as the machine 
( au tomobil e ,  telephone , and electricity ) and what William 
Leuchtenburg call s ,  the Second Industrial Revolution . A 
return to simpler ways , natural forms and uncluttered art , 
seems to have been Calder ' s  solu tion . 
l.::xamp l H s : 
The mobile came into being because Calder liked to 
create toys that move . He  had already experimented with 
the Dada idea of an impermanent art during the period 
from 1926- 1949 , creating sculptures out of fragile wire 
that resembled drawings in spac e .  Finally, in 1929 he began 
to work with what Marcel Duchamp labeled "Mobiles . "  
White Frame ( 19J4) is  a motorized piece that involves 
the viewer psychologically, because of the constant motion 
of the pa.rts ,  which move at different rates . Typical of 
Calder' s sculptures is the intimacy that is developed be­
tween the piece and the viewe r .  In his earlier works,  such 
as C ircus and his wood sculpture s ,  the intimacy was in the 
handling of the tiny piece s ,  but as his works became larger 
in scale the intimacy resulted from the viewer being drawn 
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into the p i e c e  b y  the rao t i on create d ,  One can find one s e l f  
almo s t  mesmeri z e d  b y  t h e  erra t i c  and spontaneous movements 
of the mobi l e s .  The intimacy of White Frame ( 7 ' 6" x 9 ' ) l i e s  
within i t s  motori z e d  movement ,  espe c i al l y  when the' pendulum 
swings back and forth , and the spiral swirls upward on a 
never-ending j ourney . Our involvement results from the 
hypn o t i c  eff e c t  created by the o b j e c t s  as they move at 
different speed s . We not only watch the parts move sep-
aratel y ,  but the whole p i e c e  takes on a kind of " mo tion" 
of i t s  own . 
· A wind-powered mobile called Two White D o t s  in the 
Air ( 1 9.58 ) evokes a s s o c i a tions of water and the s e a ,  wi th 
i t s  flowing movement and pale c o l ors . Obvi o u s l y ,  Calder 
wanted the viewer to experience forms as they move in spac e ,  
. 
erratically and spontaneou s l y ,  s i mulating the unpredic table 
movements of nature . Again , the e ssence of nature i s  ex-
pre ssed by the organic shap e s  that move only by whatever 
wind current i s  available . 
Al though such observer-participation was never in-
tended by Calder , the viewer sometimes has to provide the 
wind current which moves the indoor mobi l e . We become 
physically involved when we e i ther tap the o b j e c t  or blow 
a stream of air onto i t .  Once the p i e c e  starts to move , 
we are able to follow i t  as i t  creates different configura-
t i ons of space and form with each movement . 
C a l <l r! r  wa�·; CHH' o r  r.he f i n:;l. Ameri can art i s ts Lo 
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receive international recognition through his commissions 
and exhibitions . For examp l e ,  White Frame is owned by the 
Modern Museet in Stockholm, as is  the thirty-foot construe-
' 
tion , Four Elements . Other works by Calder are located 
at the UNESCO headquarters in Paris ,  The Spiral ; in 
Montreal , from EXPO 67 , Man ; in Denmark , Slender Ribs ; 
and in Spoleto ,  I taly ,  where he was commi ssioned to design , 
Teodelapio for their sculpture exhibition . This particular 
piece stands sixty feet high and i s  so spacious that one 
can drive a car through i t .  ( Still maintaining that in ti­
macy and involvement bet'ween the work and the viewer . )  
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UNIT I I  
LESSON PLAN 
ART : GRANT WOOD ( 1891-1942 ) 
LENGTH : 2 days 
SPECIFIC STUDENT OBJECTIVES : 
To become familiar with the art of Grant Wood 
and to understand his attitude toward his art . 
To explore the use of satire in Wood ' s art . 
To become acquainted with the Regionalist art 
movement and what i t  represente d .  
LESSON CONTENT :  
Background : 
. 
Grant Wood was born o.n a farm near Anamo sa , Iowa , 
in 1891 . After the death of his father, his mother moved 
the family to C edar Rapids . Wood was then ten years old . 
While growing up in this c ity,  he supported his mother ,  
three brothers , and a sister. He  seldom worked a conven-
tional job for pay . Instead , he earned food , housing, and 
such by doing odd j obs for people or by creating nick-
nack art from j unk,  which he could then sell or trade . 
His formal art training was inconsequential and 
sporadic . In fac t ,  the longest he spent in formal study was 
one summer in Minneapolis at the Handicraft Guild ; Several 
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months were spent at the State University of Iowa, but 
he never formally registered as a student . He did spend 
a few weeks as a registered student at the Art Insti tute 
of Chicago , but ,  overal l ,  he should be considered a self-
taught artist who was very aware of his  environment and 
firm in his arti stic goal s .  
In 1920 Wood went to Europe to study art .  He believed 
at that time that one needed " behind him the prestige of 
training either in Paris or Munich . "  ( C i ted by James M .  
Denni s ,  p .  2JO ) Wood discovere d ,  however, that it was 
unnecessary to go to Paris or to use foreign subj ects . The 
artist only needs to paint a subject  he knows well enough 
to offer an interpretation of i t .  Such was the basic assump-
tion of the followers of Regionalism and the American 
Scene painters . 
In the spring of 1934 Grant Wood was appointed 
director of the Public Works of Art Pro ject in Iowa and 
was placed on the staff at the State University of Iowa 
at Iowa C ity . The next year he authored the Regionalist 
" Manifesto , "  Revolt Against the City .  He defined Regionalism 
as , 
A common- sense utilization for art of native 
materials--an honest reliance by the artist upon 
subject matter he can best interpret because he 
knows it best . . . . The artist no longer finds 
it necessary to migrate even to New York , or to 
seek any great metropol i s  . . . . He may travel , 
he may observ e ,  he may study in various environments,  
in order to develop his  personality and achieve 
Style : 
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backgrounds and a perspective ; but this need be 
little more than incidental to an educative process 
that centers in his own home region . . • . I feel 
that whatever virtue this new movement has lies in 
the necessity the painter ( and the writer, too ) 
i s  under,  to use material which i s  really a part 
of himself . · 
(Dennis , pp . 231-232 ) 
Wood closely identified with the farmer and his 
life that was dependent on the land . He  was often seen 
wearing bib overalls at the University of Iowa ( 1934-1940 ) , 
which , at that time , was quite out of the ordinary. In 
addition to his eccentric dress ,  his philosophy of art and 
education was also out of the ordinary . The philosophy of 
the faculty at the university leaned toward the modern 
movements and their theories . Wood ' s  philo sophy was b�sed 
on a conservative form of representation and ,  essentially , 
learning by doing . His traditional artistic values and 
informal methods led to constant conflict between Wood 
and the rest of the art faculty . 
As a self-proclaimed Regionalist ,  Grant Wood spent 
much of his l ife , from the 19JO ' s  on , denouncing European 
domination in art . He called for , instead, a consciousness 
of one ' s  own land and resources . He also blamed the city 
for nurturing this so-called imitativeness , for he wrote 
in the manifesto : " The cities were far less typically 
American than the frontier areas whose power they usurped . "  
( D�nni s , p .  2JO ) To paint what he was familiar with was ,  
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he felt ,  " an honest reliance by the artist upon sub j ect 
matter which he can best interpret because he knows it 
best . •· ( Denn i s ,  p .  231 ) 
Wood painted what he did know best , which was the 
Midwest and the farmer. He said, 
The very fact that the farmer is not himself vocal 
makes him the richest kind of material for the 
writer and the artis t .  He needs interpretation . 
Serious , sympathetic handling of farmer-material 
offers a great field for the careful worker .  The 
life of the farmer, engaged in a constant conflict 
with natural forc e s ,  is essentially dramatic .  · 
( Dennis ,  p .  233)  
As  for content , Wood is  a master at satire . What 
could be viewed as a portrait of a farmer and his wife 
could also be interpreted as ridicule of fundamentalism . 
Or ,  a picture of three ladies at a tea party could represent 
the double standards of supporting a democracy and praising 
a revolution , whi le desperately clinging to old values and 
a pseudo aristocracy. Not all of Grant Wood ' s  paintings are 
satirical , however .  Most often he praised the land in the 
country , representing the budding fields during spring and 
the harvesting of the crops during fal l .  ( Show slides of 
Young Corn ( 1931 ) ,  Fall Plowing ( 1931 ) , Spring Turning ( 1936 ) ,  
and Haying ( 1939 ) . )  
The countryside in Wood ' s  paintings offered a pre-
industrial , idealized serenity and contentment that was 
no longer found in the Midwest .  It  was this pastoral life , 
ac cording to James Dennis ,  that Grant Wood celebrated . 
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( Show slide of Young Corn again . )  His  stylized landscapes 
and figurative representations of farmers and their land 
often included bulbous trees and steep rolling hills with 
patchwork of green grass and fields of growing corn . Curv­
ing diagonals usually start at the base of the picture 
and carry the eye to a centralized poin t .  The view i s  from 
the top of a hill looking down into an idylic ,  pastoral 
valley or across gently rolling hills . Considerable order 
appears in these landscape painting s .  James Dennis describes 
Fall Plowing as follows : ( show slide) 
�he plow . . . stands sacrosanct and pure again st 
wide open, precisely detailed fields . . . . The 
farm land , the " moderne" trees ,  the house and barn , 
all commemorate the indomitable advance of the 
machine and the efficiency of its linear fabrigation 
through an open spac e .  
( Dennis ,  p .  9 2 )  
The view i n  Spring Turning ( show slide) is higher 
still , as if one is soaring over the land . Again , James 
Denni s  not e s :  "Wood has painted a great span of earth , 
creased and folded in gently undulating contour s ,  that con­
tinues indefinitely at constant intervals along each side . "  
( Dennis,  p .  92 ) Perhaps Wood i s  suggesting some sort of 
eternal harmony to be found in the land . 
In Haying ( show slide ) , painted eight years after 
Young Corn, Wood reversed the viewpoint and put us below the 
central focal point .  He also incorporated an overall design, 
which he called " decorative , "  in both Spring Turning and 
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Haying . Diagonal patterns are formed by the piles of hay 
or the cultivated soil that lend an abstract quality to 
both pictures .  Although the diagonal designs were always 
present in his art , not until Haying are they as noticeable .  
( Dennis ,  p .  92 ) Wood saw an ideal , perfect rural landscape 
which expressed order and harmony . 
Exampl es :  
The inspiration for American Gothic ( 19JO ) came 
when Wood accidently came upon a little white framed house 
in the country . "He thought it a form of borrowed pre­
tentiousnes s ,  a structural absurdity , to put a Gothic-style 
window in such a flimsy frame house . That was to be part of 
the satire in the painting . "  (Darrell Garwood , p .  119� The 
painting, perhaps one of the most famous American paintings 
ever done , was the beginning of Wood ' s  thematic portraits 
which expanded into what most critics feel to be the best 
representation of Regional art and of the Midwest .  
Wood ' s  sister, Nan , posed as the woman and his den­
tist , Dr . B .  H .  McKeeby, posed as the farmer. When the 
painting was finished it was put aside for a while ,  for 
Wood knew if it were entered in the 1930 State Fair that 
there would be adverse reactions from the farmers . He was , 
however ,  unprepared for such a favorable response at an 
exhi bi ti on at the Chicago Art Ins ti tu te . Darrell Garwood,  
�ood ' s friend and biographer,  gives this account : 
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when American Gothic appeared . ,  it caused a 
sensation . Crowds formed in front of i t ,  and people 
who had never attended an exhibit before heard of 
i�  and came down to see i t .  It  was awarded the Harris 
prize and was bought for the Art Institute for three 
hundred dollars--the sale price had to be fixed at 
the time i t  was entered . 
The critics followed with extravagant praise . 
They called Grant the discovery of the exhibit .  
They said he was an Iowa Moses who had come to lead 
art into the Promised Land, and they compared him 
to Christopher Columbus as a di scoverer of America . 
Grant came as near as an artist can to attaining 
fame overnigh t .  
( Garwood,  p .  1 2 1 )  
The title , American Gothic , subtly draws our attention 
to the Gothic shaped window of the house . The pointed arch 
motif in the window is repeated--in an inverted fashion--in 
the expressionless faces of the two characters . The narrow 
shape of their heads comes to a point at their chins . Also , 
the narrow shapes ( without the point ) , found in the inverted 
pitchfork and in the bib-seams of the overall s ,  seem to 
resemble the Gothic motif . The gabled roof of the house 
accentuates the point of the arch , as does the woman ' s  hair-
do--in a lesser way--as it  frames her face to create the 
point at the meeting of the center part and forehead . Muted 
colors are used , somewhat reminiscent of southern Iowa dur-
ing a drough t .  Compared to other paintings ,  rich in color, 
it  looks like a tinted photograph . The two half-length 
figures are frontally placed , with the man looking directly 
out at us and the woman , subserviently posi tioned slightly 
behind , looking toward her left . Considering these features 
the content of the painting takes on several meanings . 
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During the Gothic period in Europe life was centered 
around religion and the church . The church formed the basis 
for not only religious worship but for civi c functions as 
wel l . One ' s  holiness and goodness was measured by how hard 
he worked ,  how much he tithed to the church , and how much 
taxes he could pay to the lord of the manor.  
The title , American Gothic , perhaps sugge sts such 
a fundamentalism of religion in our own country . Strong 
religio1...t s beliefs prevailed in the Midwest ,  and Wood had 
" intended to satirize the narrow pre judices of the Bible Bel t ,  
which includes southern Iowa . "  ( Garwood , p .  1 2 0 )  
Perhaps underscoring the satirical intent is  the 
pitchfork . While i t  is a sign of a farmer , the fork is  
also associated with the devil .  Matthew Baigell once won-
. 
dered ,  " if the farmer, who holds a pitchfork rather than a 
rake or hoe , i s  turning over the soil to sow the Devil ' s  
hate rather than God ' s love . "  ( Matthew Baigell ,  p .  1 1 0 )  
The strong verticals which appear throughout the 
painting create a feeling of rigid, non-flexible image s .  The 
two figure s ,  placed close to the picture plane, form a bar-
rier, preventing the viewer from entering into the picture . 
We are obviously not welcome since we are forced to stop 
before the farmer , who has a firm grip on his pitchfork 
and a sternly set jaw .  The inhospitable demeanors stop us 
cold , if the sight of the pitchfork has not already . 
Our perception of the rural life i s  often filled 
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with vision s  of kindness and home-baked pies . Midwesterners 
have traditionally been known as friendly peopl e .  Yet Grant 
Wood has presented another aspect , making us feel that 
deeper down there is a rigidness in rural beliefs and that 
the primary aim of the farmer i s  to protect what is  virtuous 
and absolute . 
Another satirical painting of Wood ' s i s  Daughter� 
of Revolution ( 1932 ) .  Darrell Garwood states :  " The whole 
idea of the picture was to show three smug , tea- sipping 
ladies in all their stiff pride of birth in front of Emanuel 
Leutze ' s  painting, Washington Crossing the Delaware , with 
its dashing figure of the revolutionists from whom such 
ladies claim descent . "  ( Garwood ,  p .  136)  
This painting was a result of an incident that :occurred 
in 1928 ( four years earlier) , after Grant was awarded - the 
commission to design a stained-glass war memorial window . 
At that time quality stained glass was produced in Munich , 
Germany , so this was where Wood went for his  window . I t  
took almost two full years to complete , and when i t  was fin­
ished , it was not well received . The most vocal group to 
denounce the window was the local chapter of the Daughters 
of the American Revolution ( D . A . R . ) . Their principal com­
plaint was the fact that the window and its glass was created 
in Germany and no t in America . After all ,  according to their 
distorted view , Germany was our enemy in World War r .  Criti­
cism was so great that there was never a dedication ceremony 
a..�d no formal recognition was ever given to Grant Wood ' s  work . 
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O f  cours e ,  the whole mess made him quite bitter toward the 
D . A . R . ,  and after the success of American Gothi c ,  Wood painted 
another thematic portrait as a message of his own to the 
women of the local D . A . R .  chapter;  it was his Daughters 
of Revolution . 
On first viewing the painting one is struck with the 
subdued lighting that tends to soften the faces of the three 
smiling women . Their gentility i s  shown by the delicate 
hand which holds the equally delicate teacup . They are posed 
in such a way that they create a triangle whose apex i s  the 
head of George Washington, which appears in the painting be­
hind the three women . 
Upon a closer look ,  however, the three proud , smiling 
women , with thin-lipped smiles and unrecognizing star�s ,  
seem quite unfeeling , mechanical and perhaps a bit conde­
scending in their attitudes .  The bodies of the two front 
women touch the sides and bottom corners of the picture frame : 
thus physically barring the viewer from entering their pic­
torial domain . Such a restriction of space visually affirms 
the exclusiveness of their organization . 
The satire Wood used in this painting demonstrates 
his feelings about these types of women and their exclusive 
organizations . He could not understand how this group was 
" forever searching through great volumes of history . 
tracing down their Revolutionary ancestry . On the one 
hand , they were trying to establish themselves as an aris-
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tocracy of birth , (sic) on the othe r ,  they were trying to 
support a democracy . "  ( Wood , cited by Dennis ,  p .  1 1 2 )  
Finally, to put a cap on the satire , we are con­
fronted with the Leutze painting in the background . As 
mentioned earlier , the main complaint against the stained­
glass window was the fact that i t  came from Germany . Emanuel 
Leutze ,  an American of German descent , actually painted 
Washington Crossing the Delaware while in Germany studying 
art .  Of course , this wry twist to the story i s  not at all 
reflected on the faces of the three women ; they are com­
pletely unaware of the "German-made" painting behind them . 
When Daughters of Revolution was finally presente d ,  
i t  stirred much anger. " They could ladle i t  out , "  Wood 
said . " I  thought I ' d  see of they could take i t . "  (Garwood, 
p .  138)  They did take i t ,  and now Daughters of Revolution,  
along with American Goth i c ,  have established Wood as one of 
the · most popular satirical artists of hi s time . 
Grant Wood lived up to his Regionalist belief , to 
paint what one knew best . He knew America and what made her 
function . Although he did paint many lovely landscapes , 
he will be , perhap s ,  most remembered for his critical pre­
sentations of extreme nationalism and fundamentalist religion ; 
concepts which created dislike for opposing ideas and 
squelched dissent to American tenets . 
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UNI1' 1 1  
LZSSON PLAN 
MUSIC : AARON COPLAND ( 1900- ) 
LENGTH : 2 days 
SPEC IFIC STUDENT OBJECTIVES : 
To become familiar with the life and music of 
Aaron Copland . 
To identify elements of music in the Billy the Kid 
Suite . 
LESSON CONTENT: 
Background : 
Aaron Copland claims his musical career was strictly 
' 
his _ idea since his background has no music in i t .  Born in 
Brooklyn , New York , in 1900 , to immigran t parents ,  Copland 
opted for music instead of the family business . His early 
music education came from private instruction, most notably 
P.u':.Jin Goldmark , " a  strict  traditionalist who gave no en-
couragement to modern music . "  ( Arnold Dobrin , p .  1 9 )  Copland 
often composed Lwo types of music : one for himself and one 
for his teache r .  
At the age o f  twenty-one the young composer was 
awarded a scholarship to study music at the newly founded 
School of Music for Americans at Fontainebleau in France . 
He was to stay there for one year ; he stayed for three . 
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A t  first the school seemed just as traditional as Rubin 
Goldmark ' s  instruction , but Copland was urged to visit a 
harmony class which was taught by a woman . " I  was finished 
with harmony years ago , "  he replied, " and beside s ,  how could 
a woman be a good teacher of composition? Name me one out­
standing woman composer , "  he continued.  What Copland found 
was an eager young woman " enthusiastically explaining the 
harmonic structure of Modest Moussorgsky' s  Boris Godunov . "  
( Dobrin , p .  J4) Aaron Copland found Nadia Boulanger, who 
became his teacher the following school year . 
In 1925 Mlle . Boulanger decided to tour America as 
an organist and commissioned a work from Copland . He was 
reluctan t ;  he was still learning, and some of his works had 
already received bad reviews from music critics . Neve�theles s ,  
he did write a piece , and of course i t  still received -bad 
revi ews . 
Serge Koussevitzky, the director of the Boston 
Symphony Orchestra, was another influential figure in Cop­
land ' s pas t .  Constantly on the lookout for new music ,  
Koussevitzky spotted the talent in Copland and often pre­
miered his works with the Boston Symphony . " In later years 
Aaron wrote that ' just as every 10-year-old American boy 
dreams of being President some�ay, so every 10-year-old 
American composer dreams of being played by Koussevitzky . ' "  
( Dobrin , p .  75)  
Also in 1925 Copland wrote for small orchestra a 
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suite in five parts called Music for the Theatre . " Specifically 
American in character , he incorporated strong jazz elements 
that were then an important part of the American scene . "  
( Dobrin , p .  7 5 )  In fac t ,  Copland was quite caught up in the 
jazz scene . More than once he was seen at the C otton Club, 
no doubt swinging to the music of Duke Ellington . C opland 
said jazz ha.d " th e  extraordinary rhythmic attack of the best 
brass sections , the unusual timbres produced out of thoroughly 
familiar instruments , and the general spirit of freedom and 
unconventionality surrounding a first-rate band . "  ( Dobrin , 
p .  82 ) As fo.r the seriousness of jaz z ,  C opland knew i t  was 
here to stay, but he made the distinction that , al though j azz 
has universal appeal , it  lacked the intensity of range , 
emotional expressivity , or depth of feeling often found in 
serious music . ( Dobrin, p .  84) Despite his  view of the 
" shortcomings" of jaz z ,  Copland did experiment with i t ,  
producing several pieces of " symphonic- j azz . "  
By 1926 his  music still received bad reviews . Critic 
Philip Hale of the Boston Herald wrote this about a recently 
performed Pia.no Concerto : " If this Concerto shows the present 
condition of Mr . Copland' s  musical mind, he is on the wrong 
track . • . .  We found little to attract ,  little to  admire , 
much to repel . . . . The (work) also shows a shocking lack 
of taste , or proportion . "  ( Dobrin, p .  9 0 )  
Fed up with writing music and having no one to play 
i t ,  Aaron Copland and fellow composer Roger Sessions created 
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the Copland-Sessions Concerts in  1 92 9 .  They produced their 
own works . 
By 1929 things were starting to change . C opland had 
been noted , in a newspaper interview with Serge Koussevitzky, 
as one of the composers ( along with Session s ,  Igor Stravinsky, 
and John Alden Carpenter) contributing to a musical renaissance 
which was taking place in America . 
When 1930 rolled around there was a revival of 
interest in Roots of America, similar to Gebrauchsmusik in 
Germany . Both are about music for use ,  having a function . 
S o ,  Copland composed Dance Symphony in 1931 ( even though no 
dance accompanies i t )  which finally received favorable re­
views . That same year he wrote another successful piece ,  
Piano Variation s .  
Throughout the Depression , Copland kept busy directing 
music workshops and school s .  In 1939 he went to Hollywood 
and wrote film scores for such films as Of Mice and Men ( 1939 ) , 
Our Town ( 1 940 ) , The Red Pony ( 1948 ) , and The Heiress ( 1948 ) , 
which brought him an Academy Award . He also wrote two ballets ,  
Billy the Kid ( 1938 ) and Rodeo ( 1942 ) ,  and in 1942 , when 
nationalism was sweeping the country , he wrote A Lincoln 
Portrai t ,  first performed by the Cincinnati Symphony with 
the text read by Carl Sandburg . 
In 1 943 Copland was commissioned by Martha Graham , a 
great modern dancer and choreographer, to write a dance 
piece about the pioneer life and its women . The music he 
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wrote was " austere" and contained " pastoral beauty and life 
lived in harmony with the rhythms of nature ; "  he wrote 
Appalachian Spring ,  which many critics feel to be h i s  best 
work . ( Dobrin , p .  1 64 )  
In the 1940 ' s  Copland went on two cultural missions 
for the United States : in 1 941 he spent four months in 
Latin America ;  in 1947 he went to South America . 
During the early 1950 ' s  Copland wrote an opera, 
The Tender Land ( 1954 ) , and traveled the lecture circuit 
which produced his  third book,  Music and Imagination ( 1951 ) .  
He spent most of his time in the 1960 ' s  and 1970 ' s  at the 
Berkshire Music Center at Tanglewood , Massachusetts, training 
new generations of American musician s .  
Copland ' s  music i s  partly a result of his experience 
in France in the early 192o • s .  The following i s  an account 
of the post-war attitudes found there . 
There was a generally rebellious ,  defiant mood 
in the air that was forcing everyon e ,  especially 
young artists , to search for new values and new forms 
of expression: Impressionism, with its subjective , 
sensuous images of the world, gave way to Cubism and 
Dadaism based on new, and to many, shocking, philos­
ophies of art . Cubi sm , unlike Dadai sm ,  was not opposed 
to reason . But its reduction of familiar objects to 
their basic geometrical forms horrified many art lovers 
who could not reconcile themselves to a portrait of 
a pretty girl represented only by straight line s ,  
cubes ,  circles ,  and other basic shape s .  Dadaism, which 
glorified the irrational , was the first antiart move­
ment, to appear. It preached nonsense and nonart and 
its declared purpose was to make clear to the public 
that all established moral and aesthetic values were 
meaningless--an attitude which obsessed millions of 
pP.ople at the end of world war r .  
Impressionist music , which attempted to convey 
Style : 
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the essence of sensuous moods through richly varied 
harmonies and timbre s ,  was now replaced by music that 
seemed dissonant and confusing . 
Several attempts were made to give music a new 
dimension . Some musicians used new mechanical instru­
ments,  others were concerned with quarter-tone and 
polytonal music ,  experiments in j azz  or unusual and 
bizarre combinations of instruments . The password 
was : try anything since anything i s  possible·. Tradi­
tion counted for nothing ; innovation and experimen­
tation were of first importance . ( Dobrin , p .  2 8 )  
What Aaron Copland eventually developed in his .music 
was the ability to " di scard all the nonessentials ,  to con­
centrate on the central kernel of an idea . "  ( Dobrin , p .  1 1 5 )  
His music i s  lean and to the point . Few fril l s  such as un-
necessary embellishments or theme developments occur . He i s  
most noted for his " ability to achieve the maximum effect 
with the most economical mean s ,  the transparency of his tex-
tures and the absolute precision . . .  of his tonal vocabulary . "  
( Dobrin , p .  1 1 5 )  
Copland also had a growing desire to fuse his music 
and his environment . " The conviction grew inside me that the 
two things that seemed always to have b�en so separate in 
America--music and the life about me--must be made to touch . 
This desire to make the music I wanted to write come out of 
the life I lived in America became a preoccupation of mine 
in the twenties . "  ( Copland , cited by Dobrin , p .  8 5 )  
The result o f  this thinking was for Copland to in­
corporate folk elements that are extended and made into more 
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complex compositions . Such elements are common to those found 
in our church hymns and our folk music , which have a strong 
but limited melodic lin e ,  rich harmonic accompaniment , and 
rhythm , probably the most complex of all elements in thi s  
type work . The texture i s  often homophonic , meaning the 
melody is accompanied by block harmony. 
This style , later in Copland ' s  career,  allowed him 
to compose three excQllent ballets ( along with other works ) 
that are rich in folk tunes and deal with folk figures and 
legends in American history . 
Example : 
One such ballet is Billy the Kid , based on the saga 
of William Bonney, a legendary outlaw of the frontier : This 
piece seems to retain the spirit which i s  associated with 
America: simplicity ,  vastnes s ,  challenging remotenes s ,  and 
exploration . The Prologue to the ballet i s  called " Open 
Prairie" in which Copland has used the horn section to call 
the people out wes t .  The drums enter to set the beat for the 
long trudge , through the frontier,  to new adventure . This 
section has a spacious sound with blocklike masses of tone 
and emphasis on the wind instruments . 
The next episode , " Street in a Frontier Town , "  in­
cludes tunes ,  in cowboy style , blended with Copland ' s  
sophisti cated harmony and strutting syncopation s .  But i t  
i s  not un til  the " Gun Battle" that a truly vivid scene i s  
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presented by the percussion section . One can almost see 
the gun shots fired and l eaps taken to avoid the piercing 
bullet s .  
After "Celebration" and " Billy' s Death , "  the Epilogue 
once again recalls  the open prairie with its brooding expanse 
and its unchanging scenery . Perhaps we are led to believe 
that life is a cycle and that once it  has been c ompleted 
it starts over again . 
LISTENING LESSON : 
uistribute copies of the score to the students .  
( See Resources and Materials for obtaining the 0core . )  
Review the parts of the orchestra and where each part 
appears in the score . Also point out major themes ( give 
measure numbers ) and review the Listening Guide . 
Students are urged to refer to the Listening Guide 
throughout the piece . 
Play Billy the Kid Suite two time s ,  discussing i t  
in between playings . 
LISTENING GUIDE 
AARON COPLAND' S BILLY THE KID SUITE 
OPEN PRAIRIE 
Introduction , 
Lento Maestoso ( slow and majesti c ) . 
Two-note motif ( third : C and E b) .  
Oboe and clarinet introduce opening theme , but 
flute seems to carry it furthe r .  
Timpani maintains the steady, rhythmic beat . 
Ominous , deep , and majestic . 
Each section presents the theme ; 
Full orchestra at the finale . 
STREET IN A F RONTIER TOWN 
Moderate . 
Consists of a number of tunes similar to the ones 
found in a small town . 
Scattered syncopation . 
Gaiety and friendliness are the underton e s .  
Piccolo introduces the first tune . 
IN '4 r , r ! J r " .. , , r , LJ I r r r ID r r eij) , r GU , r ffl r Ef-= ccr . ....... _..,. 
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Pizzicato violins playing first tune are answered by a 
trumpet playing a second tune . 
� 
- I 
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tJ 
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Question/Answer series takes place between the two tune s .  
Fortissimo three-note motif acts as a transition to a third 
tune which is introduced by the strings . 
This tune i s  fa3t and danceable ; 
4 t •  4 ime . 
�fITU1Ultu1W''rru  
Third tune contrasted to a fourth tune presented by the 
trombon e s .  
Still fast paced but much smoother than the third tune , and 
has less intervals .  
Second tune returns in the trumpets . 
Recedes again and i s  replaced by first tune played by 
piccolo and clarinet . 
Another transitional tune within the horn section to lead 
to a Mexican Danc e .  � 4 Constant time change s ,  from � to 8 .  
Mexican Dance fades out so the horns and violins can pre­
sent another two-note motif which will underline the final 
tune . 
F inal tune introduced by oboe . 
Last two tunes are contrapuntal . 
• 
Sudden gunfire takes �lace in the stre e t .  Meno Mosso ( slow down) . 
Percussion : glockenspiel ,  xylophone , and slapstick . 
" Open Prairie" returns briefly . 
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PRAIRIE N IGHT ( C ARD GAME ) 
Molto Moderate ( very moderately) . 
12  . 8 time . 
" Open Prairie" theme continues as a transition to 
the " N ight"  theme which is introduced by a solo 
trump e t .  
Nli• �-
?J.!ih J2 I iitzi '1:1"'J I Q SJ " 
Very qui e t ,  expressive theme which presents an 
excellent contrast to the upcoming gun battle . 
GUN BATTLE 
Allegro ( brisk and lively ) , 4 t •  4 ime . 
The beat creates a tense situation , supported by 
the percussion (as  gun shots )  versus the rat-a-tat 
of trumpet s .  
Very easy to visuali z e  the movement of the characters 
because of the fast pac e .  
Fading " gun shots" lead into the next section . 
CELEBRA'rION ( AFTER BILLY ' S  CAPTURE) 
Allegro ; cut time . 
Like the " Street" this section i s  made up of various 
tunes which are reminiscent of a happy celebration . 
F irst tune starts immediately; introduced by the 
piccolo and oboe . ( Three-note motif answer by bassoons . )  
Secondary theme appears briefly after a kind of 
syncopated honky-tonk transition . 
Staccato flute , obo e ,  and clarinets present this 
lively piece as the strings maintain the tempo . 
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Major theme returns until another secondary theme i s  
introduced by the piccolos and clarinets . 
Horns carry on some lively activity as do the strings . 
Another transition and back to the major theme which 
builds in excitemen t ,  only to come to a sudden stop . 
BILLY ' S DEATH 
Lento Moderate ( slow, moderate tempo ) ,  
4 t •  q: ime . 
Series of three notes played slowly by the string s ,  
answered by a solo violin . 
... _ ... _ pp 
Fades ; finale begin s .  
EPILOGUE ( OPEN PRAIRIE) 
Lento Maestoso 
• 
Repeat of Prologu e ,  only extremely majestic and 
more " certain" in tone . 
The music score appearing in this handout is taken 
fr� Billy the Kid ( Ballet-Suite ) ( New York : Boosey & Hawkes , 
Ltd . ,  1941) pp . 1 ( Open Prairie ) ,  8-10 ( Street . . .  ) , 22-23 
( Street • . .  ) , 52 ( N ight ) ,  53 ( Gun Battle ) ,  and 86 ( Billy' s 
Death ) . 
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RESOURCES AND MATERIALS : 
Note s :  
Citations that appear in this lesson are from the 
following sources : 
Arnold Dobrin , Aaron Copland : His Life and Times 
( New York: Thomas Y .  Crowell , 1967) . 
Billy the Kid Ballet-Suite ( New York : Boosey & 
Hawke s ,  Ltd . ,  1941 ) .  
Further Reading : 
Berge r ,  Arthur v .  Aaron C opland . New York : Oxford 
University Pre s s ,  1953 . 
Copland, Aaron . Copland on Music . New York : Doubleday , 
1960 . 
����� . Music and Imagination . C ambridge , Mass . :  
Harvard University Pres s ,  1961 . 
-
����� . Our New Music . New York : McGraw-Hil� , 1941 . 
����� . What to Listen For in Music . revised ed . ,  
N ew York : McGraw-Hill , 1957 . 
Audio/Visual Materia l s :  
Copland , Aaron . Billy the Kid Ballet-Suite . ( pocket 
score ) . New York : Boosey & Hawkes , 1941 . 
����� . The Copland Album . Leonard Berstein and 
the New York Philharmonic .  Columbia: MG 3007 1 .  
Life of Copland . filmstri p .  New York : Educational 
Record Sal e s .  n . d .  
IJJhat i s  American Music? ( film featuring Copland and 
Leonard Bernstein) 59 minutes ,  B&W . Del Mar, 
California: McGraw-Hill/CRM Films . n . d .  
UNIT I I  
LESSON PLAN 
LITERATURE : JOHN STEINBECK ( 1902- 1968) 
LENGTH : 3 days 
SPECIFIC STUDENT OBJECTIVES : 
To become familiar with the work and style of John 
Steinbeck who ,  for the purpose of this course , 
represents American literature in the 1930 ' s .  
To recognize the use of irony in l i terature as 
Steinbeck used i t  and to apply our underst2nding 
of this irony to selected characters from Of 
Mice and Men . 
LESSON CONTEN T :  
( A ssign the novel O f  Mice and Men to be read a t  
least two weeks i n  advance . )  
Background : 
On 27 February 1902 John Steinbeck was born in 
Salinas , California, a town described as " a  small industrial 
center touched by two railroads . . . [wher�J one of the 
chief industrie s  is the preparation of rubber for commer-
cial use s .  The town has several flour mills ,  and there is 
a large beet- sugar factory nearby . Salinas has frequently 
been the scene of strikes ,  particularly those involving 
the valley' s lettuce workers . "  (Harry Thorton Moore , p .  7 3 )  
Steinbeck was the only boy in the family and thought 
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to be a rather " solemn child ,  judging from the tem­
perament of ' the boy Jody' in The Red Pony ,  who seems t o  
be a partly autobiographical character . "  ( Moore , p .  74 ) 
Throughout his high school years he worked on ranches in 
the valley or in the sugar-beet factories as a chemist .  
He  was a restle ss young man who entered Stanford University 
in 1919 , but dropped out several times and found work 
again on ranches or in the factory . He seemed to " always 
[pel sympathetic to the common man and his problems , and 
unlike so many writers he (was] never bored with simpl e ,  
illiterate people . "  ( Moore , p .  77 )  His  final flight from 
Stanford , in 192 5 ,  led him to New York C ity where he tri et�. 
to establish himself as a wri ter . Thi s  venture proved to 
be a failure , and he eventually returned to Californi a .  
H i s  �irst three novels were published between . 1929 
and 1933 ,  but none brought any money in or improved his 
status as a serious wri ter . 
I t  was not until Tortilla F lat was published in May 
1935 ( by Covici-Friede after nine other publishers turned 
down the manuscript) that Steinbeck could finally earn a 
living as a writer . In fac t ,  with the money that came in 
from the book sale s ,  he was able " to paint his house and 
refinish the walls and floors and ceilings . "  ( Moore , p .  8 3 )  
The following year, in February 1936,  In Dubious Battle was 
published which increased his prestige as a writer even 
more . His  next novel , what he often referred to as an 
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" experiment , "  was published another year lat.er , in February 
1937 . Of Mice and Men was , according to Steinbeck , to be 
" a  play that can be read or a novel that can be played . "  
( ci ted by John F .  Slater in Tetsumaro Hayashi ' s  A Study 
Guide to Steinbeck, p .  1 2 9 )  This so-called experiment 
seemed to work since the novel i s  still widely read , and 
the play , which opened on Broadway, 2 3  November 1937 , was 
one of the season ' s hits and was given the Drama Critic ' s  
Circle Award as best play of the year . ( Moore , p .  8 9 )  
Almost two years passed before The Grapes of Wrath ( 19J9)  
wa� published ; the book most critics believe to be Stein-
beck ' s  best work . 
Other novels by John Steinbeck include Sea of Cortez 
( 1 941 ) ,  Cannery Row ( 1944 ) , The Pearl ( 1947 ) ,  East of Ed�n 
( 1952 ) ,  and The Winter of Our Discontent ( 1961 ) .  
In 1962 Steinbeck was awarded the Nobel Prize for 
Li ierature , a selection which was not without controversy . 
Many critics fel t the award should have gone to any of th8 
other three nominee s :  Robert F rost ,  Louis Mumford , or 
Thorton Wilde r .  
Styl e :  
Steinbeck' s  style i s  often considered to be 
... 
sentimental with " sugary celebrations of the Little People . "  
( Alan Trachtenberg and B en j amin De Mott,  p .  1 JJ2 ) His  
character s ,  presented in a believable manner,  are common 
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people rendered powerless because of their virtues and 
pride ( e . g . ,  George , in Of Mice and Men , and h i s  love 
and protectiveness for Lennie ,  or Doc , in Cannery R ow ,  
and h i s  authoritative presence among the transients and 
uncalled-for debt he pays to the " seer'� ) .• . There i s  very 
li ttle conflict within the plot structure since the 
characters ,  confronted with obstacles ,  seldom fight back . 
The characters seem to feel a sense of helplessne s s ,  a 
sense of doom . When faced with hardship they have little 
regard for any alternative but to accept that which i s  
before them . The people i n  Steinbeck' s novels are fre-
quently thought of as existing " in a hard reality,  but 
most of them are susceptible to dreams . Sorne of them are 
lost in a compensatory dream-image of themselves ,  ot�ers 
are set afire by the wish-dream of George and Lennie-=-. "  
( Moore , p .  50 ) The characters are less tragic and more 
pathetic . We know from the beginning that they are doomed 
to live as followers and not as leaders . (Can thi s  feeling 
be compared to Babbitt?)  
Example : 
Examples of the pathetic character can be found in 
Of Mice and Men . George and Lennie are basically good 
people (George oversees Lennie , who i s  mentally retarded) . 
Both live amidst the garsh reality of ranching during the 
Great Depre ssion , bu t both are protected by their enveloping 
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dream of someday owning their own little place where 
Lennie can tend to the soft rabbi ts . George , because of 
his loyalty and virtue , stays with Lennie and i s  always 
there to face consequences when Lennie ,  because of his 
dim-wittedness and uncontrollable strength, causes the 
injury of so�cone or something . Ironically , George ' s  loyal ty 
to Lennie has forced him to keep moving and not have the 
chance to make the stake needed to buy his own ranch , the 
ranch which supposedly would solve their problems . 
The novel Of Mice and Men opens with G0orge and 
Lennie on such a move to another ranch . The irony builds 
whe� we are introduced to the man in charge , Curley, who 
develops a j ealousy toward Lennie because of Lennie ' s  
height and strength . Lennie ' s  " innocence" will once again 
become a burden since he does not understand the animosity 
shown toward him by Curley . 
One of the themes in the novel is  the ambiguity 
of loyalty and love found in life . Two separate climaxes ,  
subtly relate d ,  hint at Steinbeck' s view at this theme . The 
first climax is when Curley' s wife tries to seduce Lennie 
to show her hate for Curley . The result i s  her death . 
The second climax i s  soon after the death of the wife when 
the ranch hands and Curley are searching for Lennie . George , 
Leru1ie ' s  best friend , shoots Lennie to prevent a worse 
death at the hands of the lynch mob . One death i s  a result 
of an act of seduction spawned by hate , the other i s  a re-
sult of an act of violence spawned by the love for a friend . 
2J2 
An earlier scene in which a dog is put out of his misery 
because of disease and old age foreshadows Lennie ' s  death , 
since the same gun i s  used to kill both Lennie and the dog ; 
both are beings who have to be cared for by others through-
out their lives . Lennie ' s  " disease" was his lack of intel-
ligence and his gullibility. 
Of Mice and Men is not only a novel but is a "play-
novelette" which is divided into six parts ,  each of which 
is an individual scene . The characters make entrances and 
exi ts ,  the main action in each part takes place . in one cen-
tra� area ,  a certain amount of suspense is maintained ,  
there i s  a brief time span , and the progress of  the story 
depends upon what is said rather than thought, or what takes 
place "on stage" rather than in the pas t .  (Howard Levant,  
p .  1J4 )  
Discussion topic s :  
1 .  I s  Lennie guilty of murder? 
2 .  What did Slim mean when he sai d ,  "You hadda, 
George . I swear you hadda . " ?  
J .  why was it  better that George shoot Lennie rather 
than Curley? 
4 .  What does Slim mean when he says , "Ain ' t many 
guys travel around together, . . .  I don ' t know 
why . Maybe ever ' body in the whole damn world is 
scared of each other . " ?  
5 .  What kind of character do you think Curley• s 
wife was? Did she have any alternatives? 
6 .  ( Refer to handout to discuss irony in the novel . )  
Worksheet 
OF MICE AND MEN 
Give an example of irony as it  applies to each 
character listed below . 
Lennie : 
George : 
Crooks : 
Candy : 
Curley:  
Curley' s wife : 
.... 
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Worksheet Answers 
OF MICE AND MEN 
Give an example of irony as it applies to eacrr 
character listed below. 
Lennie :  
George : 
Crooks : 
( his  innocence and dim-wittedne ss causes complex 
misunderstandings . What he loves he unknowingly 
destroys . )  
( loyalty to Lennie and the dream i s  what keeps 
him from fulfilling the dream because of being 
forced to move on . )  
( segregated because of his color he i s  by far 
the most intelligent and educated . • . prefers 
to be away from the ranch hands and their simple 
minds . )  
Candy : ( despite his experience and years as a ranch hand ,  
he has become the swamper who cleans up  a�-Cer the 
other men and fetches water and firewood ._) 
Curley : ( a  small and belligerent man , he feels irlferior 
to big men . He i s  the boss ' s  son but allows a 
slowminded man like Lennie to become the source 
of his torment . )  
Curley ' s wife : ( her death i s  a result of trying to make her 
husband jealous by seducing a man who is men­
tally and perhaps physically incapable of 
seduction . ) 
2J4 
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RESOURCES AND MATERIALS : 
Note s :  
Citations that appear in thi s lesson are from the 
following sourc e s :  
Tetsumaro Hayashi , e d . ,  A Study Guide to S tein­
beck ( Metuchen , New Jersey : Scarecrow Press , 1974). 
Howard Levan t ,  The Novels of John Steinbeck : 
A Criti cal Study ( Columbia ,  Missouri : University 
of Missouri Pre s s ,  1974 ) , pp . l JJ-144 .  
Harry Thornton Moore , The Novel s  of John 
Steinbeck,  Second Edition ( Port Washington, New 
York : Kennikat Pre s s ,  1968 ) . 
Alan Trachtenberg and Ben j amin DeMott ,  eds . ,  
America in Literature, Vol .  I I  ( New York : Wiley and 
Sons , 1978) . 
Fur ther Reading :  
French ,  warren G .  and Kidd. , ·wal ter E .  , eels . 
American Winners of the Nobel Prize . Norman , 
Oklahoma : University of Oklahoma Pre s s ,  1968 . 
Simmonds ,  Roy s .  Steinbeck ' s Literary Achievemen t . 
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